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amongst them.

150 odd
clear.

CIGAR
Very Ifllld and nigh Aromn.
The following popular retail dealeis sell

them:
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.W. & K. Drugs
F. DELAVINA.W. & K. Cigars
J. L. GIBBS.Restaurant
W. F. GOOLD.News & Fruit
E. E. CROSS..Drugs
J. W-PETERSON.News Depot
8. HAMILTON.
Confections
A. P. MAKsll.Cigars aud Tobacco
D. P. McGLINCHY.Drugs

\m\ CIGAR CO., Mrs.,
165 MilkSt., Boston, Mass.
S.Tu&Thlstuly

PURE WATER

limes when fevers arc
epidemic is most essential, as by
far the greatest amount of substance iu our diet is water.
Vou may say that the city
water suddIv is good enouirli.
but are you not much safer In
UBtug a Spring water of guaranIn
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S. S. SLEEPER & CO., Factor;, Boston.
Mllllken,Tomlinson Co., Wholesale Agts., Portland,
Maine.
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Like a/tidaLwave

Wntei ville.

GENERAL MANAGER.
atf

rapidly.

“Two batteries, each for sixteen 12-inch
moitars, and emplacements lor two 12-incb,
two 10-lncb, and four 8-lnch guns are now
in process of con truction for the defense
of New York; also one battery for sixteen
12-inch mortars, and emplacements for one
10-lncb gun, with two more in preparation,
at Boston; and emplacements for two 10inch guns, with one 10 inch and three 12inch in preparation at Ban Francisco; for
two 10-lnch guns at Hampton Roads, and
for two 10-lnch guns at Washington. Progress has also been made in providing a suitable supply of submarine mines.
A considerable number are on hand or under
contract for the defense of New York, San

Francisco, Boston, Hampton Roads, Philadelphia. Washington and Charleston, and
some of the mining casemates for operating them are completed or under contract
at these ports and at Portland, Me.
Contracts have also been made forjthe early delivery of seventy-three 12-inch cast iron
rifled mortars, hooped with steel, of a pattern known to be serviceable, though probably not equal to an all steel construction
now

under test."

Secretary Proctor, among other thl
s
refers to the success attending the eff ts
to secure a better class of enlisted men and
to keep them contented after they have
ranlra

P’nr

thaea

nn_

in

Disease" before* it:

be discharged
at the end of three years and provision has
been made for speedy and fair trial of
those accused of petty offences. Post traders are rapidly disappearing and there will
soon be only 11 left.
Desertions have
been less than in any other year of the
army’s history, being only 5.7 per cent
against 9 per cent in 1890.
In the present state of development in
the manufacture of magazine small arms

and smokeless powders, the Secretary does
not deem it wise to chauge from the present excellent single loader to a magazine

system.
The good results obtained by the system
of enlisting Indians are mentioned. There
are at present seven full companies and
seven partially recruited, and these
bodies,
both in the military bearing and general
deportment of the meD, are a credit to the

service.
The present method of allotment of the
annual appropriation of 8100,000 for arming and equipping the militia, which gives
to each state an amount proportionate to
its congressional representation, is not
such as to produce the best results.
The
aid given different states is very
disproportionate. The amount of government aid received by some states Is not more than half
that received by others that maintain
double the number of men in the national
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Mrs. Helen C.Foss,

Me.,

was

afflicted with a complication of dis-
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THREE BOTof DANA’S
brought back her
Mrs. Helen C. Foes. UNIlttl
weight, enabled her to do her housework, and walk
to the Grange Store, one-fourth of a mile
distant, twice a day.
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Foot Ball

Players and an Army of
Onlookers In Springfield.

READ THIS t I
Belmont,

AND

Springfield, November 20.—The Harvard and Yale foot ball teams reached this
city late this afternoon and are passing the
night at private quarters.
The hotels are
crowded and the streets presented a lively

toDight. There will be an immense
crowd to witness the game
tomorrow.
About 1000 unreserved seats on the ends,of
the 20,000. remain unsold. Seats on the
scene

side sections are belDg sold at high premiums. The grounds are in perfect condition and tne police arrangements for hand-

ling

the crowd are perfect.
A detail of 50
Boston officers will assist the local force.
The game will be called at 2 p. m. sharp.
Betting is somewhat in favor of Yale, as it
was last year.
Then, however, Harvard
won, so that betting is not a criterion.

225,000 BOTTLES SOLD IN SIX MONTHS,

TUB

M/CATUCD

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twenty
five Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At

It May Rain Sunday Evening;
Washington, NovemberJ20.—Following
is the forecast of the weather

AN ALMIGHTY EASY TALKER
Who Is Alleged Ito Have Swindled
the Dexter Savinas Bank.

out of $1000, fleeced a neighbor named
Blalsdell to the tune of $500, sold 25 sheep
belonging to another neighbor, appropriating the proceeds and cleared out with over $1600 Id spoils.
According to the despatch, the man went to the bank and stated that he desired to mortgage bis farm in
Palmyra. He represented that the Diace
was free of encumbrance.
He also offered
to assign to the bank a mortgage unon n
of
land
in
piece
Pittsfield held by him
against his brother Hiram. The bank took
the alleged security and advanced Siooo
TbiB mortgage on the Pittsfield land has
since proven to be worthless.
Two days afterward the swindler -approached neighbor Blalsdell and asked tor
a loan of $500.
Blalsdell now says regretfully that the borrower is an “almighty
easy talker.” The swindler alleged that If
he could secure $500 he could raise the
mortgage on his place. It Is now revealed
that he bought the farm from an Aroostook
man a few years ago, paying $200 and giving a mortgage to the seller for $1000.

for

New

Slightly warmer; fair; south
Increasing cloudiness and probably light rains by Sunday evening.
Boston, November 20.—For New England Saturday:
Fair, with increasing
cloudiness; warmer; southerly winds.
Sunday: Cloudy and some rain; slight
England:
winds.

change in temperature.

Local Weather Report.
Portland, Me., November 20,1891.

97 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

_|8 a. m.|8 p. m.
Barometer.130.682 30.653
Thermometer.‘ ai
38
Dew Point. 23,
26Humidity. 74.
eg'

Wind... 8W
NVV
Velocity. IO
1
Weather..
Olo y pi’dles
Mean dally ther....37.0|Max. velwind.,16 SW
Maximum ther.46.0 Total precip
.0
Minimum ther.29.1|
...

Observations.
the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday November 20, taken at 8
p. m. 75th merldan time, the observations
for each Btation being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston,42°, SW, cloudless; New York,
46°, SE, cloudless; Philadelphia, 46°, W,
cloudless; Washington, 40°, S, cloudless;
Albany, 40°, S, cloudy; Buffalo, 44°, SE,
cloudy; Detroit, 36°, SE, rain; Chicago,
40°, S, rain; St. Paul,-32°, SE, cloudy;
Duluth, 32°, E, cloudy; St. Vincent, 24°,
S, cloudy: Huron, So. Dakota, 24°, SE,
cloudless; Bismarck, 32°, SE, cloudy;
Jacksonville, 60°‘ N, cloudy.
Weather
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Bradstreets reports 303 failures last week
against 245 in the corresponding week last
year.
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Threaten Da Fonseca.

Tidings from Brazil.

MEN WERE

THESE

Two Were Crushed

Eyes

HURT.

and Another’s

Were Burned.

Lewiston, November 20.—A special to
the Journal says that Judson Chase, while
shackling cars at Leed’s Junction today,
had an arm badly crushed.
Jeremiah KUswortb of Oxford, was experimenting with a new preparation for tipping matches today, when the composition
exploded, putting out one eye and badly injuring the other. He was formerly an employe of the Portland Match Company.
Madison, November 20.—Henry Young,
foreman In the wash room of the pulp mill,
slipped and threw his arm Into a gear.
The muscles near the shoulder were badly
crushed, but no bones were broken. He
must have lost an arm had not two workcaught him and draw him nnt.
FTn
will be laid up lor some time.

men

BATES WILL LOSE
More

Light

*18,000.

the Transactions of

on

A. E. Blanchard.

November
20.—The
Farmington,
Farmington Chronicle says that the A.
E. Blanchard business looks worse Instead
of better. Enough has been learned to
show that the Maine Banking Company of

Kansas City is in very bad shape through
Blanchard’s misdeeds.
It is now said
Blanchard’s own family has been swindled out of their hard earned savings, to
say nothing about the hundreds of others
who were persuaded by him to invest their
funds. He invested 818,000 for Bates College and there are grave doubts if anything will be realized from it.
Blanchard
has not been seen since be left Augusta,
on his return as supposed to Kansas City
to meet Mr. Olaik, and no trace of his
whereabouts can be learned.
The extent
of his defalcation is estimated as high as
875,000, and nobody seems to know what
lias
become of the money; the
capital stock of bis banking company is practically worthless.
RACED WITH A TRAIN.
The Team on the

Train

Main Line,
Siding.

on a

the

Biddefobd, November 20.—Frank Cote,
George Dion and Peter Goodrow, were
down the Hollis road in a bnggy today,and
their horse had reached the Eastern Division railroad track iwhen a working train,
loaded with granite and gravel, thundered
down through the station for the west.
Dion, who was driving, pulled the horse
around, but the carriage wheels caught in
the rail, and the

horso went

After some 50 feet had
the side traea.
beeu traversed In tnls way, and just as the

train passed the team, the wagon collapsed
Those who were working about the depot
expected to find that the team and its occupants had been run over, but were greatly
relieved as the train rolled past and
showed tbe men to safe.
MAINE.
Stranded on the Triangle.
iSpeclal to the Press.l

Rockland, November 20.—The schooner
Silver Wave, Flaherty master, St. John for
Boston with lumber, went ashore on the
Triangle at Spruce Head last night. The
from the Whitehead life saving station went to her aid, but it was so rough
they could not lay alongside. The crew of
tbe schooner refused to be taken ofit and

crew
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off this morning and proceeded to this port,
where she now awaits repairs. She has
lost her rudder and Is full of water.
The McKeens Burned our.
Rumfobd Centre, November 20.—A
bouse and stable one-half mile below Rumford village, owned by C. R. Abbott and
occupied by Loring G. McKeen and Charles
McKeen, was burned this morning at 3.15
o’clock. The families lost about all they
had. Oue child came very near being
burned. Loss on buildings, $450; Insured
for $300.
Rangeley News.
Rangeley, November 20.—In a recent
tornado H. A. Prescott’s pleasure steamer
on the Mooselookmeguntlc lake went to
pieces on the rocks.
Some persons,
evidently with the inten
tlon of wrecking the morning train on the
Rangeley railroad, wound a big chain
around the rails on Sluice Hill. The section men found it before the train came
along.
danders In Auburm
Lewiston, November 20.—State Veterinary Surgeon Bailey went to South Aubbrn
this morning and found a very bad case of
glanders and farcy id a horse belonging to
James S. Jordan of Auburn. The horse
was appraised at $75 and destroyed.
Good Hews at
Kittery.
Kittery, November 20.—It Is rumored
here that the United Stptes ship Jamestown will be ordered here from Brooklyn
for repairs.
Ho Stole In New

Hampshire.

Augusta, November 20.—C. H. Davis of
Hampton, N. H., was Jarrested here
tonight for stealing a horse, buggy and outfit from Davis & Heath of Bristol, N. H.
He confessed and was lodged In jail. The
herse was recovered. The other property
had been disposed of.
Bound Over for Trial.

dangob,

a).—George W. PolGuy C. Mayo of
Lowelltown were bound over in $500 for
trial In the United States district court at
Portland by United States Commissioner
Hamlin tonight on a charge of stealing
liquor bonded in cars going from Montreal
to St. John, N. B. They did not secure
ball.
United States District Attorney
Dyer of Portland attended the hearing.

lard, Albert

Novemoer

E. Leckey and

Worsted by

a

Cate.

Biddefobd, November

20.
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Schooner

Lawrence Haines of Bath, from Perth Amboy, arrived here this afternoon with a
cargo of coal. She Is in a badly battered
condition, occasioned by an encounter with
a gale off Cape Cod. The cargo was^hlfted
and the deck load lost. A part of the starboard bulwarks were carried away.
CENERAL NEW8.
The mining congress at Denver Col
has passed a resolution declaring that both
gold and sliver are the money metals of
the constitution, and opposing any law
which treats silver as a commodity.
Senator Quay has sued the Pittsburg
Post for $100,000 damages on a charge nr
8

libel.
The Episcopal Congress at Washington
adjourned yesterday. The meeting has
been very successful.
The President has appointed Dolphin P
Robbins of Evansville, Ind.. recorder of
the general land office, vice J oseph M
Townsend, resigned.
The cruiser Atlanta sailed from New
York yesterday, under sealed orders. The
Newark Is off Staten Island under sailing
orders.
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London, November 20.—Tbe cablegrams
this morning from;Brazii;brlefly announced
that there has been a sharp engagement off
Rio Grande, at the entrance of the lake or
river leading up to Porto Alegre, the capital ;of the new Republic Do Sal. They
found that the Insurgents had most cleverly fortified the approaches to the bar near
Rio Grande, over which vessels drawing
only 13 feet can pass, and that a.heavy
bombardment was necessary to force that
passage. The two gunboats and the torpedo boat sent to reconnoiter the place appear, according to the cable message referred to, to have been hit several times. One
of the gunboats Is reported as severely
damaged. Tbe torpedo boat, which pushed
to have
pluckily to the front. Is reported
been riddled by Gatling guns. From this
it is presumed that a rapid fire gtfh was
brought to bear upon her and found tbe
bull’s eye.
Tbe Times this morning] prints a dispatch from its correspondent at Santiago
de Chill, saying that Baron Lucerna, the
president uf Da Fonseca's council of ministers, has telegraphed to the Junta In tbe
name of Da Fonseca, begging for peace
and offering to restore or establish any
form

of local self-government that the
people of Rio Grande desire. The Junta Is
also asked to state tbe causes of its grievances and to name the conditions upon
which It will disband its forces.
To this
appeal, according to the Times dispatch,
the Junta promptly replied that it would
only disarm its forces when Da Fonseca
has resigned the Presidency and the Dicta
torship, and when tbe Constitution of the
United States of Brazil Is again respected
throughout tbe length and breadth of
Brazil. All differences of opinion among
the members of tbe Junta seem to have
been definitely settled by tbe withdrawal
oi toe peace at any price
party irom
their councils.
According to one cable message received
here Da Fonseca’s overthrow seems to be
the main point which the Junta and its
supporters now have in view, and it is said
that they will be satisfied with nothing
less than his downfall and his punishment
for violating the constitution of the United
States of Brazil, and for assuming the powers of a Dictator.
The Times dispatches
say that warlike preparations are continuing with enthusiasm and vigor in the
province of Rio Grande, and that a formidable army will soon be mustered under the
new flag of the revolted province.
From another source comes a cablegram,
saying simply, “Fonseca’s warship failed
force passage Rio Grande.” From this It
is understood that the report as to the attack made by the Dictator’s two gunboats
and a torpedo boat, referred to above, is in
the main correct.
A dispatch received at 3,30 p. m. from
Brazil says that Marshal Da Fonseca is seriously ill. It added that his principal aliment is extreme nervous prostration.

The Exchange Telegraph Company’s
dispatches declare that Fonseca’s death Is
probable at any moment.
Though it is
known that Fonseca has been ill this statement is not supposed to refer to death by
any natural causes. It isltaken to mean
that there is extreme danger of his assassination, or of a sudden and powerful uprising of the incensed opposition which
will overthrow the present regime and
make way with its head.

racing off

alongside the train toward the bridge tbe
wagon on the main track and the train on
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on
Several Structures
Within the City Limits.

Will Be

Named in June.

Has the Dictator Asked for Many
the Junta’s Terms?

IN THE OLD BAILEY.

Lively Scenes at the Trial of

a

Mys-

terious Prisoner.
London, November 20.—There was held
at the Old Bailey today one of the most remarkable trials In the history of British

jurisprudence.
of blackmail

It is the trial on the charge
of a mysterious individual

known as the “French Colonel," as “Le
Grande” as Brlscony Grant, as Captain Anderson, and as Charles Grant. This distinguished criminal’s real name is not
known. He says he is a Dane, but the police believe him to be a well known American criminal. who has "worked” both the
United States and Europe for years past,
and who has made large sums of money by
his operations as a knight of industry.
There are a number of charges piled up
against the French colonel, but the one
which was placedlon trial today is that of
threatening to murder the Baroness Balsover, who resides in one of the most aristocratic quarters of
London, Grosvenor
place, and with also threatening to murder
A-iwvij unaoci,

IUC
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mitt jUftMer

of the Rolls. For the treasury, Mr. Sims
prosecuted, and Mr. Scarlet defended the
After the testimony bad been
prisoner.
taken, the French Colonel fainted In the
dock. When revived he engaged In a furious fight with the police around him.
A
dozen policemen, assisted by a number of
wardens, seemed unable to restrain
im. There was a tremendous sensation
In the court room.
A number of ladles
fainted, others screamed. Judge Hawkins
was unable for a long time to restore order. Finally the jury found the prisoner
guilty on both charges.

Erison

Convention.

New Fork, November 20.—The Executive Committee of the Republican National
League met at the Plaza Hotel this morning. Twenty-three states were represented. The morning was taken up by the delegates making detailed reports of the work
done in their states and the work proposed
to be done by the League In Kansas.
Delegate E. C. Little said that one year ago
the Farmers’ Alliance swept everything,
carrying 90 out of 106 districts, the Republican party being demoralized there. This
year the Republican Central Committee
turned the work over to the league, with
the result that the situation has been re-

versed.
The delegation from Buffalo claims the
credit of

reducing

year.

H. E. Tiepke was elected a member
of
the
executive
committee
for
Rhode Island and J. B. Collins for Montana
It was decided to have one day In the
year set apart tor state conventions. Secretary Humphreys was Instructed to ask
the different states to hold their conventions February 12, Lincoln’s birthday.

TREATY VIOLATED.
Canal

Chicago,
Stone of the

a

Cives

the

Windy

Grievance.

November
20.—Secretary
Chicago Board of Trade, has
letter to Secretary Blaine, al-

addressed a
leging on the part or the board of directors
of the Board of Trade of Chicago, that
gross injustice Is done to the citizens of the
United States with respect to tonnage
passing through the Welland Canal, in violation of the terms of article 27 of the
treaty of Washington. The letter says:
"The discrimination is especially grievous
to American citizens in view of the fact
f liaf (ha A morlnan

Great Lakes,
citizens

nnnnl.i
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Delegations Which Hope
Capture the Convention.

WiRnmaTON

enjoyed Dy Canadian
onjabsolntely equal terms with the
are

compelled

to reduce their revenues to
counteract the effect of Canadian rebates
made on commerce passing through the
same canal but delivered
to Canadian

ports."

The letter further alleges that this discrimination builds up Montreal and other
Canadian ports at the expense of American ports and concludes by saying that the
approaching reciprocity conference affords
an opportune occasion for the prevention
of the grievances complained of.
Probably a Total Loas.
November 20.—
Mass.,
Chatham,
Schooner Abbte U. Hodgdon will probably
She
be a total loss on Shovelful shoal.
leaks badly. The crew landed at the life
saving station tonight.
All Hands Lost.

Huron, Mich., November 20.—A
despatch from Goodrich, Ont., says a
schooner, supposed to be the George.which
had beeu llylug signals of distress off that
port for 4a hours, foundered last night, and
all hands were lost.
Pobt

WnvAtnhAr 2ft.—ThA

to

Ann-

test between tbe rival cities to secure tbe
National Republican Convention of 1892
was actively begun today when delegations
from Omaha and tbe Pacific coast opened
headquarters bere. Tbe Minneapolis dele-

gation arrived this afternoon and adopted
a resolution urging that the Republican
National Convention be held In the Northwest. Rooms have been secured for the
Detroit and Cincinnati delegations.
New
York city will be represented tomorrow by
delegations upwards of one hundred
strong. A sufficient number of the members of the National Committee appeared
at the Arlington during the evening to give
the delegates an opportunity to begin preliminary work. It will require twenty-five
votes iu the committee to decide the location of the convention, and the work of
the various delegations will commece in
earnest tomorrow. Among the prominent
Republicans now bere Is J. H. Manley of

Maine.
The only other business, aside from selecting the time and place for holding the
convention, which, so fares U known, will
come before the committee is that of selecting a successor to Senator Quay as
Chairman of the Committee, together with
perhaps tbe consideration of a repost from
tbe Executive Committee on the state of
of its finances.
With respect to the time of holding the
convention, there is no doubt that It will
be held at an earlier date than heretofore.
There has been some thought of holding
the convention in May, but it would not be
possible to hold it before tbe last week in
that month, and as many active Republicans make speeches cn Decoration Day the
probabilities favor some time early in June
as the time for proceeding to nominate tbe
next Republican candidates for President
and VJce President.
Tbe last convention
adopted a resolution providing that at least
six months should intervene between the
time of calling and the time of holding future National Conventions.
As the NaJ
tional Committee does not meet until tbe
23d of this month, the six months period
In which preparations are to be made for
the Convention, will not elapse until May
23, and it is believed that many of tbe delegates would desire to be at borne on Dec-

oration Day.

SHENANDOAH

Big

Bath

Beauty

WON.

Outsailed

Her

Two Competitors.

New York, November 20.—Telegrams
received here state that the big American
ship Shenandoah arrived at Havre yesterday, 100 days eut from San Francisco.

Three other ships left the Qolden Qate on
the same day with the Shenandoah. They
were tbe American ship D. S. Carleton
and the
British ships Balkamah and
Strathearn. All four were bound for Havre, loaded with grain.
The Strathearn
was looked upon as the most likely winner
as she has a great reputation for speed.
The Shenandoah, however, got the best of
the race, and
upheld the always undlmmed
honor of the American merchant marine.
The Shenandoah is the third largest sailing ship afloat, the largest being the French
ship La France, and the second largest the
Rappahannock. The Shenandoah Is commanded by Captain Murphy of Bath, Me.,
and carries a crew of about 40 men. She
was built and is owned by Arthur Sewall
& Co., of Bath, Me.

Sam K.

Ryan.

Sam Erwin Ryan, who was a member of
Lotbrop’s stock company In this city last
season, died In New York on the 15th Inst.,
aged 57. He was born In New York in 1834.
He made his first appearance on the stage
as Dolph in "Family Jars," at the old Boston Theatre In 1848, having previously
been a printer. He travelled with many
of the leading actresses of his time, including Maggie Mitchell, the Denlns, Julia
He married
Daly and Emily Thorne.
Kate Dennis, but they afterwards parted. Ho was stage manager of the New
York Waverly Theatre in 1869, and bad
played star engage > ents in the principal
cities. He was In his younger Jays a prominent Irish comedian. He was an Elk.
Fred L. McLellan.
Conductor Fred L. McLellan, in the Ca
nadian Pacific service, with a run between
VauceDoro ana st. John, died very sudden-

ly

He

Wednesday.

was

well

known

among the railroad men throughout New
England, and his deatn will be a source of
sorrow to many friends.
For many years
he has been running on the day aud night
express trains between
St. John and
Vanceboro. He was a member of the Order of Conductors, and a charter member
of Qolden Rule Lodge, i. O. O. F. He was
married and about 35 years old.

Tbe staging was removed yesterday from
the front of Mr. Mr. Peleg Barker’s new
brlek store and tenement block on Spring
street, next below the Falmonth engine
house, revealing a fine exterior, which cannot fail to be an ornament to that section
of the street.
The walls of tbe Eye and Ear Infirmary
are completed and the timbers for the roof
are being placed in position.
The roof
will be covered In In the next few days and
then work will be continued on the interior
through the winter. Tbe lower story has
been housed In to protect the workmen
from the weather until the large windows
and doors are set
Additional improvements are In progress
In the Portland * Rochester yard. Since
last spring a fine new passenger station has
been built, tbe repair shops and freight
shed moved from one side of the track to
tbe other, and the tracks themselves
straightened and ballasted. Workmen are
now engaged in moving two open tracks on
the west of Alder street, so as to come
within a new car house that Is to be built
there In a short time. The house will be
140 feet long and will be used to store the
passenger cars that have stood out In the
The
open air for years on the same spot
house will be fitted with open smoke flues
so that it the engine-house becomes crowded the overflow of locomotives can be accommodated in the new building.
Tbe front wall of tbe Bain building on
Commercial street, which cracked and
seemed about to fall some weeks ago, has
been entirely rebuilt and the building thoroughly braced with Iron rods.
8ECOND PARISH.
Three Hundred and Fifty About the
Tablee Last Evening.
Tbe Second Parish church. Dr. Merrill,
pastor, held their annual reunion at the
church vestry last evening.
These reunions are always memorable and enjoyable
occasions In the history of the year, and
last evening’s was no exception.
A bout
390 sat down to the well-oiled tables, which
were admirably served by a corps of the
young men of the parish. After the supper
the tables were quickly cleared away,
and the exercises began with a song bv
Misses Knight and Bicker, followed by a
prayer and then another song by the same
young ladles. Then followed the special
feature of the evening, five-minute talks
by leading members of the church on the
church work. The speakers and the subjects were:
Church Uotng.Dea. S. W. Larrahee
The Circle.Mrs. H. P. Merrill
Parish Committee.H.P. Merrill. M.D.
The Aids.Miss C. M. Libby
The Prayer Meeting.Dea. F. D. Winslow
The Ladles’ Praver Meeting....Mrs. A. B. Cole
The Sunday School.Dea. O. Adams
The Busv Bees.Mrs. J. Sargent
Y.P.S.C.E.C. W. Morton
our Auxiliary.Mrs. J. U. Merrill
Junior Y.P.S.C.E.Dea. J. W. Stevenson
The Industrial Work.Mrs. J. W. D. Carter
The Chinese Work.C. A. Dunlap
The Armenian Work.P. U. Farley
On Ushering...C. E. Leach
A Few Other Matters.The Fastor
The speakers aid a very unusual thing.
Each contented himself with the allotted
five minutes, and confined himself or herself te the proper subject
Consequently
all were pleased.

Sons of Temperance.
Cumberland County District Division.
Sons of Temperance, met In Knlghtvllle
yesterday. Conrad Snow of Pownal, the
district presiding officer, presided. Credentials were presented from 16 divisions.
Several delegates from Deerlng and Knlghtvllle took the degree. A great deal of rou-

Dr. Parmenas Oyer.
Farmington, November 20.— Dr. Pat;
nsAMA.
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ton this

morning o! pneumonia, aged 69
years. For 30 years he has been a prominent physician, also a political leader. He
was a member of the United States
pension examining board under President
Cleveland.
He was prominent in the
Greenback or Fusion party during Its ascendency, and an active spiritualist. Many
years ago he lived in Auburn and published the Democratic Advocate, the first
Democratic paper in Androscoggin county.
Dr. Sydney Orlnkwater.
Haverhill, Mass., November 20.—Dr,
Sydney Drink water, aged 79, died in the
city hospital here today. He was born in
Portland, Me., and educated in the Portland schools and at Gorham academy. He
was a student of medicine with Dr. John
T. Gilman of Portland, and graduated
from the Pittsfield (Mass.) Medical School.
He formerly practiced in Westfield, Mass.,
Sedgwick, Me., and the marine hospital at

Chelsea. He came to Haverhill in 1867.
He was a member of the board of health
for 15 years and the most of that time city
physician. He leaves a wife and son.

Oommerclal Travellers’ Convention
Mr. J. H. Dow, who has been elected
mernoer from Ma‘ne of the board of control of the World’s Columbian exposition,
has issued a statement of the business of
the board which is to act as an executive
committee for the proposed convention of

travelling men
held during the

of the entire world to be
fair in Chicago.
Travelling men will he asked to contribute a dollar apiece for the
suppoit of the board.

The report of a cornet in the Nevember
delivery caused a small sized panic In the
corn pit of the
Chicago Board of Trade
yesterday.

Dr«. Pendleton and King, with Cor*
oner

Perry, Investigated.

Unanimous Conclusion That Mr.
Higgins Died of Heart Disease.

The

Oosslpsof Scarboro Now Have
Something to Repent of.

Yesterday forenoon, Coroner Perry, accompanied by Drs. Lewis W. Pendleton
and Alfred King of this city, went te
Scarboro and, with Dr. Albion W. Larrabee, held an autopsy over the remains of
the late Qlram Digging, the circumstances
of whose death were told yesterday.
The
body was exhumed and carried to vtbe
hearse houee, when a very careful examination was made by the physicians. The
result cf this Investigation Is embodied In
the following report, made by the physicians :
Portland, Us., November 20,1891.
Mr. Eben V. Perry, Coroner
We would report that we have this day vtslted
the town of Scarboro and. In company with Dr.
A. W. Larrabee, examined tbe body of Hiram
aged 78 years, who died November 10,
1891. Tbe autopsy revealed, as the cause of
his death, organic disease of tbe heart.
lewis W. Pendleton, U. D.,
Alfred Kino, U. D.

Higgins,

This report Is Anal and conclusive. The
evidences of trouble In the heart were so
plain that the physicians were positive In
their opinion. Mr. Higgins met his death
from a natural cause, and the people of
Scarboro who have .Industriously propagated all sorts of rumors must hereafter
hold their peace.
It is due to Mr. Higgins’s household to
say that as soon as they were made aware
of the rumors circulated In the neighborhood, they not only were willing for an loves Igatlon, hot demanded one.
Only one who has ridden through the
town of Scarboro and met the people can
appreciate the portentous volume and vlgor or me

fast ana presgossip created,
ent things, nearly all of them trivial. In
the relations ot the Higgins household
were raked over and turned by over-susplelous minds to the discredit of the subjects ot the gossip. Had not the autopsy
been held those suspicions would have ripened into convictions, and a great injustice would have been done. The result
enforces a moral for a good many people
besides those In Scarboro—that a conclusion Is not a thing to be Jumped at.

PROBATE COURT.
Clark Memorial Church Cots a Bequest.

George E. Bird has been appointed guardian of Edward L. and John E. T. Small,
minor children and heirs of the late Mary
E. A. Sewall ot Quebec.
The will of Jane L. Saunders has been
proved and allowed In the Probate Court.
All the bequests are private aud personal,
except two hundred dollars which she nas
given to the Clark Memorial church In
Woodfords, to be Invested and the Income
to be used for the benefit of the charcb.
Samuel S. Saunders is executor.
The will of the late Joseph Bryant ot
Portland has been proved and allowed,
his daughter, Julia N. Goss, being appointed executrix.
WEDDING*.
PATTERSON—COFFIN.

A very

pretty wedding took place In
Bangor, Thursday, at the residence of Mr.
Henry C. Preble, the contracting parties
tine work was done.
being Miss Caroline Theodora Coffin, sisAmong the resolutions was one declarter of Mrs. Preble, and Mr. Asbury Flske
ing “it is with sorrow that we learn that
Patterson of Portland. Tbe ceremony was
the United States government has opened
performed by Kev. H. L. Orlfflo, pastor of
a canteen at Fort Preble
where Intoxlcatj the Hammond street church, assisted by
ing liquors are sold."
Kev. P. B. Thayer of Garland, the former
The district was made a committee to arpastor of tbe bride. There were present
range for the annual meetiDg in February.
! the relatives and Immediate friends of the
A bountiful repast was served at 6
bride and groom and tbe bride’s class In
o’clock.
the Hammond
street
church
The meeting in the evening was open to school, all of whom extended most Sunday
hearty
the public. The following programme was
congratulations and well wishes.
The
wedding gifts comprised many beautiful
presented:
and
valuable
articles, among the number
Singtag.......Knlghtvi le Quartette
Reading.Miss Rnody Orr being a pleasing remembrance from the
Sabbath school ciass. The groom Is enSolo.Mrs. C. F. Origin
In busioess Id Portland.
Mr. and
Bass Solo.W. Spear
Irs. Patterson left on the noon train for
Reading.Miss Minnie Bartlett
Duet.Mrs. Ada Brown and B. B. Small
where they will reside.
Portlaoe,
Beading.Miss Nellie Lawton
NEWHALL—HENDRICKS.

Saged

Remarks

were

made bv K. 8. 81dellmrer.

Rev. Mr. Woodbury, Captain Robert Murpby, Mr. Wrigbt, Joseph Craig and J. B.
Thorndike.
Hawthorn*’* Sculptor.
A letter from Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Allen appears in tbe New York Sun in regard to the sculptor who figures In the
Marble Faun. Mrs. Allen says:
"In your correspondents’ column. In last
Sunday’s issue of tbe Sun, you state that
Kenyon, the sculptor who figures in Hawtoorne’s ‘Marble Faun,’ was W. W. Story.
While it is true that Story’s statue of ’Cleopatra' Is mentioned In the book, it is also
true that the ‘Pearl Diver’ and tbe ‘grand,
calm head of Milton,’ commented on at
some length in the dialogue between Miriam and Kenyon in his studio, were not
werks of Story’s, but of the late Pan!
Akers, a personal friend of Hawthorne in
Rome, a native of tbe same state, and an
artist In whose studio Hawthorne often
passed a social hour. In bis preface to tbe
'Marble Faun’ Hawthorne expressly
speaks of Mr. Akers and credits these
In the text of the romarbles to him.
mance, the personal description of KenTbe
yon is a portrait of Mr. Akers.
'Pearl Diver' is now the property of the
Portland. Me., Art Society, and is In the
The head of
Public Library building.
Milton was some years since presented to

Colby University, Watervllle, Me., by

a

dozen of Its alumni.’’

Bosworth Past Campfire.
Boswoith Post held a rousing campfire
last evening, 250 or more comrades sitting
Tickets to tbe fair
do* n at tbe tables.
next month were given to the members to
be sold. Tne committee on encampment
reported an itinerary as follows: Leave
Portland by special train on the Boston &
Maine, Saturday, September 17, dinner in
Boston; through to Gettysburg by the
Poughkeepsie bridge route; ride over the
battlefield Sunday; Monday, train excursion op through the Shenandoah and AnMtHtlUl
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Tbe great parade will be on Tuesday.
penses for tbe trip will be $35.

Ex-
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citizens of this country.
The grain crops
of this country constitute, In a prominent
sense, a factor In the national prosperity,
and as grain constitutes the major part of
the American commerce passing through
the Welland Cana), this injustice is, In an
emphatic sense, a burden upon American
commerce.
This violation of the Treaty of
Washington enhances the cost of coal to
West
or diminishes the earnings
the great
of the great transportation lines carrying
coal, by Imposing a toll of 10 cents a ton in
excess of tue toll
upon
coal
passing
through the same canal destined for Canadian territory. Here Is a
canal whose
privileges are guaranteed by treaty to
American and Canadian commerce upon
equal terms so controlled and operated
that American lake transportation lines
are

CITIES.

RIVAL

FROM
Came

OBITUARY.

to the New
York World says a tidal wave has coused
great loss of life and damage to prcnerty
throughout the group of Gilbert. Islands in
the South Pacific.
Eighty people were
drowned upon one of the Islands.
A Valparaiso despatch says that the
Chilian government has descended from
its lofty pedestal and has furnished Captain Schley of the Baltimore with copies
of the depositions taken in the recent riots.
The authorities of Helslgfors, the capital of Finland, are taking stringent measures to repress the Salvation Army.

City

the SOOO Democratic ma-

jority In Erie county last year to 1600 this

Foreign Notes.
.A Sydney, N. S.W., despatch

Welland

the

Want

Cities

AUTOPSY AT SCARBORO YESTERDAY.

Progress

The Republican Leaguers
Asked to Adopt It.

Rnmors of Battle in These Next President

A YEAR, WHEY PAID IV ADYAYCE K.

SOME NEW BUILDINGS.

LINCOLN DAV.

The

then rehearses the well known
views of the new party on financial matters, pays Its respects to the railroads, and
alleges that the dally nMvspaper press has
been coerced by its business necessities
Into becoming the ready instrument to
bind the shackles of serfdom on the limbs
of a free people and confuse their minds
The address states that
by sophlstroy.
nine-tenths of the population of this counIn
consequence of the misrepresentatry,
tions of the press, believe the People's
party vote In Kansas In 1891 fell oil very
The official figures show the
greatly.
People’s party votes actually Increased
about one and one-half per cent over 1890.

New

PROVES ITS WONDERFUL EFFICACY.
Dana

Both Disease and Murder

political organizations and no power or aggregated capital can prevent the
hearty and unanimous coming together
of
all
the
and
laco-Qperatlon

may

guard.

Lewiston, November 20.—A Dexter despatch to the Journal says a Palmyra man
has swindled the Dexter Savings Bank

_

more

formerly provided, they

ours.

Sale begins

_attls»or*thp

and 50 of 12-inch. Four have been finished,
two 8-lncb, one 10-lncb, and one 12-inch;
24 more will be finished in 1892, 34 tn 1893,
40 In 1894, when the machinery at the gun
lactory will be nearly complete. Thereafter there can be manufactured about 45
per year, and the deliveries from the Bethlehem 100-gun contract will be eight to 14
yearly, according to the proportion of
small or large caliber. Besides the 198, for
which provision has already been made, if
forgings are supplied to the gun factory,
350 more guns can be turned out within the
next ten years, and mostly of 10 and 12inch caliber. I believe these figures to be
conservative, and that the actual results
will be greater, for with experience in the
manufacture the work should progress

the rural
districts
held in probation. When they have become regular soldiers they receive better rations than were

we

want to save a dollar or two, attend this sale,
If yon prefer to pay cash, we
make a discount;
if it is more
convenient for you to pay part
down and the rest weekly or
monthly, it is just as convenient
to us. VVe are here to sell goods
at lowest prices and suit the convenience of onr cnstomers.

puu ■

"Certain provisions in the last two fortification acts were designed to induce private manufacturers in this country to cooperate with the government in fabricating
guns as well as in supplying the steel forgings. Advantageous bids were received
and a contract made with the Bethlehem
Company for supplying twenty-five 8-inch,
filty 10 inch, and twenty-five 12-inch guns.
''This contract, and the output of the
gun factory from forgings already under
contract, provides for the manufacture of
198 breech-loading steel rifle guns of high
power, 62 of 8-inch caliber, 86 of 10-inch,

now carried on
and men are at first

Now, ladies, if you want a few
yards of first-class Carpets, and

ex-

gress, Buffalo LUhta, ns well a«
other leading domestic and imbottles
ported waters in
at
lowest prices.

novl/

to

?ulre

crulting is

Tod will always find the largesst stock of the latest goods on
onr floor, and no carpet stock to

or

&

price

niid not a thread or cotton ;
value our reputation.

Londonderry, Bethesda, Con-

HAY

any

defenses
of

this amount for several years to pay
or sites as rapidly as they will be needed
for use, and it is economy to acquire them
as quickly as possible after their location

ininof) tho

straight-forward, liberal dealing
with (ho public; when we say all
wool ahd a yard wide, you will

pense should not he considered.
We can deliver at your house
In any desired quantity, bottled
or In glass demijohus,
either

H.

Shades,

Now we want you to closely examine these Carpets, Rugs and
Draperies. Don’t think because
they are a special lot that there
is something wrong with them.
We are prepared to guarantee
every yard sold as perfect goods.
Don’t want to sell you unless
perfectly satisfactory to you.
We cannot afford to have one
dissatisfied customer.
Oar business has been built up
in the face of the biggest opposition any firm ever had to contend
with.
We have been wilfully misrepresented year in and year out,
and yet we have stood our ground
and come out victorious.
People come to us and say “we
had no idea you sold such fine
goods.” “We were told so-and so
and so-and-so.”
Today we have the largest business in New England and our
friends are legion.
Why this signal success l Fair,

lOc.

H.

MERIT

their manufacture.
All union,
made, “blue label” goods. 10c.
everywhere. At wholesale by
all principal houses.

Window Shades.

IRWIN

us

1AINE.

llUgH SUCH US

ON THE TABLE.
350 pairs of Draperies ;
not
more than three pairs of any one
kind ; prices range from $5 to
$18 ; some of the richest goods

-THE

can

WATERVILLE,

great redactions.

18__dtt

You

THE 6R0DER OYSPEPSIA TURE COMPANY,

sold from $9 to $11 we can
sell for $5 ; other sizes at just as

No. 246 Middle Street.

Water.

Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It )' .armless to the smallest
child; children .e it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil ana all other preparations.
Call for Groder's Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

are

MANSON G. LARRABEE,

Poland, Summit,

it is

And

SUCCESS, AND

/

purity, and beyond
possibility of contamination
At SO cents a gallon me

why will Ft cure? BeRelaxing, Purifying, Soothing,

Constipation.

COMMANDS

MATTINGS.

_A1_
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OUR FAITH in
THE MEDICINE.

On and after October 1,1891, wo give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularof the Appetite,
ity
Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and

Carpets

_

■
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2400 yards Chinese Mattings
from 5c per yard.
1000 Smyrna Rugs, all sizes,

number of
rotes.
Many
of those who purchase goods do not
rote. As It is our wish to get the
opinion of ALL of our patrons on this
subject, we would respectfully request
all customers wbo purchase goods to
the amount of 25 cents or more to ask
for tickets.

my9

Yours respectfully,
Geobge E. Dkaiibon,
North Vassalboro, Me.

prices.

3,971
706

largest

noY

Everything
digesting.

and

Extra Soper Wools and Extra
Super Unions at a clear cut 10 to
15 cents below regular selling

The interest increases daily and the
friends of the various societies are all
anxious to see which will get the One
Hundred
Dollars
Cash
Present
offered by HANSON 0. LARRABEE
IV

for three years.
I ate soured
ou my stomach before
It caused
me to have Headaches, I would he feverish
by spells, and so nervous that I could not
make myself comfortable in any place. This
world was a burden to me. Many times
I thought of meeting death. During
my
choking spells my feet became cold, ana
the chills would come over me so it would
make me think of death.
Such was my life until I used Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup. That has once
more given me a chance to enjoy this world.
I am today able to do as good a day’s work
as ever I could in my life, and I
say that
Groder’s Syrup is worth ten dollars a
bottle for any person troubled as I was.

cause

at 49c per

The above list shows the number of
votes received by the various societies
np to 5 p. m. yesterday.

_■
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yard.

720 yards 60c Tapestry

Department.
348
24—St. Elizabeth Orphan Asylum. 3,970
26—Day Nursery.
499

.1^4-

at $1.10 per yard.
$2.00 Velvets
at $1.35 per yard.

340 yards 75c Tapestry
at 50c per

....

4L
vuv

:

yards $1,35 Brussels
at $1.00 per yard.
3800 yards 90c Tapestry
at 70c per yard.

4—Female Charitable Society.
6—Grand Army of the Republic. 1,700
6— Ladles’ Aid Society.
369
7— Home for Aged Men.
4nl
8— Home for Aged Women.
664
9— Irish American Relief Association..
343
10— Little Women.
299
11— Woman’s Christian Association
366
12— Maine General Hospital.
323
18—The Samaritan Association.
607
14—Martha Washington Society.
260
16—Portland Benevolent Society.
278
16— Portland Female Provident Association.
33 V
17— Portland Fraternity.
448
18— Portland Marine Society.
827
19— Portland Provident Association_
348
20—Portland Society Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
327
21— Portland Widows’ Wood Society....
624
22— Portland Young Men’s Christian
Association. 3.S47
23— Relief Association Portland Pire

26— Gospel Mission.
27— Children’s Christmas Club.
28—St. Vincent de Paul.
29— Free Kindergarten.
30—Ancient Order of Hibernians.

prices

I wibIi to explain in a few words to other
sufferers the condition I was in three years
ago. I had been what I called a Chronic
Dyspeptic for iifteen years; and as I stated
above, I was not free from Sour Stomach

4000

STANDS.

1— The Diet Mission.
2— Female Orphan Asylum.
8—Fresh Air Society.

4.

yards

—

Manson C. Larrabee.
THE

Super Unions.

—

land

an experiment, nor can they become useless, but they may be built with a view to
further strengthening if required, and capable of mounting larger guns If necessary.
“Two appropriations of $500,000 each for
the purchase of sites for fortification, and
sea coast defences were made by the last
Congress. Over one-half of the ntlre appropriation has been allotted and about
$350,000 expended. Other payments are to
be made as soon as the examination of titles
by the Department of Justice is completed.
The balance of the appropriation will probably be expended during the next five
months, but it will not be sufficient to pay
the awards of juries In cases now pending.
1 recommend that an appropriation of
$500,000 be continued annually until tbe
important sites are secured. It will re-

UCCU UVW1UJ1UCU u

GRODER’S SYRUP HAS CURED ME!

630 yards $2.50 Moqueltes

RESULT OF WEST

North Vassalboro. Mo.

AND

A few of the lots and

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

DEARBON,

FOR THREE SOLID YEARS I SUFFERED
WITH SOUR STOMACH,

Wools,

F.O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Conunission Merchants.

HOW

Mr. GEORGE E.

Tapestries,

eodtf

The cost of

the means of attacking them.
They are
not only the cheapest to build, but once
built the cost of maintaining them can be
reduced to the minimum, Neither are they

on

Brussels,

Foster’s Forest City Dye Hoese

to be given by

guns.

Wiltons,
Axminsters,

defence. On this matter the report says :
‘‘We have some 4000 miles of sea coast,
exclusive of Alaska. No great naval power
has more than a few hundred miles of coast
to defend, and yet even they protect their
harbors with heavy fortifications and hlgh-

Eower
as not increased as rapidly as the cost

Carpets, begiuniug

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR.

—

Report,|

Moquettes,

DYED

lOO

ofttartar baking powder. ; Highstrength.—Latest V.

Monday. There should be a big
attendance at this sale. Every
Carpet is of standard make, from
the first mills
in the United
States, and they Include

Garments Cleansed

FO-K THE

A cream

$50,000.00

H. N. PINKHAM

—

Absolutely Pure.
S. Government Food

octit7sueodtf

F. O. HAII.KT.
maria

Washington, November 20.—The anSecretary of War has
boon made public. Perhaps the subject of the greatest popular interest, in the
sea coast states at least, is that of harbor

est of all in leavening

National Life
Boston Marine.

STEALING DOW.

buy

St. Louib, Mo., November 20.—The executive committee of the People’s party Issued an address tonight to the people of
the United States. The address says there
is no longer any doubt that candidates for
President and Vice President will be In the
field before June, '.1892, [nominated by the
People’s party. The address declares that
the time has come when no Influence of

PURSUED BY DEATH

the old

nual report of the

sacrificed. Sorry
them all. However, we secured a variety of the
best tind shall offer

of N. Y.
of Vermont.

of the War Da*

partment’s Work.

were

we couldn’t

New Hampshire Fire,
cboenlx of London.
Insurance Co. of State of Pennsylvania
Norwich Union of England.
Kellance of Philadelphia.

Gratifying Exhibit

?)ts

Marine Insurance,
Plate Ulass Insurance,
Fidelity Insurance,

Party Discovers the Mission of the Newspaper.

The New

Coast Cities.

Employer's Liability Insurnnre,

SERFDOM’S SHACKLES.

DEFENCELESS.

{SSSSnUumS)_PRICE S7

1821.

An

Apooal.

As bas been tbe custom for tbe past thirteen years, Kev. S. F. Pearson, of the Gospel Mission, desires to visit some of tbe
worthy poor of tbe c.ty, on or before
Tbanksglvlog day, and provide them with
some of the good things of life, and believes
that many who are tg possession of abun-

dant means would consider It not only a
privilege, but a pleasure, to assist in making tbe day truly one of thanksgiving to
the needy. Donations of food or money to
purchase tbe same, sent to Kev. S. F. Pearson, No. 41 Wilmot street, will be thankfully received and acknowledged.
Or. Blanchard’s Lecture.

Dr. Blanchard will deliver tbe
fourth lecture of his course on American
subHistory next Tuesday evening. I'he
the friend of
“Sir
Vane,
be
will
Harry
ject
little s
Cromwell and of Milton." So
Is
attention
that
especial
known of Vane
show how
called to this lecture which will
rendered to A mer can
great a service was
in New England
liberty by Vane’s work
are cordially
The
public
in
England.
and
—_
invited.

Mr. A. L. Newhall ot Bangor

and Miss

Sarah D. Hendricks of Daerlng, left Portland Wednesday for Auburn, and were
married at the High street M. E. church by
Kev. F. C. Rogers. The wedded palr.theu
went 10 Bangor. Mr. Newhall is au enterprising and successful Bangor provision
dealer.
_

Thanksgiving

Services at the

First

Baptist Church.
At the First Baptist church on Sunday
will occur the annual Thanksgiving services. Ia the morning, the pastor, Kev.
W. S. Ayres will preach a sermon appropriate to the occasion. In the evening at 7
o’clock there will be the annual concert by
the Sunday school. The topic, “The spirit
of true Thanksgiving" will be presented
In an Interesting manner with blackboard
Illustrations. Thare will be singing by a
special quartette, and a solo by Miss Miss
Florence Knight.
The members and
friends of the school are reminded of the
We
offering of supplies tor the needy.
give below the programme for the evening
service:
Organ Prelude.
Anthem.Quartette
1 avocation.
Pastor

Response.Quartette

Scripture Reading.Pastor aad Congregation
Solo.Arthur R. Chase
Clod's Band In the Harvest.
.Superintendent and School
Recitation—Clod’s Hand In Harvest.
Cnorus—Wake the Loud Anthem.
Recitation—The Harvest Time
Hymn-Our (11 «l Thanksgiving.
Tue Spirit ot True Thanksgiving...Fifteen Otrls
Sluglug-Consecration Hymn.
Offering for the Needy.
Solo.Miss Florence Cl. Knight
Address.Rev. W. S. Ayres
Closing Hymn—Tune America.
Benediction.
Mrs. Hamilton Returns.

Mrs. George Hamilton and her daughter,
from Chebeague the
marriage caused so
much gossip, strived In the city from Boston yesterday and stopped cn Alder street.

whose

disappearance

day

after

Here they

her

by a reporter and Mrs.
said: "My daughter
msrrled against my wishes, bat she was
not forced to leave her husband. She was
tired out teaching school, and needed a rest
and change, so we went to Boston for a
week’s visit, and have visited various parts
of Massachusett s
We had Intended to
laave the island for the winter, and so
shall probably remain lu Portland. If my
daughter’s husband wishes to see his wife
were seen

Qeorge Hamilton

he can find her here easily.”
In response to tbe queeWou should she go
Island and her husband ? the
back to
but I
daughter said: “It is not settled yet
the Island.”
shall probably not go back to
idea that she
Sbe laughed heartily at tbe
had been forced away or detained against
she had eDjoyed
ner will and remarked that
h«t trip immensely.

Kev.

Modern

ABnoatlctim.

Prolessor George T. Ladd of Yale University, whose lectures are drawing large
audiences this season at New Haven, and
who Is the author of the popular work,
“What tbe Bible Is,” will lecture at High
street church next Sunday evening on
“Modern Agnosticism and the Grounds lor
a Belief tn God." A special Invitation Is
extended to sceptical and thoughtful young
men.

Cape

Elizabeth

Pair

Association.

Ths Cape Elizabeth Fair Association, at
their neetlng, held Wednesday {afternoon,
Or. S. B. Thombs presiding, elected tbe
board of officers:
Dr. 9. B. Thumb.
Vice Prsildeut— Howard E. Dyer.
becreUry-H. P. C. Ue.sey.
Treasurer-Thomas B. Haskell.
Directors-S B. Thombs. Howard K. Dyer.
(Jeo. N. blauwood. T. 9cott Jordan, E. Malcolm Kobluson,Augustus E,SkUilogs, W nilamH.
Howard, William I. Dyer, Dr. A. Ktncatd, Edward Fletcher. Geo. U. 9awver, Edgar L. Jordan, E.C. Robtnsou, WaltirT. Maxwell.
Tbe capital stock was voted S10.000.

following

l'restdeit

—

Ground was broken on tbe track Thursday
and everything looks very promising tor
The reports given currency
the future.
that the track is to be a (bile one are utterly without foundation, as at no time has
this idea been at all sezlonsly considered
by tbe association. Tbe half mile regulation track is one that will be constructed.

the Marion, a wooden screw steamer of
the siee of
1,990 tons, less than three-flftbs
the Lancaster, and armed with eight anThe third vestiquated smooth-bore guus.
a woodAlliance,
the
is
of
size,
sel, in point
tons, armed with
en screw steamer of 1,375
rest of the squadsix smooth-bores. The
an iron paddleron is: iThe Monocacy,
of
tons,
armed with
1,370
steamer,
wheel
six smooth-bores; the Alert, an iron screw
steamer of 1,020 tons, nnd four smoothbores; the Palos, a diminutive gunboat of

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY, KOYSMBER 21.
We do not read annoymous letters and communications. Tbe name and address of tbe
writer are In all cases lndlspenslble, not neces
sarlly (or publication but as a guarantee of
good faltb.
We cannot undertake to retain or preserve
,'ommunlcatlons that are not used.
_
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STATE OF MAINE.

BY THE COVER NOR.
A

Proclamation.

the P*®ssFrom very early times it bas been
‘o

lng

custom of New

England people

f®*1®*

of acknowledgethe Harvest-borne with a day
of His providence.
ment to God for the bounties
become national In Its
Today this custom bas
observance.
to a close we
During the year now drawing
with abundant harhave been specially blessed
vests. Peace and prosperity prevail within .our
•fate, and throughout the cation. It Is eminently fitting that we should retnin grateful
thanks to tbe Beneficent Father from whom all
blessing How. I therefore, with the advice of
the Executive Council, designate and set apart

Thursday, the 26tb day of Mot., Inst,
as a

420 tons, propelled by a screw and armed
with seven Howitzers,—us- ful, however,
to make its way up shoal water.
The
presence of such vessels as tbese on an imstation
to
show the need of still
go
portant
continuing to build up our navy. We have

made a good beginning, but it L only a beginning and new vessels must be turned
out for a good while yet before we shall
have a navy such Jas a country with our
great extent of Bea coast ought to have.
PRINCEOF WALES

and

Anecdotes

INiPORTLAND.

Reminiscences of

His American Tour in I860.
Charming
tween

day of

Correspondence
BeTwo Famous Rulers.

THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
Upon that day let us refrain from secular pursalts and by our firesides and In places of public worship return thanks to God for His tendci
mercies.
Given at tbe Council Chamber at Augusta,
this fourteen th day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand, eight hundred and ninety-one. and of the Independence of the United States of America, the
one hundred and sixteenth.
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH.
the
Governor:
Jtv
NICHOLAS FBSSHKDEN,
Secretary of State.

Harper's Weekly Is not so well satisfied
that the Hon. Roger Q. Mills.has wrapped
his silver views In a napkin and laid them
away as the Boston Herald professes to
be. On tbe contrary it says the probable
Speaker ot the next House [meaning Mr.
Mills! Is an extreme free silver advocate.
and declares that there is great danger of
the passage of a free silver bill.

The celebration this month of the fiftieth

birthday anniversary of the Prince of
Wales, the recent burning of his residence,
and other matters, not remarkably
remote!
which have brought him
prominently before the people of two continents,
recall,
with interesting reminiscence, his visit to
Portland thirty-one years ago. Portland
In fact, was the Omega, as St. Johns, Newfoundland, was the Alpha of bis!American
tour.
This memorable journey was prefaced
by the following correspondence between
the respective! rulers of the two great nations.
President Buchanan and Queen
Victoria, each of which epistles is a model
of its kind:
To Her Majesty, Queen Victoria:
1 have learnea from the public Journals, that

the Prince of Wales Is about to visit your Majesty’s North American dominions. Should it
wc me

So far

A

Bangor

eign.

xvuyai

ui^uuoss

tu c*-

Your Majesty’s most obedient servant,
James Buchanan.

This nice letter good Queen Victoria was
not long In answering. The following is
her reply, and a charming letter It is, too,
so free from stilted formality, and so heart-

who has taken the antidrunkenness treatment at Dwight tells the

felt,

Commercial of that city that as soon as the
f uld was Injected into his arm he felt It
coursing through his veins. This piece of
testimony goes to show that Dr. Sbrady’s
statement that Dr. Keely’s treatment appeals strongly to the imagination, and that

courteous

almost naive

and

in its

eharming simplicity:
,Vy Good Friend:
I have been much gratified at the feeling
which prompted you to write to me, Inviting the
Prince of Wales to come to Washington. He
intends to return from Canada through the
United States, and it will give him great pleas
ure to have an opportunity of testifying to you
in persou that these feelings are fully reciprocated by him. He will thus be able, at the
same time, to mark the respect which he enteriainsfor the Chief Magistrate of a great and
powerful state and kindred nation.
Tne Prince of Wales will arop all royal state
on leaving my dominions, and travel uuder the
name of Cord Renfrew, as he has done when
traveling on the continent of Europe.
Tne Prince Consort wishes to be kindly remembered to you.
l remain ever your good friend,
Victoria B.
On the 23d day of July, 1860 the Prince
arrived at St. Johns, N. F. He was attended by a somewhat numerous suite,
chief of whom was the Dube of Newcastle
the level-beaded nobleman whom Mother

It Is really moreibypnotic than medical is
correct. However If It keeps men sober It
makes little difference whether it operates
through the imagination or through the
stomach.

fully aud well. The reception of the royal
party in the various British Provinces, in
which they journeved some weeks, was enthusiastic and brilliant. Everywhere the
Prince was greeted by crowds, and his
honest, agreeable mauners, so wholly free
from snobbery, won the hearts of his pros-

There Is considerable circumstantial evltouuiug vu DLiuw mat ine .uepuoiicau
ballots were tampered with, not only in one
Massachusetts town but In several, by adding a cross after the name of Mr. Bussell
so that It was Impossible to tell whom the
voter Untended to vote for. That almost

nonflnn
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music; lar e bands and feet, doubtless reproductions of those of his royal
mother, to whom nature has been very generous in that rega,1;
form, small (quite a
contrast from now) and very well proportioned; bearing, dignified, manly and
modes.
"Did I see the Prince of Wales when he
was in Portland?
Most certainly 1 did,”
said William G. Kimball, Esq., of Ridge
Cottage, Bridgton Highlands, in answer to
my question. Mr. Kimball, it is hardly
necessary to state, is a veteran Portlander,
formerly prominent in its business, educational and municipal affialrs, and whose
series of historical articles on Old Portland have attracted wide attention. “Yes, |
I stood within ten feet of the Prince when
he
from
the
on
passed
carriage
to

the

wharf,

to take passage home.
from the hotel to the wharf
in an open barouche,
he
and
the
Mayor occuplng the rear seat, the Duke of
and
another
the
magnate
Newcastle,
opposite one. The party walked twe-and-two
between a couple of lines of policemen,who
held back the crowd. The Prince walked
beside the Duke, and behind them followed
thereat of his suite. He wore a jaunty cap,
and looked anything but monarch-like.
The crowd cheered, and some demonstrative persons moving their bats as they

He

rode

“But the richest scene was yet to come.
This was when the royal barge left the
wharf to convey the Prince to the “Nero,”
in which he was to take a voyage home.
At that Instant the British squadron all
fired a royal solute of twenty-one guns,
and similar solutes were fired from the city
and from Fort Preble. The harbor was
full of steamers, sail-boats, barges, etc.,
which accompained the royal barge from
the wharf. At the flotilla neared the) royal squardon. the yards were manned, and
this, with the strings of bunting and flags
flying from every point of the fleet, form*
ed a magnificent spectacle, one of the finI’ve
ever saw In Portland, and
est I
seen a good many public displays there in
my day, and was witnessed by an immence
concourse of people. Tolall the parting salutations the British ships responded by
dipping their colors; and as the squadron
sailed the bands on board each vessel
played ‘Yankee Doodle,’ and Fort Preble
saluted the party with farewell guns as

they passed.
So heartfelt, generous and enthusiastic a
reception of the Prince in America produced the highest satisfaction throughout
England. The Queen officially communicated to the President and to the people of
the United States "her grateful sense of
the kindness with which they had received
ner son, ana when, a year or two later, a
rupture was imminent between Great Britain and the loyal North, on account of the
capture by our naval forces of the rebel
emissaries, Mason and Slidell from an
English vessel, she gratefully remembered
the kindness of our people to her boy, and
by her earnest influence the fierce ultimatum of her 6xclted minlstryiwas so modified tbat war between

the two

countries

happily averted.

was

And as the young Prince sailed out from
Portland for bis native shore, his mind
thrilled with happy, grateful memories of
his truly royal usage by bis American cousins, bis feelings might well be expressed by
those noble lines of Bayard Taylor, sung
another notable occasion:
I greet with a full heart this land of the West,
Whose banner of stars o’er a world is unfnrled:
Whose empire o’ershadows Atlantic's wide

breast,

opens to sunset Its gateway of gold.

The land of the mountain, the land of the lake,
And rivers that roll In magnillcent tide,
Where the souls ot the mighty from slumbers
awake,
And hallow the soil for whose freedom they
died.

Chables O. Stickney.
Bridgton, November, 20, 1891.
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It speaks well for the law abiding character of the people of New Hampshire that
the law was allowed to take its course with
Almy. His crime was so brutal, there was
such an entire absence of extenuating circumstances, the circumstances under
which be was arrested furnished such unusual facilities for the excited people to
take the law into their own hands and inflict summary punishment that it is little
short of wonderful that he should have
been permitted to live to defend himself in
court. It is doubtful if there Is a
single
State of the Union south of Mason and
Dixon’s line where a similar set ol circumstances would not have led to
sumnary
execution by a mob, even through the
possession of the criminal had Involved
battering down of a jail or a desperate fight
with the officers of the law.

good-natured looking lad of nineteen who
If he lives, Is to become the ruler of one of
earth’s ^greatest nations.
The Prince,
though he must needs have enjoyed the
honor heaped upon him, was yet inclined
to get away from the madding crowd, was
in fact, of a retiring disposition. To Illustrate: one of bis fellow travelers from
England to this country was a sailor lad,
between whom and his Royal Highness
there sprung up a warm friendship. While
on shipboard the two friends—the one of
high, the other of low estate—were allowed
to ‘meet on the level’ and have a jolly good
time together, as young fellows will, but
when they had landed, and the Prince and
his young friend were about to take a stroll
over the city together, tbe.Duke Interfered
and vetoed the thing at once. This, however, was the proper thing to do, as Britain’s future monarch was too precious a
piece of property to run any risks upon, beciHno
biuob

When the Farmers’ Alliance first started
the sub-treasury scheme was its chief corner stone, so to speak, and such a hurrah

pnnaltn

ruyany

mnof

must

•wiAnanni-iln

necessarily

Via
no

fnnnn/1
reuceu

in by due dignity. Tbe Duke, it was understood was tbe real author of tbe nice
little speeches read by Albert Edward.”
After making a complete tour of the
Canadian cities, the Prince and suite
crossed the line into Uncle Barn’s territory,
firot visiting Detroit, then Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Altona, Harrisburg, Washington, Mt. Vernon, Richmond, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York
City, West Point, Boston and Portland, in
all of which places they were received with
a distinction and enthusiasm
equalling, If
not exceeding the magnificence and earnestness of their reception by the Canadian

there over it that various and sundry
statesmen about the country were so anxious to get on top of what appeared to
them to be)a great popular wave that
they
also set themselves to inventing schemes
to help the “poor farmer," some of them
more absurd even than the
sub-treasury
scheme. Probably the wave would have
moved along all right with these patriots
on top of it had there been another season

was

people.
At Washington, the Prince was given a
public reception and banquet by President

of agricultural depression. But abundant
crops and good prices suddenly converted

I

Buchanan, each one of which ii!as one of
tbe most brilliant events of its kind ever
witnessed in that city, and nothing was
omitted to render his stay agreeable.
The Prince’s visit to Mt. Vernon and the
Tomb of Washington beside which he

planted a tree, was an impressive, really
dramatic episode,—the great grandson of
George III doing honor to the rebel leader
of the enemies of that royal ancestor I
At West Point the Prince and suite, attended by Lieutenant General Scott, wa3
making
given a fine military reception by the comappearance In Congress with enough supmandant and his cadets, etc.
port behind ft to get it a hearing even.
But bis visit to Boston 1 If ever a man
‘‘was put through by daylight,” His Royal
The farmers saw its absurdity very
quickly Highness,
while at Boston was that man!
after they began to calmly examine it.
The first day he witnessed a great political
Brazilian papers published shortly before procession; then received Ralph Farnham.
the survivor of Bunker Hill Castle; rethe outbreak of the revolution shed some viewed the troops on Boston Common;atlight upon the cause of that affair. There tended a children’s musical entertainment
at the Boston Theatre; and then went to a
was existing then bad feeling (between
the
ball In the evening. Next day he
President and; Congress and members of grand
visited Harvard College and examined all
the latter were threatening to withdraw
the objects of Interest at that venerable
because Congress was being coerced. There
Institution; then visited Mount Auburn,
Bunker Hill, and Charleston navy yard.
were great fears then that if
(.Congress was
And right here, before speaking of the
dissolved and a new election ordered it Prince’s
visit to Portland, a word about
would be a farce. Said the Rio News
his
of
very interesting Interview with the
October 30th: “It may be doubtful whether venerable Ralph Farnham. The Duke of
Newcastle, who. with most nf his suite.
a free election will be
possible, even under was present, asked the Revolutionary vetthe new law, for the military and
police eran, 11 he knew Burgoyne when he surluiues ui me cuuuiry are
still under the
render], adding, "You rather bad him
there!" The old soldier then remarked,
control of the President and his Cabinet
that beariog so much said In
and will not hesitate to use pressure to in- chuckllngly,
praise ol the Prince, he began to fear that
sure the return of men favorable to the Inthe people were all turning royalists. His
and Mr. Farnham’s manner elicited much
terests of those In power. The people of
in which the Prince fully joined,
Brazil may call themselves Republicans, laughter,
the I rince then sent fur pen and Ink, and
but they are no more free to-day than un- exchanged
autographs with his visitorder Coteglpe and Affonso Celso." The one man who had stood before British soldiers in 1776 in a manner and with a bear!
tame paper, in its Senate report of OctoIng very different from that with which he
ber 14, says: "Senator Americo Lobo cen- bad received the
Prince’s court9rles, and
sured the government for making a grant exchanged glances with the Mayors, Coland
onels,
guardsmen
of the royal suite.
for a telephone line between
Leopoldlna, Mr. Farnbam afterwards
of the InCataguazes, and S, Paulo de Murlahe. In terv/ew with the greatest spoke
pleasure, remarkhis speech on this subject he alluded to the Ingthat he wished to show the
boy and
I bis soldiers that he bore no anger lor old
constant threats made by friends of
the
times.”
Government of the dissolution of
Congress
As the time drew near for the distinand said that, if an
attempt is made to ex- guished party to reach Portland, expectaecute the threat.
Congress, imitating Mlra- ion was on tiptoe, and a large crow d was
beau, will answer: ‘We are here by the at the Boston & Maine depot when the
train arrived. Mayor Joseph Howard and
will of the Brazilian
people, and bayonets a delegation of the city government were
only can drive us from our post.’"
also there to receive them, and accompanied them in carriages to the hotel—the
Probably our government does not in- “United States,” if X mistake not. On
tend to interfere In Chinese affairs
account of the shortness of his stay, the reunless
ception of
Prince was of an informal
it be compelled to do so
by circumstances character. theAlbeit
Portland did herself
beyond its control. But if any such cirproud In her hearty welcome to the young
cumstances should arise our
gentleman
whose grandfather’s hostile
present fleet
in Chinese waters would not
be able to fleet, less than half a century before, had
menaced her safety, her very existance
make much Impression. For a
time the
®ven.
And to the favored ones who had
Charleston was on that
station, but 6he has the opportunity to gaze upon this famous
now gone to Honolulu.
scion of royalty at close
Her place is taken
range, this is the
by the cruiser Lancaster, a
they saw.
^
big screw being
A
but
simply
steamer of wood, 3,230
elegantly dressed youDg
tons, armed with 10
about five feet, four inches
evidently
fairly modern gnns. She Is by all
odds, high; bis eyes beautifully blue.mlld,funny,
bowaver, the most formidable vessel of the 5Ie?.r’ a?d ?°i*y 1 nose well defined, not perfectly straight, but clean-cut and promi***■ Jfext to her, In
point of tonnage, li nent;
full, aud

mouth,

retreating chin;

Infants and Children*

for

“Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
villa Worms,
gives sleep, and promotes di-

“The use of ‘Castoria’ is so universal and
Its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria

For several years I have recommended
1
to
your Castoria, and shall always continue
ao so as it has invariably produced beneflcic 1
results."
Edwin F. Pabdsi, M. D.,
“The Winthrop,” 185th Street and Tth Are.,
New York City.

LEMONS,

NEW CURRANTS,
NEW DATES,
NEW FICS,

BANANA®’
CANDIES.

gestion,

Without injurious medication.

come

within easy reach.”
Carlos Martvn. D.D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bloomingdale Reformed Church.
_

_

Thanksgiving

NEW ORANCE PEEL,
NEW LEMON PEEL.

will not be

our

you will be convinced that this
the proper time to buy

is

CARPETINGS.
H. J. BAILEY & GO.,
190 Middle

Street,

PORT LAND,

MAINE.

novio

dtl

SPECIAL.

complete without

EXCHANCE ST.

SALE

-OF-

sale, at wholesale prices,
mendous stock of

on

that our endeavSeason after
ors are appreciated by the public.
season we see our customers come into our store
and purchase their season’s
It is

a

pleasure to

8. H. A A. E. DOTEN,
494 to 604 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
seplOeod6ms»Portland, Me.
Before placing yonr Life Insurance
In Companies outside the State of
Maine, sendtolhe UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pbamplets explanatory of Its plans, and
lor list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtf

CLOTHING,

JND

FARMERS.

you want the
Feed now upon the
market use Cleveland Linseed Meal. It
will make more milk and richer cream than

cheapest

IF

IN

The most magnificent
grades of overgarments ever

assortment

of

all

CO., Agents,

161 Commercial Street.
PORTLAND,
MAINE.
novl7
dlmo

_

Very

_

_
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ETTA M. OWEN & CO.,
Congress Street.

DECKERi

DEFECTIVE

BROTHER’S

limited to three pairs.

J. R. LIBBY,
Street.
Congress

PUBLICJMOTICE.
AVENUE, from the foot of Mechanic
1JI0BE8T
street
the
to Deerlng street, will
be closed to

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavoured beverage which may save us many
heavy doctors’ bills. It Is by the Judicious use
of Buch articles of diet that a coastltutlou may
be gradually built up until strong enough to
resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds
of subtle maladies are floating around us ready
to attack wherever there Is a weak point.
We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”—‘OiirW Service
Gazette."
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half-pound tins, by Grocers, labelled thus
JAMES EPPS A CO,,
Homeopathic
Chemists. Lend**, Eng.
feb73ST&wly

public travel from ana alter this
date until further notice.
Given under our hands this 24tb day of 8ep
tember, A. C. 1891.
ISAAC F. CLARK. I Seclectmeu
GEO. B. LEAVITT,}of Deerlng.

sep26dt

The Premiums upon the Policies of
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN8URANCE COMPANY vary In accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at Issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all circumstances.

very fancy

Our

enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best material.

IMPROVED

PAD.

308 Tremont Si., Bonos, Mass.
For the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, brain and nervous diseases In all their
forms. The only paralytic Institute In the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes In
Boston If desired. Circulars mailed to any
address. Institute spea daily Irani tan,

Mdp.m.

augfldlawSly

.1 UlMI (IP $25

Is hereby offered by the Megantlc Fish and Game
Corporation for information leading to conviction of any party taking fish or game on the
Megantlc preserve Id tne close season.
J. 0. WOODRUFF. President.
Attest: A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk,

augaa
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ensuing
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year.
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WILL PRODUCE

—

di

Pygmalion
and Galatea,
—-AT

City HaH,
Thanksgiving Afternoon and Evening.
Tickets on sale at C bah diet's, Saturday taon|
Price* 39 «=d 73 cease,
at 9 o’clock.
nasiace 33 aad 39 cease.
novlM3v

log

Gilbert’s

THANKSGIVING

BALL,

November aoita.
Gentleman with lady. 9I.UO.
Lad lee unaccompanied by gentlemen 33 cease. Refreshments In Banquet H .11.
SValsaiag clan .Header Krraiaa.
dU

Deposits

SAVINGS

In

our

DEPARTMENT

In small or large amounts
draw Interest from the first
day of each month.
jlyldtf
kDlTATIOML.

C. L. FOX STUDIO.
5th,

REOPENS OCT.
at

478

1*8

Cong i

'an

Street,

PORTLAND.

dtl

FOBTLARD) ME.

*10 a month, Antique and Portrait Claases.(Xit
course). *13 a month, Lite and PortraltC'ssses
(2nd course). *4 a month, Evening Claw tor
Antique.

Each course fills the entire day.
sep!6
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A. L. SAWYER,

•

PORTLAND. MAINS.
Bend for circular.
myaOeodtt

Street.

Bart’s $5.00 French Kid Boots

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

TeacherofMolin

Straight Goat Wauken-

These

are

all

must be sold.

Portland, Hie

•

Congress

(PUPIL OF EWHBBKG)

pa

—--

l

new

goods and

Ladies’ Storm Bobbers
35 cts. to 60 cts.
novl1

will receive pnplls September 1st,

from
dlOt

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,
ar

Thur.lea’. Piana
Uanact,
Hirer. Hleck, Porilaad.

aug27

In all epidemic maladies, the individual who maintains a perfect sanitary
condition usually avoids trouble, or if attacked, suffers from one of the
milder formB of the disease ; also blanoabd'b cilia are largely prescribed
by Physicians, and with great success, as a protective measure.
Approved by Academy of Medicine of Paris,and specially recommended by
the medical celebrities of the World, for S -rofula, King's-evil, Constitutional
Weakness, Poorness of the Blood, and ior regulating its periodic course.
None genuine unless signed “BLANC AIID, 40 rue Bonaparte, Paris."
E.

EOUGE1LA At CO., NEW YORK.

Acenta for the

Cnlteil Slain.

janl7__

meeting will be held at the ottlce
191 Middle street, Portland,

T° elect a Clerk of the
Corporation.
4—To transact any other busmess that may
legally como before them.
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. is, 1891.
novl9d8w

THE PLAYERS CLUB

phast $5.00 Boots for $4.00.

BLANCARDS|WE 0fm PILLS.

WEDNESDAY, the second day of December
next, at ten o’clock In the forenoon, to act upon
the following articles, viz:
l—To hear the report of Ibe Directors and
act thereon.
2—For the choice ot nine Directors for the

Orchestra, 83 Musicians.

Hr. Anton Heckklng. Soloist; Mr. Adolph
Brodsky. Concert Master; Mr. Walter
D&mrosch, Conductor.
RESERVED SKATS. *1.00 and 11.31
ADMISSION 76 cents. Tickets now on sale at
Btockbridge’s Music Store and at the asaal
places out oi town. Halt rare and late trains oa
the railroads.
RAGAN’S LECTURE, DEC. 13th,»UBJ*0V
“YOSKMITKand YELLOWSTONE,” ILLUSTRATED. TICKETS, 36, SO and 76 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s. Patron* of beta
Courses must present Course tickets to get kar
gan tickets.noriadlw

E. C. Bart’s New York Hand
Sewed French Kid $6.50 Boots
for $5.00.

Bart’s

Portland ft Rochester Railroad.

01
on

Exchange Sir.,

for $4.00.

PRYE,

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,

Stockholders of the Portland &
THE
Rochester Railroad are hereby notified that
tnelr

[SYMPHONY

MISS

dtt

e!7_

(4th STOCKBBIDUE.)

Grand Festival Concert bj the NEW YORK

Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting,
Brawn lllack, S3T C«|r.nSt,

By their use the most dlOcult forms of HERNIA can be retained.

W. P. HASTINGS.

ECAa-sL.

X

A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE OR MONEY REFUNDED.

-AT-

CITY

Thursday Evening, Dee. loth.

FRED E. RICHARDS, Pmidml
W. W. MASON, flot Prasldanf.
C. 8. ALLEN Cishiw.

CO

Of every kind.

at

City Hall, Nov. 27, 1891.

Six Per Gent Gold Bonds,

BANKERS,

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AMD ELASTIC
long experience

NO. 114 |-2 EXCHANCE ST.

annual

Boston Paralytic aud Nerve Institute,

plain,

ORIVERS,

PlSigCUt.

-OF-

rent; also

or

BALL

—

D0V31_

SPECIAL SALE

GrEO. o.

or

or th*

lM,ale By America, Cadet Orchestra.
Tickets 30 Ceata, admitting Gent and
Ladles.
noyl4eod2w

W oodbury <fclVtoulton

In OurlStock May Be Found

PIANOS

—

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

d2t

ui

i

sow <u

FIRST MORTGAGE

180

first class

Tickets

FUUBTII ANNUAL

Central

dtf

D0V19

eodtf

for sale

k Maine k Maine
Railroad Companies.

Cor. middle and

CONSULTATION FREE.

COUTHOUI

and other Arum

Palntlag, Drawing and Modelling la
Clay from Life andffrom the antique.

We would call speclel attention to our

CRESSEY & JONES,

950.000 Knox k Lincoln By 5’o,
guaranteed by Maine Central
Railroad Company.
940.000 Maine Central Improvement
4 I-2’s, due 1917.
931.000 Portland k Ogdeusbnrg 5’i,
due 1908, guaranteed by Maine
Central Railroad Company.
918.000 Portland Union Ry. Station
Co. 4’a, guaranteed by Boston

This company owns and operates tbe Water
and Gas Plants In Richmond, Kentucky.
The engineer who reports on the Works to us,
makes the following statement In bis report:
“As a whole the Works are models of their
kind, and from the looks ot the city and tbe
number ot ceosumers I should judge that tbe
investment would prove profitable. As you h.ve
the contract, I will not enter Into details as to
the results bat will say that the stipulation
therein contained lias more than been complied
with, and In this the council and citizens generally concur. The Works were accepted within
three hours after the test.”
We hare the attorney’s opinion, the engineer’s
report, and other papers relating to the Company, on file at our office and shall be pleased to
furnish any other Information desired.
Price, par and accrued Interest.

These Gloves are the regular S1.00 quality but
are subject to very slight imperfection In the
skin, which does not in the least injure their Intrinsic value (or service.

1

304 Congress Street, Portland, Maine
OPPOSITE CITY
haul.
ap21
eodly

OFFER SUBJECT TO SALE:

DUE 1910. OPTIONAL AFTER 1900.

35c per pair, ar3 pairs for $1.

nov20

MISS JESSIE

—

RICHMOND, KY„

45 Dozen 5 Hook Susde Kid Gloves at

348 I-il CoagreH 81.

*□24

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

os

SIGHT.

A.M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

We carry In stock the Mason and Rlsch Vocalllon :
lor churches, halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox an
White sell-playing Organs, and the Mason and
Hamlin, Wilcox and White, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send lor catalogue and terms.

BANKERS,

CO
s

eodtf

All "errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause.so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
jyes. imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately byj

Kranich and Bncb,91uon n nd Hamlin
■vers and Pond, Vowe nnd Nona, Jacob
Brothers,

Calais
Holders of City o
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do
so upon favorable terms If
application Is made to the
undersigned at an early day.

SATURDAY

KID GLOVES.
Kacb customer

10, 20, 30.

PRIVATE

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.

Extraordinary gale of

-

Miuiuaji

__noTlkdlw

For price and particulars apply to

CO

GRATEFUL-COMPORTING.

avenue

_

$3.00™ $1,00

Clothiers,

j_■

auu

Tickets 85,50 and|75 cents.
sale.

Water and light company,

CO.,

__J

tuuimifl]

PRICES

LOAN.

oct30

FRIDAY AND

—

-AT-

WE

W&86mcn

.

538

REFUNDING

MARKET.

octal

rpL_.

m

.

THE

A»D

DECEMBER 4TH.

Cent,

oct29dtl_

LIVER

AiANO°TAKErNOKOTHERr MAGEE EMULSION C0« Manfrs,

Bargains in Dress Goods, Flannels,Table Linen,
Napkins, Shawls, etc.,that will warrant their sale.
We are selling a fine Bleached Cotton, same as
Pride of the West,” at only 10 cents per yard.

novlO

Four Per

BONDS.

____

on

!

take.
Does not produce Nausea, and is
easily
assimilated. Thousands of Physicians are prescribing it in their
regular practice and many assert that it is

IN

g.i:....
uiimuuva

Ca.hier.
dtf

swan &¥arrett,

easy

THE BEST EMULSION

Vlaaniag nad Waller,
HaJnr. and Leigh.
dales -Tlari* Valchesht,
Hiss Hauls ftaflt,

THOMAS and WATSON.

CITY01 CALAIS

COD
_

—

nosatywdU

DISEASES, COUGHS, COLDS,
UIL
BRONCHITIS, DYSPEPSIA, SCROFULA AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
to

We pay
one of the liveliest Clothing Stores in the State
of Maine.

good

WITH

AND

Haaeiltea and Olree.
niee Nellie St. Jeha.
Jmmem Near,,
Yeaag Valarde,

—

PULMONARY

displayed by us.
SPOT CASH for all goods, and have

Spot

COMBINATION

S.OO.

at

PRINCESS IVIINEA,
Specially Engaged for Thanksgiving Week.

on

pure

Extract of Malt, and Compound Syrup of
Hypophosphites, (Lime and Soda.)

Kerseys, Meltons, Beavers, Chinchillas,
Elysians,Overcoats, Ulsters, Cape Overcoats,
Lined with Silk, Satin, or Fancy Wool.

any other feed.

STEVENS &

time

LARRABEE, Maine Central

MAGEE’S EMULSION

COMPANY

4.30, Kvealag

—

novao__dat

which is positive proof that we have been tested
and not found wanting. Our assortment of Overcoats and Ulsters is too vast and varied to describe, consisting of
u

PIANOS.

TO DAIRYMEN

on

Pre.idrnt.
feb!4

Saturday

G.

OFTHIS

Next WeeU.!
PRINCE TANAKA

deposits.

246 Middle Street.

Falrford Southern Pine Flooring.
This Is a rife sawn flooring.
It will not sliver
or splinter and will out-last three ordinary
floors.
Every one who is building and thinks of using
So. pine should see It.
Write for particulars, or call on

Interest allowed

us to know

MANSON

Lessee and Manager

SPECIALTY CO.

DUE 1901*11)1

and

Friday

We shall dispose of our entirestock of Dry Goods
at once, at taking prices, to make room for other

eodtt

tre-

$4.98.

price $7.00.

novl9

onr

is that we are
the Holiday Goods which are arriving every day.
Rather than lose onr X-mas trade for want of room,
ever offered for sale in this city.
We expect that we shaU clip off the profits from onr Underwear.
you will put our large claim to the test, and we
Special Sale of Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s
stand ready to prove every point that we claim in
Cloaks.
favor of our goods over all others. It is generally
recognized that PRICES are the FIRST and
We'will triFINEST test, quality being equal.
A REGULAR $8.00 BEAVER SHAWL FOR
as
on
this
test
the
umph

CHAMPIONS OF BARGAIN GIVERS.

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.

these goods
overstocked and MUST have room for

OVERCOATS

Now on sale at Stockbrtdge’s moate store.
Half Fare on the M. C. B. K., 6. T. K’r
and P. * it. B. B. to all bolding Opera tiekete!
Late trains on all above.
novieaiw

—

Incorporated 1834.

There is not a larger stock of Underwear in this
bragging when we say that we
to select from than onrs; and with such a variState
are prepared to show the largest, finest and most
to
select from, and WHOLESALE PRICES, yon
desirable stock of Men’s, Youths’, Boys’ and ety
are
getting an opportunity that you will not have
Children’s

IMPORTANT SALE!

BRANCH STORE—944 Congress
Street, Union Station.

OP

PORTLAND, ME,

we are not

-

461 Congress Street.

—

QvercoatS Winter Underwear!
reducing prices

Scenery.
Elegant Costumes, Urand
Chorus und Orchestra.
Reserved Seats 50c & 750.
Admission 35 cents.

CascoNationalBank Thomas and Watson

GENTS', LADIES’ anil CHILDREN’S

for

60 Arflslf, 60.

Original CaM, Special

LAST DAY

Accounts of Individuals,Arms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

again this season.
Our only reason

Arilsta,

SHIP AHOY!

dtf

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,

No,

oo

In the Farcical Nautical
Opera,

Afierneen at

(RA F. CLARK & CO. THIS MORNING
GIGANTIC

BANKERS,
THE

_

We shall place

Krraiai, War. JJi (Sltrm.)

O. E. LOTHROP,

ThftS&wlynrm

deoil

300 pairs Men’s Button

BROWN,

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

W.L.Wilson <fc Co.,

Cash
On© Price
Will be
Boots to close.
sold for cash at your
CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
price. Must be closed 482noYla__d3t
out.
Many of the above
Button Boots are hand
sewed Jersey Goods, forFOR ONE WEEK ONLY.

cup of

a

celebrated Turkish Coffee.

„.,„THE GROCERS,

Men’s Button Boots. IRA F. CLARK &

mer

PRICE PAR AND INTEREST.

pov7

The Centadr Company, 77 Murray Street, New Yore.

See These Goods
GET OUR PRICES,

6 PER CENT BONDS,
Principal and Interest Guaranteed.
-FOB BALK BT =

and

-AND-

Clinton, Iowa, Water Works Co.,

CRAPES.

Tuesday Evening, November 14th

BONDS, J. 1. HILL’S OPKJU COMMIT.

$5,000

orances,

CITRON,

greatly reduced prices. If you
will

citement was tremendous, and one ‘could
not hear himself think,' for the cheering.
One could not help noticing how sharply
yet with what consummate tact the Duke of
Newcastle looked after the mild-faced,

NEW

POPULAR,

3d
Wedaesdar

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.
Price, Pnr and Interest.

Assortment of Table Delicacies!

newraisins,

LOW PRICES.
We take stock next month and
until thut time shall offer all our

of Lillie Rock, Arkuntas,

6 PER CENT

HALL-

CITY

ARKAASAW WATER CO.,

THANKSGIVING!
A Fine

AMItglt.HEIST*.

$20^000

i

on

And

niuicui..

W. L. Wilson & Co.

‘‘Ah,

it was a big time, I assure you,
when the Prince of Wales came to Canada,” remarked my good neighbor and
worthy fellow citizen in Brldgton, Mr. D.
Draper, with whom I was chatting the
other day, about the Prince’s visit. Mr.
Draper was at that time a resident of
Waterloo, P. Q., and Is an ez-Canadlan
officer of the government. “Yes, the ex-

nHCCLLAHEOVR.
__

_

shouted.

love at first sight all round.

all the doubly marked ballots were thrown
by Bepubllcans Is shown by tbo fact that
the subordinate names on the ticket against
which a cross had been put were all Republicans. In one town a Democratic inspector has been arrested on suspicion but
whether there will be sufficient evidence to
convict him remains to be seen. No doubt
the next legislature will amend the law so
as to make this particular kind of trickery
Impossible In the future.

MlftSKIiLANEOtr

a happy disposition, good-natured, humorous, fun-loving
boy, who knew precisely what be was
about, and could not be easily fooled; hair,
soft and fine, though disposed to
grow
rather low down the neek and
forehead; a
well-shaped head, Indicating firmness,
benevolence, quickness of perception, and
love of

Vic had given personal charge of hei boy,
and who throughout bis trans-Atlantic
tovr performed bis responsible part faith-

ucuuo

the poor farmer Into the Independent citizen, who did not want the help of the government and very much preferred to help
himself. From that hour the sub-treasury
seheme began to decline, and the statesmen who had been endorsing it
began to
grow cold towards it. It is not entirely
dead yet, but It Is so near It that there
Is
not the slightest danger of its
its

ms

dial welcome to Washington.
You mav be well assured that everywhere in
this couutry he will be greeted by the American
people in such manner as cannot fail to prove
gratifying to your Majesty. In this iheywllt
manifest their deep sense of your domestic virtues, as well as their convii tions of your merits
as a wise, patriotic and constitutional sover-

man

Mills is supposed at present to have the
largest number of pledged supporters for
the Speakership, with Crisp second, aud
Springer, Bynum and the other aspirants
with a few each. The supporters of none
of the candidates except Mills and Crisp
can be depended on to stick after the first
ballet. The present outlook Is that Mills
will be chosen. He Is believed to be the
choice of Cleveland, and the men who
want Cleveland renominated, and who are
probably in the majority, will sooner or
later rally to his support.

luieuuuu ui

tend his visit to the United States, X need not
say how happy I should be to give him a cor-

less than ten cities have put
In claims for being selected as the place
for holding the Republican national convention. San Francisco Is making a big
stir to have It held there; Tacoma promises It a warm reception, and Omaha, Minneapolis, Chicago, Cincinnati, Fittsburg,
Philadelphia, Detroit and New Tork are
holding out inducements. San Francisco
and Tacoma offer to pay the railroad fAres
of all the delegates.
no

countenance, indicative of

dlawSly

’S CREAM BALM—Cleanse, the Nasal
Allays l*ain and Inflammation, Heals
es, Restore. Taste and

Smell, and Cure.

Cps,
I0U18

osdftwly

fm
dflm

INVESMNTJCUHITIES!

We Invite the attention of investors,
of large or small sums, to onr line or

Choice Iavestinent Securities,
which It will give ns pleasure to have
you examine at our off ice; or applications by mall will be promptly replied
to.
We are also agents for the North*
western Guaranty Loau Co., of Minneapolis, Minn,, one of the STBOUHEsT
and MOST CONSERVATIVE investment companies in this country, for
the sale of Its securities, which we
keep constantly on hand.
INTEREST allowed on time deposits,
or subject to check.

CHAPMAN BUkl.W 00.,

into the Nostrils.--ft is Qutekly Absorbed.
Warren St, N. Y.

gglsts or by mail, SLY BROS.,

3

Oxford Butldluif, 1ST Middle St.
less

eodtt

Horse

BLANKET

IS THE STRONCEST.
Boa* Granin* without Horao stamped laald*.
Price of* lb. Shaped Blanket, $4.60
“
5.60
“Sib.
ilk ta are the 100 other <Va style* at prlee* to
aalt everybody. Sold by all dealer*.
WM.AYDIS A BOMB.PHILADELPHIA.
aep'i3
_Ws&MBm
The Hole-Forfeitable lug Incontestable features ot the policies ot tne
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places il.em in the
(root rank o( Insoraace Co racts and
causes them to bo unexcelled in liber*

allty.

—

announced, then other agreeable neopie dropped in and after long stretches got
off leaving me saddened at
parting And
to°
;,D0,.0De elae Kolng through

A SONG OP THE YEAR.

were

BY LEWIS MOBBW.
her tears,

Spring smiles through
cus

Viennif’ 1*7

'fJ7.

K**

•>* W Prom-

agreeable

and the flower, and the bee,
The
And each young soul exulting rejoices,
The world is for me, is for me!

lainb,

Not a rose on the midsummer hedgerow
Nor billow of blossoming grass
But Is rich In the fugitive rapture
Of pleasures which quicken aud pass
When June along hillside and streamslde

Trips lightly

ou

n<Xh0 yitalke?

•Mtl' .m™ ‘UK

oI the 6,Bt,t8- cornDared
**“•• a^o prices and hotels, dlscussed current events. An invalid
lady and
ner husband came In whom I found
very
people, f afterward encountered
them In \ ienna where we saw the wonders
of that wonderfully beautiful city
together,
the people of which seem as ingenuous as
our New England farmers.
But my train
switched off a little before we reached the
city, my plan being to spend the night at
one of those Badeus of which Europe Is

straight-

aJSSlStS Sitb SK£? SS?

full.
This Austrian Baden is a very delightful place and its waters are much more
agreeable to the taste than those of BadenBaden. I left regretfully but as I was to
pass through a good half a dozen of Badeus
during the summer, it was not of so much
consequennce to remain in this charming
spot.

so

virginal feet,

And llie woodlands re-echo with voices
Proclaiming that Summer Is sweet.
Yes, sweet are the opulent Summer.
And statelier Autumn to come:
ln 8°la »nd In
the gay song-tide bepurple,
dumb,
a mournful prevision!
'ea*lh> and the glare, aud the heat.
That the sweet of the year has
departed
Far, tar npoa vanishing teet.

llr1“1,AutV,mn

BMwmethS0W

VIENNA.

Vienna like London, Paris and Berlin is
endless. You can conquer miles and miles
of railway and still be In Vienna. It Is a

Autumn fades Into passionless Winter,
Dead grasses and skeleton trees,
Harlt mists and chill rains of December,
Black snow-clouds aud waters that freeze.
Yet through all the world’s ruin and sadness
our hearts leap wlthlu us aud slug,
Knowing hid ln no distant To-Morrow
Once more a sure presage of Spring.
I—English Illustrated Magazine.

city of circles within circles, the Inside
circle being the city of most modern Interest. But a stay in Vienna, If only for
a few days <s almost hopeless.
One [must
drive everywhere since the distances are
two great for’.walking. When you see a
fine building with a
cupola, it is safe to

VENICE AND VIENNA.

call it a museum since there are numberless fine edifices devoted to purposes of
art.
After all the rest is seen there is one of
those mountain railroads not far from the
city of which Europe is so full, which
goes up to Karlenberg. The view from
Karlenberg Is superb. There Is a high
tower perched on the highest point of the
mountain which gives a famous view not
only of the city but of the country far beyond. Those mountain regions in Austria, of Corlnthla and Styria through
which are hardly less fine than the Tyrol,
came out like pictures when one saw them
from this Austrian Rigi.
The system of horse cars lu Vienna Is
the best and most economical of any in the
world, one ticket, by means of a correspondence. being good over a half a dozen
different routes, so that one caD ride round
all ihe circles for one fare. There Is also
a system of railway fares which makes
tickets good for any place within a ten
mile circuit. This system extends from
Vienna as a centre all over Austria and
gives rise to extensive travel among its

The Palace of [the Doges—Bridge of
Sighs—Venice at 3 o’clock A. M,Vlanna-The Danube.’

[Special Correspondence of the Press.]
Basle, Switzerland, Oct. 29.
I left Venice at five o’clock ln the morning. It bad been a question whether to
Unger yet another day among Its churches
gliding listlessly ln the gondolas from place
to place and leading Just the dreamy fascinating life that poetry and song have so
long pictured Venetian life to be. King
Humbert and Queen Margberctta had just
left when 1 arrived and the city was finishing up one grand fete season, but this was
no reason why another fete should not be
held on the very day of my leavetaking.
But Venice Is one Brand carnival ovorv I
day, and one special day more or less can
people.
make but little difference to the traveller.
But the trouble in all sight seeing Is
I had seen it all, traversing the Qrand where to leave off. If one Is
bored he has
Canal twice and thrice over again. The to get away In the quickest manner possible
but
if
otherwise
it Is herd to tear
gondolier had made the trip among the
oneself from so much that is fine since
churches as expensive as possible and bad there is
always more which one might see
furnished many an old man who holds the and that somebody else says they have
seen.
boat !on arriving and leaving the quay,
DANUBE.
I left in the boat which goes up the Danube to Linz in 19 honrs and which leaves
Vienna at 6 o’clock. The lovely blue Danube, who has not imagined himself on its
waters some beautiful summer night. Although ills not just wbatyou have pictured
it, the Danube is very fascinating and
worth the time spent drifting on it. Its
waters are not blue, but a dirty drab and
its scenery is not at all like that upon the
THE

many a sou.
ST. mask’s square.
I had waded back and forth, over and
over again in the sands of St. Mark’s
square
which at night is filled with pleasure {seekers, and In the morning presents the scene
of a battle-ground after the retreat of the

foe.
1 had watched the wonderful clock and
waited for it to strike, In order to see the
bronze giants at the wheel hammer out the
hours as many different times as
possible,
and had tried to learn all I was able of its

Castle Rhine but the sail is very delightful.

You muBe as you drift, and hum the airs of
songs and think of the poetry and romance
which the Danube has always engendered,
out one must arrive at Linz at half past
one and can leave by a dozen trains at
three o’clock the same morning. The porter wakes you and an omnibus hustles you
on to the station where a train bound for
almost anywhere mav be taken.
One meets every nationality on the Danube. There were French, Austrians, Germans, Swiss, Italians and Hungarians on
this trip. The Hungarian language is almost as musical as the Italian and the people are as vivacious as the French.
You think of Linz, this city where you
leave the Danube, as a place where .one
has poor coffee at 3 o’clock in the morning
and drowses out of the station a few
minutes later. You think of it, as a place
without domestic life and it seems in imagination, full of railroad stations and omnibuses. Linz Is of course unlike Heaven in
every particular, but it seems so especially
as a place with nothing but night and
very
dimly lighted.
But gloomy as it is the
threshold to the “Salykammergal,” that
most beautiful region on the globe, one is
willing at least to pass through it on the
way thither.
A. H. G.

complex mechanism.
THE

CAMPANILE.
The Campanile, with its huge bronze
doors and lofty .observatory, from which
may be seen the whole vast city as well as
the Adriatic, and many Alpine peaks
which In clear weather rise above the
Lagune at sunset affords a surpassingly

magnificent view.
That glorious old cathedral of the tenth
century, Is in its oriental opulence a never
ending source of delight, and every spare
moment is well spent In studying the old
pictures in Mosaic and the Byzantine reliefs.
THE PALACE OF THE DOSES.

But the old Doges Palace, how tired 1
of It. Of course I ought to have liked
it, I ought to have been pleased with the
old Doges, for they were everywhere in
costly paintings and in rich tapestry, in
councils of state and in war-habiliments.
They had the air of continually being engaged iu stern judicial proceedings. But I
was so glad when 1 got to the end of them.
was

To think of men who

seem

never

WIT AND WI8DOM.

to have

Asker—How did you like the minister’s seryesterday, my friend?
Tasker—Oh, about as well as I expected to.
"Didn’t you think it was timely?”
“Timely! I should say not. It’s duration
rather suggested eternity.”—Yonkers’ Gazette.
mon

I was troubled with catarrh for seven years
previous to commencing the use of Ely’s Cream
Salu
It has done for me what other so-called
cures have failed to do—cured me. The effect
of the Balm seemed magical.
Clarence L.
Huff, Blddetord, Me.
Hired Girl Appreciated.
School-Boy—Mamma, I wish you’d let the
hired girl put up my leucli instead of doin’ it
The

Europe,

with their torture chamber aud
tbe rack, convey to the mind the barbarism of politics in ages past as well as the
religious snperstition of the people of remote periods aud the question always
arises, whether the same amount of power
would bring out the same qualities in
human nature today, or whether the refinements of civilization have taken from
the hearts of men a part of what was base
in the soul so many ages ago.
In Italy tbe people never seem to get up.
After mla-day tbe whole busy world springs
Into existence like Cytherea, out of the
foam of tbe sea. Eut in early morning a
slght-seer. bound to accomplish all he can
In tbe cool of tbe day, has hard work to
find any sustenance on which to make a
beginning. But a cup of muddy coffee
taken on the wing, helps one out until tha
breakfast hour of 11 or 12 o’clock and enables him to pursue his craft as tourist.
THE HONDO LIEBB.

yourself.
Mamma—It’s no trouble, my dear.
School-Boy—I know.
Mamina—Then why do you want her to do
It?
Scbool-Boy—’Cause she’s got a better appetite than you have and she puts more ln.-Street
& Smith’s Good News.
After trying many remedies for catarrh
during the past twelve years, I tried Ely’s Cream
Balm with complete success. It is over one
year since I stopped uslag It and have bad no
return of catarrh. I recommend It to all my
friends.—Milton T. Palm, Reading, Fa.

Undertaker—We have a great many funerals
to attend to now, and if the cortege moves at a
slow pace, it will cost you a great deal more to
bury your husband than If we trot.
w Idow—How—much—more ?
Undertaker—At least $100.
Widow—I—er—think we’d better trot. My
husband was very fond of fast horses.—New

never

are

ill-tempered, though

York Weekly.

The beard may be colored brown or black by

Buckingham’s Dye.
The Best Way.
"1 don’t believe In the custom of giving engagement rings, do you?”
“No; I would a good deal rather have the
money spent on candv and theatre tickets.
You can’t be expected to give them back, you
know.”—Life.
Send a 2-cent stamp to J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,
Mass., for a set of their album cards.
The Quickest Way!
“There is the poultice; put it on to his stomach.”
“But I thought you said It was bis heart that
was affected.”
“Well, you always reach a man’s heart
through his stomach, don’t you?”—Pharmaceutical Era.

One can hardly realize the weirdness of
the situation, that of leaving a city so Isolated so early In the morning. The paddle
of the oars on tbe still waters was the only
sound, as we wended our way through the
side canals in reaching the shortest route
to the station. It seemed like the escape
of old-time State criminals from some
grim castle on lake or river. I was reminded of Mary Queen of Scots, with her
boatmen coming lor her in the glimmerlog
dusk of early dawn in her escape from the
castlo of Loch Leven. Tho horizon was
hardly reddening yet, and the grayness of
early daylight was over all, but as we got
out Into the Grand Canal we found the
cafes and salons brilliantly lighted from
thfl nfffht hpfnrp

and

man

onH

«>/»»»..

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Its record of forty years
is one of triumph over blood diseases.
Paterfamilias—You scoundrel! why did you
elope with my daughter?
New Son-in-law—To avoid the Insufferable
fuss and nonsense of a society wedding.
Paterfamilias (beamingly)—Thank heaven,
my daughter got a sensible husband, anyhow.—
New York Weekly.

—-

Sore

in the markets among the peasant class.
The large scow gondolas were drawn up
and being unloaded by busy Italian peasant women. They were spreading the
most inviting looking vegetables for the
day’s sale. There were to be seen here
and there barges gaily decorated in view
of the coming fete.
In passing the market and
meeting from
time to time the freight gondolas, it
struck
ldea that since my
a”lvala‘ llle station on
into
the
coming
city I had seen no four-footed auirnal or
beast of burden of any kind, and not even
a dog or kitten; for on
entering the city I
had been warned against
losing myself in
the narrow labyrinths which serve as
street?, and so I had seen little of domestic
life there, my acquaintance with the
city
being mostly by means of the Grand Canal
which giv(*s access to all of
importance In
the town.

Sorem
Cati
Bri
Bi

?r<i,iltii8a,rttt,\gely.l,he

THE

BAILWAY

Cut

Complaints'

STATION.

The railway station of Venice Is the
rarest place of the bind In the world. There
Is nobody jostling you, there Is no
rush
for carriages, no cry of “hack! hack!’’ and
no importunity of cab-men
marshalled In
line for piecedence which is so
trying to
the nerves. But one
quietly leaves the
car, walks to some stairs on the
opposite
side, selects his gondola, pays the old man
pretending to hold the boat his sou?, gets
tnf and is soon out among the gav barons
8

the way to his hotel.
At this early hour there were few people
about, and all was placid and sweet. The
gondolier made no dispute about the price
and was satisfied with his fee. The man
who sold me the the additional ticket to
Pontebba only added a lew cents to the
correct fare. I found a place to get black
coffee and a roll and then I got on to the
train, which whole prtcediug left a pleasurable feeling in tnv mind alter the heat and
dust and noise of Si Mark’s Square the
day before. The air was cool ami toe omsquitoes all preferred the sluggi-h Cnnsl to
a ride alter an
engine.
People Straggled in untii the ears were
ini1 even at tills hour, families
going out
lot the day or to spend the
summ-r, came
into the different
compaitmerit, and Jeli
ttkep on the cushion, uutli ihtlr station*

I

Piles
Female

Sterling Exchange Quiet and Easier
-Railroads Quiet and Firm.

Quotations of 8taple
the Leading Markets.

In our own

POiiJ $
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.EXTRACT

^OINTMENT.
specific

It’s remarkable
action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over
Ihles, however severe.
Also for Burns, Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum &c.
Testimonials from all classes
0^
►■■I prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
_

_

m
|hb|

?0HD’8 EXTRACT CO., 76 6th Av*.,H.
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Lowest.62%
Closing...62%

Nov.

Dec.

68
70
68
70

68

68%
68

68%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursday’s quotations.
_

Opening..

Nov.

Dec.
94%

92%
Nov.

Opening.62
Closing.62

8tocks and Bonds.
At New York money has been easy, ranging
Iron) 3 to 4 per cent, last loan at 3, closing
Prime mercantile paper 5@6%
at 3 per cent,
per cent. Sterling Exchange Is quiet and easier
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 80%
for 6(Hlay bills, * 88% for demand;
posted
rates 4 81%@4 84%.
Commerolal bills 4 80
bonds
Government
are
doll
and
@4 88%.
hrm. Railroad bonds quiet and firm.
Trading In the stock market after 12 o’clock
was marked by a spurt of activity and strength
In trunk line stocks, especially New Ycrk Cenand Erie, and to a less extent In grangers.
Higher prices were the rule all along the
line. The general list continued to advance,
and before 2 best prices of the day were reached. The market closed active and strong at
top figures
The transactions at the Btock Exchange
aggregated 801.900 shares.
Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Nov. 20 1891.
There are no turkeys In this market yet: In
Boston market they are scarce and bring high
prices and tbe Indications are that poultry will
be high here,though much depends on tbe condition of the weather. Sugars continue firm with
the prospect of another advance, owing to the
higher prices of raw.
The following are today’s closing quotations
of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:
Flour.
Grain.
Superfine &
Corn, car lots_72S73
low grades.4 76@6 00 Corn, bag lots...74@76
X Spring &
Meal, baglots..70@7l
XX Spring.5 00@5 26 Oats, car lots.. ..42a,43
Pat. Spring
Oats, bag lots. ..44 @40
Wheat.6 0C@8 2B
Cotton seedMich Btr’ght
Car lots... 28 oo@28 60
roller.6 Vi @6 Vi Bag lots. .29 00@30 00
clear do...6 16@5 26
Backed bran—
St Louis st’gt
Car lots...21 00@22 00
roller.... 6 5( @6 66 Bag lots...22 00@23 00
clear do...6 2E@> Vs Mlddlings.22 00® 28 03
Wm’r Wheat
Bag lots.. .23 O0@29 00
patents—6 7E@0 Vi
Provisions.
PorkFish.
Backs.16 26@15 60
Clear.14 76@16 t 0
Cod, per qtl—
Large snore.b 00@6 26 Short cuts.16 00®16 2>
Small.4 76(0)5 00
gggf_
Pollock.2 76(a t 00 Ex-Mess... 8 60® 9 00
Haddock-3 26(0,3 60 Plate.10 00®10 60
Hake.2 00@2 60 Ex-Plate.. 10 60® 11 00
_

_

Herring-

Lard-

Scaled, ® box... 14@18 Tubs, 19 lb. 6V4@ 7V4
Mackerel
bbl—
Tierces. 6Vi@ 7Vi
Shore Is..2.1 0< @26 00 Palls. 6%(§12
Shore 2s. 13 60® 16 00 Pure leal...12
a 12Vi
Med 3s...11 6('@13 00 Hams.10
@10Vi

Large

3s. .13

o<@16

00 do coverd..ll

Produce.

C’pe Cranb’s.7 60@8
Pea beans. ..2 16@2

00
26

Medium do..

Oil.

@UVi

Kerosene— ;
Port ref pet.

Pratt’s Ast’l.
00®2 10 Devoe’s brilliant..
Yellow eyes..l 86@2 16 Llgonla.
Cal. pea.2 0O@2 761I Centennial.
Irish Potatoes—

8Vi
8Vi
6 Vi
6 Vi

Germ’n med.l

bu-h.46@50

Sweet Potatoes—
Norfolks.2 60@2 76
Jer.-eis.3 26@3 60
Onions—
Natives.2 6C@2 76
Geese.
Spring chickens. 16@18

MuscaSf'*!??

Lona’n lay’r.2 (
Ondura lay’r.,8
Valencia.7

._

Timothy. ...166@lao

»’■

No 1
Clover.8 va @13
wins..1 7E@2 00
Cheese.
Eating.2 00@r 60 NY factory. 13 @13 Vi
Cooking.I 06@1 60 Vermont. ..UVi@L3
Evaporated ^ fit 8@12 Sage.13Vi@14Vk
do
old
7@ 8
Butter.
Lemons.
Creamery, W lb..28@30
Palermo.t> oo@7 00 !GLlt edge Tt.28@29
Meisiua.6 00@7 00 Choice.kOa >1

Malagers.

Oranges.

Florida.!^6(‘®7C0

Good.19@21
Store.1,@19

Messina.0 00@0 00 Eastern

e

m.

28@29

Railroad Receipts^
POKTLAND, Nov. 20, 1891.
Beceipts by Maine Central B B—Por Portland
122 cars miscellaneous merhandtse, connecting
roads 167 cars.
_«
The Wool Market.
has been noted In tbe wool market for three
and this Inquiry has resulted in a
better trade.
The quotations, though really
are
easier,
scarcely changed. These figures
prevail:
Picklock and^XX...83 @83Vi
Ohio and Penn. XX and above.3<>
@81
Ohio and Penn. X.*9
@00
Michigan and Wis. X and above
26V4@27
Ohio and Penn. No 1.84 @38
Michigan No 1.33 @34
Ohio and delaine, fine.84
@36
No 1 combing.87
«89
Mlcntgan delaine.33 @34
Pine unwashed & unmerchantable. .70
@23
Unwashed combing.24
@27
Medium unwashed.20
@24
Pine Texas and territory.18 @23
Medium Texas and territory.17 @28
Pine medium Texas and territory..18 @22
Ordinary Texas and territory.16 @20
Oregon.16 @21
California. Spring.16 @23
Oalltornia fall.15 @18
Kentucky and Indiana clothing.26 @28
Georgia.211 @27 V4
Super pulled.36 @45
Extra pulled.30 @36
Western super and extra.26
@33
Scoured wools .36 @74
Cape of Good Hope.28 @30

days past,

Cloucester Fish Market.
POB THE WEEK ENDING, Nov. 19.
Outside fare sales Bank cod (4 85 and 8 60;
Georges |4 76 and 3 60.
Last faie sales of
Bank halibut 13Vic V

through.
Jobbing prices o! cured mackerel: extra bloaters at t3oa32; large 2s, (17 60@18 medium 2s,
(16; 3s, (7 76@8.

We quote new Georges Codfish at 87 26 V
qtl for large, and small at 0 0b@6 60; Bank at
(6 75@6 25 tor large and (4 26 for small ;8hore
at (•> 76 and (4% for large and small.
Dry
Bank at $6 60; medium (4 76.
We quote cured cusk at (6 00 V qtl; hake at
00; naddock 83 76; heavy salted Pollock at
3 00, and English cured 83 26 per qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish at 6@7c p tfc for
hake, haddock and cusk, 7Vi@loc IP lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
at 10V4C
lb for strips and 11 Vic for chunks;
smoked salmon 18c; do haddock —c.
Medium
herring at 19c V box; tucks 18c; lengthwise
13c; No Is at 14c; Bloaters at 90c; canned
trout $1 50;fresh halibut at 82 20; fresh salmon
at 1.20; clams 81 00; lobsters 2 16; mackerel

J3

uqiuur wuvi

auiouv.au

ooluiuca, quni

in

oils, $4 Oo; half oils $6 oo, three quarter mus$4 00; spiced 3 75; clam aud fish chowder, $2 00.
Labrador Herring at $6 60 S’ bbl; medium
spilt $0 00;; Newfoundland do $7 00: Nova
Scotia do $7 00; East port $3 60; split Shore
$4 00; louutl do 4 60; round Eastport 4 00:
codfish $5; haddock $3 60; halibut
eads 3 60; sounds at $12; tongues aud sounds
$11; alewlves at $3 60: trout $14 00; California salmon $14 00; Halifax do $23; Newfoundland do $16. Clam bait $7; slivers $4; halibut
fins $14; shad $12; swordfish at $10.
We quote cod o 1 at 30c p gal; medicine oil at
70c; biackflsh oil 80c; menhaden oil 20. Livers at 26@80c
bucket.
Fish scrap at $8 p ton; dry do $16, do liver
$6; fish skins $18; waste $3 p ton.
tards at

Eickled

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 20, 1891.—The following artoday’s quotations of Provisions, Produce,stc:
Pork—Long cuts 14 26®14 60: short cuts
$14 60214 75; backs at 14 60*16 OO; lean
ends 16 60®16 00; pork tongues 10 60(8,00 00;
buit pork lo 60.
Hams at 9V4c; small at 10c; pressed hams

00®2 00: choice screened pea 1 80® 1 90; choice Yellow Eyes at a 00®
a 10. Jobbing prices 10c higher.
Hay-Choice primo bay at *17 00®$17 60:
lair to good $16 00@16 00; Eastern line at
612®14; poor to ordinary $ll@14: East swale
*8<®9. Rye straw, cnolce, »16@16 60; Oat
marrow

hand-picked

Opening...
Closing.

0

50*

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations are received
dally:
Atchison, Topeka A Santa Ire K. 43,,
C. B. A Q... in,, /4
Mexican Central.
on,,.
Union Pacific.
TX™
Boston A Maine K. "ikal?
Bell Telephone.
iSlv*
New York and New England Railroad
aai/.
American Sugar.
,*,S?’1
do preld..

SS%

Crain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE

EXCHANGE

I'L’LLEN, CBOCKEK &
Thursday’s quotations.

C‘0

WHEAT.

Opening.

.lfl Vi

N°V'
XL6V*

ISgJ

Closing.11 %
CORN.

Opening.*62%
*87%
6?%
Highest........,,,,.62%
87%

..
.62%
Closing..

93%

93%
Nov.

Dec.
46%
46%

Closing.... .68

New York Stock and Money Market
NEW YORK. Nov. 21,1891.
The tollowlng are to-day’B quotations ol Government

securities:

New 48, reg...116%
New 4s. coup.
Ub%
United States 2s reg.101
Central Pacific ists.....iue%
Denver St K. G.lst..
Erie 2ds......107
Kansas Pacific Consols.106
Oregon Nav. Ists...
108
Kansas Pacific Ists.
107%
ol
stocks:
Closing quotations
Nov. 19. Nov. 20.
Adams Express.144
144
Am. Express
no
117
Central Pacific.
31
31
Cues St OUlo. 13%
24%
134
Chicago A Alton.... .136
168
Chicago AAlton preld.-.168
Chicago. Burlington AQuincy- 100%
*100%
Delaware a Hudson Canal Co-123%
123 %
Delaware, Lacks. A Western-137%
137%
Denver A Rio Grande. 16%
16%
Erie..
28%
29%
Erie prel. 67%
68%
Illinois Central..100%
101%
lad. Bloom A West.
Lake Erie A West.— 19%
20%
Lake Shore.122%
124
...

Louis A

Nash.7C%

78

Manhattan Elevated......100%
Michigan Central.Dm
Minn A St. Louis.
7

101
lo7%
6%

Missouri Pacific. GO
NewJersey Central. .112
Nor. Pacific common. 26%
do prel.
69%
Northwestern.
...lie
Northwestern pref .138
New Fork Central.lj-.:%
New Fork, Chicago A 8S. loum 19
do prel....
Oulo & Miss
19
Out. & Western. 18
North American. 16%
Pacific Mail. 36%
Pullman Palace.
176%

60%

118%
26%

7u%
117
139
116ys
20%
78%

...

21

..

Peading

16%
17%
87m
176%
38%
84%

38%

Bock island.. 88%
St Louis A San Fran...
do prel.
do 1st prt..
St Paul
76%
doprei ..118%
St Paul Minn 4> Man .112
St. Paul A Omaha. 84%
St. Paul A Omaha prf ...93%
Texas Pacific, new.12%
Union Pacific.
40%
U S Express
42
Wabash St. Louis A Pacific.. 12%
do prel.
27
Western Union.... 81
SugarjTrust. 8B%
Blchmond A West Point. 11%
Oregon Nav. 78

76%
119%
112ya
84%
96%
12%
41%

57
67

41

..

13
27%
62%
88%
n%
78

...

Kx-dividend._
New York

Mining Stocks.

[S; Telegraph.
NEW POKE, Not. 20, 1891—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations ol mining stocks:
Col. Coal..
35
Hocking Coal...
15
H»me»take. ...
u
...

Quicksilver

....

do prel..
Ontario.

..

4

2i;00
S8

Domestic Markets.
fBy Telegraph/!
NEW FOBE, Nov. 20.—The Flour marketreceipts 31,071 packages: exports 1631 bbls
and 7261 sacks; Irregular and
moderately
active, closing steadier: sales 24,950 bbls.
Flour quotattons-low extras at 3 06@4 26;
city mills extra at 6 26@6 35; city mills pat,
ents 6 36®6 66; winter wheat, low grades, at
3 66(3* 25; fair to fancy at 4 30(3)6 00 ; patents
at 4 60®6 30;
Minnesota clear 4 35@«90;
straights do at 4 6t>®6 16; do Datents 4 70®
6 60. do rye mixtures 4 86@4 85; superfine at
3 20@3 85; fine 3 00®3 66.
Southern flour
dull and unchanged.
Bye Flour firm and In

good demand. Buckwheat flour firm.
Buckwheat 60®64%c. Corn firm and lu good demand. V* seat—receipts 372,260 bush; exports

181,980 bush; sales 94,0uo bush; dull and
stronger; No 2 Bed at 104%@10l% store
and elevator, 1 06y8@l 07 afloat, 1 06%@l 08
fob; No 8 red at »»%@1 00c; NoliNorihern
at tl 07%@1 08% ;No 1 hard at *L 10%. Bye
irregular, dull; Western 1 05@1 06%. Barley
dull; No 2 Milwaukee at—c.
Cera—receipts
w —~

V«|#UI w

V

UUUU

(OMIVO

|WV

L/UCJI

higher and quiet, offerings light; No 2 at 7i @
7ic elevator, 72e afloat; No 2 White at 69c.
receipts 136,326 bush; exports 32 bush;
sates 97,000 bush; stronger and m fair demand;
No 8 at 39ViC; do White at 39%®30e; Ni- 2 at
39%®41o; do White at 40%.u.4UVic; No 1 at
41c; White do 43c; mixed Western at 38®41c;
do White at 40®44c: White State at 40344c;
No 2 Chicago at 40% (341c. CJoffee—Hlo quiet,

»«m»r—raw firmer; reeasy; No 7 at ie%c.
fined Drm, lu good demand; No 6 at |3 ll-lOc;
No 7 at 3 11-ltic; No 8 at 86ic;No 9 at 3 9-16C;
No 10at 3V4c; No 11 at3ysc; Nol2at8%c;
off A at 3 16-1634 1-16c; Mould A at 4 7-16C;
stauoard A at 4 6-16c; Confectioners’ A at
4Vic; cut loaf at 6Vic, crushed 6Vic; powdered at 4 9-16C;
grau(dated at 4<V>@4Vic;
Cubes at 4 sic. Petroleum quiet and steady;
united at 69Vie. Perk quiet and steady Beef
quietrjbeef hams dull and firm; tlerced beef
Lard
qulec; cut meats quiet; middles weaK.
stronger and In moderate demand; Western
steam at (6 60; city at $6; refined quiet; Continent at »6 65®6 82Vi ; 8. A. at *7 66. Batter
quiet and firm. ther»e In fair demand and

firm.
Freights to Liverpool weak, quiet; grain
steam 5Vid; cotton do—d.
The Flour markt i—
CH1CACO, Nov. 20.
unchanged. Wheat higher; No 2 spring at 92V4
@92%c; No2 Bed at 92V4C. Corn decidedly
higher; No 2 at 67c. Oats higher; No 2 at 32Vi.
No 2 Bye at 93Vic. No 2 Barley at 69c.
Provisions higher: mess pork at 68 60.
Lard at
Short ribs sides at 6 76@t 26.
|6 17Vi@6 20.
Dry salt meats—shoulders at I6®6 12 Vi ; short
clear sides $6 10®6 16.
Receipts—Flour 20.UUO bbls. wheat 211.000
bush; corn 169,000 bush, oats 233.000 hush;
rye 30.000 bush, barley 60,000 bush
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbs, wneat 121.1 00
bush, corn 122,000 bush, oats 371.000 imsh.
rye 11.000 bush, barley 42.000 bush.
ST LOUIS, Nov. 20,1891 —The Flour markgt
Wheat closed higher; No 2 red
—unchanged.
at 9l%c. Corn closed firm; No 2 at 4gc. Oats
higher, firmer; No 2 at 30%c. Bye higher;
No 2 at 89c. Barley steady: Iowa at—c.
Provisions dull; pork, standard mess at »9 25.
Lard at *6 06.
Dry salt meats—shoul
ders at*6; longs at (6 80: ribs at 16 87Vi;
short clear at |6. Bacon—shoulders at $6 26;
longs at $7 60: ribs at 7 60; short, clear $/ 76.
Hams at |9 60®12 26.
Receipts—Flour, 6.000 bbls; wheat 60.000
bush; corn 46,000 Dush
oats 40.000 bush;
rye 7,000 busn; barley. 21.000 busn.
Shipments—Flour. JO.ooo bbls;wneat 76.000
bush: corn, 31,000 bush; oats. 84,000 bush;
rye 6,000 bush; barley 0.000 hush.
DETROIT, Nov. 20.—Wheat
No 1 White
at 96c: No 2 Bed at 96Vic. Corn—No. 2 at 60c
Oats—No 2 at 34%c; No 2 White at 36%c.
Bye94Vibid. Receipts—Wneat 32,100 bush;
corn 4800 bush; oats 7,000 bush.
—

—

Cotton

Chatham, Nov 20- 8cb Abble H Hodgman,
from New York for Wtnterport, .with coal,
struck on Shovelful Shoal early this morning,
wreckers have
and remains, leaking some,
contracted to Boat her for J4W.
Syra,
built at Pem18—Barque
Nov
Eastport,
broke In 1869, has been tnorougblv overnanled
™r business.
aud repaired, and ls now
Capt Edwin Pettenglll will command her.
Lubec, Nov 18—Sch Sarah P, of Jonesport,
which collided with the schr Geo P Trigg, carried away Jlbboom, DOWP™.,entwater.
The Trigg sustained ouly light damage.
Domeatlc Porta.
SAN FBANCIBCO-Ar 13th, ship Samaria,
Snow, Newcastle, NSW.
Cld 19th, ship 8 P Hitchcock, Gates, Llver-

P°NEW ORLEANS-Ar

up 16th, sch Susan P
Thurlow, Smith, Puutasch RlchdFla.
B Chute,Griffis
MOBiLk—Ar 19th,
Havana.

Dora Matthews, Brown, jor

Cld 19th, sch

HARBOR, FLA—In port 18th,
MCHARLOTTE
for London.
sch
Sebago, Ross,

RICHMOND—Ar 19th, sch Warner Moore,
Crocker. Cheverle, NS.
BERMUDA H¥NDRED-81d 17th, sch Chas
Lawrence, New York.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 19th, sch Independent, Case, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Cld.l9th' barque Edw 0 Clark,
Harding, Havana.
Bid lutb, sch Grace Andrews, Port Royal.
PHILADELPHIA- Cld 18th, sell Daniel B
Fearing, Boston.
Ar 19th, schs Mattie E Eaton, Damage, Kennebec; Thos W Hyde, Sherman, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 18th, sch Ger
trude A Bartlett, from Darien for Bangor.
Aratdo 20th, barque Doris EckhoS, Todd,
Demerara.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 19th, sch May McFarland, Boston; Carrie C Miles, Post, do; Leoa

ucosa,

nouu.

NEW YOKK-Ar 1911), schs L C Kaminski,
Woodbury, Charleston: Helen E King, from
NewKochelle: Lizzie B Willey, Rivers, Brunswick; W H Bailey, Lane, Charleston.
Ar 20tb, barque Edmund Pbinney, Young,
Boston; scb Tola, Wilson,Bavannah.
Cld 19tb, ship Geo K Skolheld, Dunning, (or
Calcutta;

sch Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, Suri-

nam.

18tb. barque Lizzie Carter, for Norfolk.
Passed the Gate 19th, schs Nile, New York
forKockland; Tim Field, do for Boston; Charlotte Ruck, do fordo; Matthew Vasser, do for
New Bedford.
BKI DGEPOKT—Cld 18th, sch James Boyce,
Norfolk.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 18th, sch Express. Pinkham. Weebawken for Plymouth; Cora Green,
Phllbrook, New York for Boston; Sardinian,
Lord, do for do.
Sid I9tli, scb Henry G Mllltken, Kimball, for
Sandy Hook.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 19th, sch Sarah Potter,
Farnnm, Brunswick.
Ar 19tb, sch Hannibal, Pendleton, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 18th, scbs B S Boynton,
Kockport: Ira E Wight, Taunton for Rockland;
H P Hallock, do for New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid 19th, scbs
Annie L Wilder, Greenleaf. New York for Boston; Loduskla, Northportfordo; John Somes.
Swan's Island for New York; Sarah Eaton,
Hopps, Calais for Georgetown.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 19th, scb Nightingale,
Thurston, New York.
Sid 19tb, scbs Albert T Stearns, Ellis, Philadelphia ; B D Prince, Coombs, for Llncolnvllle;
Mary A Rice, Wentworth, New York; Charlotte Flsb, Pendleton, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 18th. schs Hermon F Kimball, New Haven for Boston; E &
G W Hinds, Jersey City for do; Andrew Peters,
Narraganset for Calais.
Ar 18th, schs L A Burnham, Darien for Boston ; Annie L Wilder, and Franconia, Bondout
for do; Governor, New York for Beverly; Charley Buckl, Hoboken for Boston; Franklin, Amboy for Bath; Mary J Lee, do for Kennebunkport; Jas A Brown, do lor Tbomaston; Lodusdia, do for South Deertng; Puritan, Hoboken
for Btddeford.
EDGAKTOWN—In port, scbs Annie M Dickson, Hart, Kockport for Charleston; Eugene
Borda. Robinson, Port Johnson lor Saco; Lizzie L Mills, Gray, Amboy for Bangor; Abner
Taylor, Bangor for New York.
HY ANN IS— Passed east 19'b, sch Francis
Sid

Goodnow.
Sid 19tb. schs David
ken for Portsmouth;

Faust, Alley. WeehawHiram, Providence for
Perth
Pavilion,
Calais;
Amboy for Eastport.
NOBSKA—Passed by I9th, scb Nimbus, from
New York for Portland.
PLYMOUTH—Sid 19th. schs Cyrus ChamberThomaston; Mountain Laurel, Boston.
DVO 1UD-At

«VVU|

OVUO

DU1UU

tumc.

III

FOR

OATS
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...Nov 21
Bervla.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 21
Aller.New York..Bremen ..Nov 21
Obdam.New York..Rotterdam..Nov 21
La Bourgogne..New York..Havre.Nov 21
Adirondack ....New York..St Marc, Sic.Nov 21
Babn.New York..Bremen ....Nov 24
Brltanlc.New York Liverpool... Nov 26
Andes.New York.. Oonalves, ..Nov 25
Alllanca ........New York.. ltto Janeiro Nov 25
City New York.New York. .Liverpool. ..Nov 26
Waesland.New
26
2d
Suevla...New
26
Clarlbel.New York..Jamaica_Nov 27
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool ..Nov 28
Etruria ..New York..Liverpool.. .Noa 28
Furnessla.New York.-Glasgow ...Nov 28
Venezuela.New York..Laguayra...Nov 28
..

York..Antwerp....Nov
Sardinian.Portland....Liverpool...Nov
York..Hamburg...Nov

Spaarndam.New York..Rotterdam..Nov 28
La Gascogne ...New York..Havre.nov 28
Buis ••••.New York..Bremen ....Nov 28
Vlgllancla.New York..Rio Janeiro Dec 2
Santiago.. .New York..cieutuegos..Dec 4
Philadelphia....New York..Laguayra ..Dec o
MINIATURE ALMANAC, NOVEMBER 21
Sunrises.6 40
.....
2 ro
Sunsets .4 16| High water
o?
Length of days., a36
'srtRin
Moo., rises..:.... a

{

3gj Height..-},,

MAEINj^NEWS.

Nicholson, Bucksport.

Cld 20th. schs J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Clarks Cove and Norfolk; Mary B Wellington, Crosby, Cape Ann and New York.
Ar 20tb, schs Cbas E Morrison, Smith, Port
Johnson: Belle Brown. Sawyer, Raritan; PA
Magee, Keefe, New York: Sardinian, Lord,
Amboy; Delhi. Gordon, Gloucester; Francis
tiooduow. Caleman, Hoboken: Mary Farrow,
CondoD, Bangor.
Below 20th, schs R F Hart, from New York;
Flora Condon, and Ella Pressey,-.
Cld 20tb, sch Herald, Gray, Somes Sound and
Hew York.
Sid 20th, sch Wm Pickering.

SALEM—Cld 19th, sch Wm H Mitchell, for
Bands River, NS.
Ar 19th, schs Albert Jameson, for Rockland;
Sarah, for Hallowell.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 18th, schs Young Brothers, Philadelphia; Oliver H Barrett, Keunebec; (barley Woolsey, and Mary Brewer, lor
Rockland; Lizzie Onptill, do.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 19th, schs Samuel Hart,
for St Ueorge; Nellie, for Thomsston; Sarah L
Davis, for Belfast; Ada ti Bryant, Bangor.
BATH—8ld 19th, schs Annie M Alleu, Brown
Philadelphia; A B Sherman, Higgins, Washington; L M Tburlow, Roberts, New York.
Sid fm

Foreign Ports.
Nagasaki Sept 2S, ship tirandee, Ja-

cobs, Manila.

Arat Torbay 12th Inst, ship John R Kelley,
Gibbons, San Francisco.
Ar at Bowling 13th Inst, barque Hattie N
Bangs, Newcomb, Portland.
Passed Deal 13th, ship Robt Dixon, Hough,
ton, Philadelphia for Dunkirk.
At Rosario Oct 10, barqne Annie Lewis, for
Boston.
Ar at Cayenne Oct 22, sch Cbas H Fabens,
Howes, Boston.
Ar at Tampico 6th Inst, schs Carrie E Look,
Marston. Mobile.
Sid fm Black River, Ja, 7th lost, brig Ernestine, Doull. Boston.
Sid fm Matanzas 12th Inst, sch tiertrude L
Trundy, Darts, Vera Cruz.
Cld at Yarmouth. NS, 13th Inst, sch Ella M
Watts, Stevens, Clentuegos.

Snoken.
N, Ion 130 W, ship Undaunted,

Nov 36, lat 35
Lewis, lrom Rio Janeiro for San Francisco.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Notice of Dissolution.
firm of O. M. and
'|1HE
X been dissolved

D. W. NASH having
by decease of Oliver M.
Nash, all persons indebted to the late firm are
requsted to pay the same forthwith at the store,
to the subscriber, who has filed bond and Is in
charge of the business at the old stand, and
will pay all debts of the firm.
DANIEL F. NASH,

Piophobia
At which

via Eastport
Boston.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston lor
°
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Matilda D Borda, Endlcott, Philadelphia—coal to B & M RR.
Sch Nathan Lawrence, Haskell,PblladelpbtaH
coal to Gas Co.
SciiChas H Trlckey, York, NewYork-coal
to J L W.itson. Foretopmast gone.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer. Willard, New York—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch A F Crockelt, Thorndike, Amboy
coal
*
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Richard Law, Hodgkins, Boston for New
York.
Sch Qulvet. McDonald, Boston.
Sob Arrival, Stewart, Boston.
Sch Mary Snow, Swett, Lynn.
Sch Anule M Allen, Knckland for New York.
8ch A B Sherman, Higgins, Kennebec for
Washington.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duoton, Boothbay.
BELOW—Sch Calvin 0 Baker.
Cleared.
Scb Mary A Hood. Somers, Frankfort, to load
for Philadelphia—Peter S Nickurson.
Sch Wm Wilson. Munroe, BaDgor and New
& Co.
York—Gallagher
Scb Maud S, Robbins, Harrington J H Blake
Bch Rienzl, Condon, Deer isle—J H Blake.
Bob Good
Templar. Simmons, Friendship-J

The Autocrat

Breakfast Table”
makes merry, has its origin
in the unpleasant results
of the

which many people experience after eating pie.
This

discomfort, or distress, is
nothing more than the protest of our digestive organs
against hog’s grease.
The ordinary stomach
draws the line at the “richness” produced by the use
of lard.

Aware of this

fact,

modern science has introduced a clean, delicate, vegetable substitute for lard.
It is called

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, Nov 20.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB
fo

pWISCASSET

the stomach, liver,
and bowels,

safest, surest,

keepsake,
STREET, and receive suitable reward.

LOST—A

17-1

OST—Saturday afternoon, between 2 and 4
Jj o’clock, somewhere between tne foot of
Hanover street and the United States Hotel, a
roll of bills amounting to over thirty dollars.
Tbe tinder Is requested to return to Argus office
and be rewarded.16-1

medicine for

family use*
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.

have found tne

greatest
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia In
FOUND—I
tnelr worst chronic forms; 1 suffered twelve

FEMALE HELP.

■ ALg HELP

as sales
lady, dry
goods, confectionery or bakery; best of
20 1
references. Address W, this office.

WANTED—Situation

WANTED—A competent
girl for
work In a small family.
T. BURRO WES, corner
Bramhall street and the Western Promenade.
18-1

capable girl for general housesmall family; good wages.

Apply 270 BRACKETT ST.18-t

nurse wishes a
situation to take care of an Infant. Would
go out of town. Apply at or address 227
18-1
Brackett street.

WANTED—An

experienced

loan *10,120. *30,*60, *100,
to *10,000, In city and
vicinity, on
furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses,
carriages, diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages,
Business
notes and pay off furniture leases.
confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL
LOAN CO., 186 Middle street, room 6, second
floor.18-1

FOR

In
tenement
two
BENT—Lower
story bouse number SO Green street: six
BENJAMIN
rooms on first floor, large yard.
20-1
SHAW, 51V4 Exchange street.

FOR

RENT—Two houses rear number 16
Mechanic street: six rooms each, *3.60
month.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51V4 Exper
change street-30-1
LET—Lower tenement of 7

that J. G.
Is at 137
and bells of
every description
put Into hotels, private
houses steamboats at short notice; all work
warranted; orders by mall attended to. 17-1

public
WANTED-The
CURRIER, bell hanger,
to

Speaking

now

tubes

TTTANTED—The nubile to know that Gibt T
bons s Stone have purchased the barber
shop 404 Congress street, formerly owned by
M. A. Scully. Mr. Stone was formerly with F.

E, Rollins.17-1

\T|7 ANTED—Everybody to bear In mind that
T T
no Remedy ever made and used will cure
as many cases of all kinds of Plies as HILL’S
PILE OINTMENT.

druggists,

(Try It)

For sale by all
16-3

at 26 cts. per box.

WANTED—To

purchase, Interest

In some

good business; would prefer office or light
manufacturing. BUSINESS, P. G. Box 768.
16-1

In want of trunks of

persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D.

REYNOLDS’, 666

and 668 cougress street, comer of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open evelngs uutlll g3-3
want
WANTED—We
as general agent
a

a

smart man or

woman

In Maine; very small
capital required; splendid chance for the right
one to start a new and paying business; replies
confidential.
For particulars address ELECTRIC CO., 1 Hancock street, Boston, Mass.
2-3
Agents wanted everywhete.
*1000 to *16buy
000 worth of cast-off clothing; 1 pay the
blghest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’
and children's clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call. or address letter or postal to 8.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

NOTICE—Wanted

from

to

rooms

and

TO bath room, all in first-class condition, very

pleasantly located, sun all day. Inquire at 164
CLABK STREET.1»-1
IJSOR RENT—House

with small

iquic iiuc oaiuun

jr.

tiuiuau

Woodfords, froutlng the electric

stable, part

uumcoioau,

railroad,

ai>

In-

of E. C. JORDAN,
adjoining house,
§ulre
19-1
lVa Exchange street, Portland, Me.
LET—Store No. 181 Middle Istreet, next
TO the Oxford Building; 20 feet frontwindows.
by 100;
la

and

furnace, counters, large plate glass
Apply to K. W. McKENNEY._19-1

North street: with
all the rooms newly painted and papered:
new and thorough plumbing, cemented cellar
and new furnace; 4 living rooms and bed room
on parlor floor.
BENJAMIN SHAW, Cl Vi
Exchange street.19-1

FOR

KENT—Cottage

on

LET—lower reut and stable No. 116
Winter street; 8 rooms and bath room,
heat by furnace; everything In first-class order.
Inquire on the premises.18-2

TO

LET—A very pleasant upper tenement of
rooms In bouse No. 19
Atlantic
street; rent *16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 95 Commercial street.ll-tt

1U)

LET-A first class rent at22C High street.
(1EO. CT HOP-

TOAlso good rent for street.
*13.
KINS, 88Vi Exchange
LET—One

or

7-4

building No. 21
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6

two flats In

oct7-tf

good pie
By
good health are easily harmonized.

and

use

It excels lard for

every household use. A
trial will convince yen.
Make it
grocers.
tions.

clothing; I pay the highest cash price for
ladl6s’ dresses, gents’ and children's olothlng,
gents’winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MR8. GOODHART, 93 Middle street.auglOtf
and

from

now.

At

leading

Beware of imita-

Manufactured In CHICAGO by
N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.
6 Central Wharf, Boston.

sep8_l u, l D.bnrmflrwiyrcTu

*1000 to *10,000

worth of cast ofi clothing,
WANTED-Tobuy
cash
for ladles’

hlgbest
dresses, also gentle-

prices paid

tne

men's and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Hlgbest cash prices paid for carpets
and furniture.
Address, postal or letter to,
No. 102 Middle street, M. DeGROOT, Port-

If you want the best
buy the “Electric".
disappointed If you try one. O.
L. BAILEY, 263 Middle street.
17-1
RAZORS.
ELECTRIC
Razor in the world,
You will not be

ey«i
jT f^7LlSCOIYTiLUD<lay8 eXCePrB'.^,VLCK10CkUen A8tsepia

330, according to steamer and
hu^tinnaadatate,oom'
Second cabin

$66

Ld‘$w]irt£:*1,ln

FOR

■jsOR SALE—House containing 6 rooms, shed
A
and large barn, situated on Wnarf street,
five minutes walk from Union Station; lot contains 9000 square feet; price $900.

LIBBY,

A. C.

42 lyfeExchange street.

Inquire of
19-1

l/OK SALE—The wooden building known as
the Deeriog Bridge Mission Chapel, fleering Point, sultedfor a tenement. Apply to F.
W?
19-1
.A

McKENNEY._

JOHNSON & LAMBERT’S,the
FOUND.-At
largest stock, the best goods and lowest
65c

prices; Potatoes,
bushel; onions 30c peck,
Trophies, 10c; best Blueberries, 2 for 26c:
good yellow Peaches, 2 for 26c; Sind Soap, 6c
cake; Babbit’s 177C Washing Powder, 9c:
choice Porto Rico Molasses, 40c; good Brooms,
16c: a fine drinking tea for 36c; choice Formosa Tea for 25c: good Java Coffee, 30c; best O.
G. Java, 35c; fancy Rio, 26c; best Pea Beans,
8c; Y. K. Beans, luc.
Orders called for ana
can

goods delivered to any p ,rt of the city.

18-1

Half Interest In first class proIflORSALE—
vision and Osh market, centrally located;
business

increasing; cash trade; low rent: good
profits; experience not necessary.
Reference
required. Rare chance for right man. Price
$400; cause, 111 health. Address "C. 480,’
Herald Office.
18-i
SALE—A bargain good condition, holds
FORfrom
16 to 20; a big trade It taken at
also

second hand pnaeton and covered
meat wagon; a part of the money down and the
rest on time; a rare chance.
C. B. DALTON,
loot of Green street.
SALE—House No. 40 Morning street,
FOR
near Fort Allen Park, containing 9 finished
with
chance to finish off 4 or 6 more;
rooms,
price $1600. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 ft
Exchange street._
18-1
house for sale-qd
Boarding
street; steam heat, full of boarders,
room. 20

*ree
bath
rooms, hot and cold water; sold cheap
If sold this month.
Enquire of JOHN F.
PROCTOR, Centennlel Block, Exchange street.

__18-1
chance; first-class plant
FORforSALE—Rare
the manufacture of rug
patterns. The
are

patterns
printed on burlap In appropriate
colors ready to be worked with rags or yarn;
eighty different designs; any mau with business energy and $2500
capital can do a business that will net $1800
per year and as much
more as be has a mind to work
for, as there Is
no limit to the trade; but little
competition as
there are but three other concerns of the kind
lu the United States; plant can be easily moved;
no machinery,
nothing heavy or bulky: requires about 1000 square feet floor space; best
of reasons for selling, but must go at once If at
all. Address BUSINESS, Press Office, Portland, Me.
17 j
52 Melbourne, corner
J?ORol SALE—Situated
Merrill street, French rool house
ten
a

cou-

talnlng

roems, modern, hot water heat, bath,
all in perfect order, near horse cars, floe view,
large lot, must be sold at once to close an estate: a good bargain guaranteed. N. 8. GARDINER, 185 Middle street.
17-1
SALE—A complete carriage
FORmanufactory;
well
located
full

and
on

sleigh

water

wood working machinery and
tools; small capital required; will sell cheap
for cash, or on easy terms. Apply to JOHN H.
CARO, 180 Middle street, Portland, Me. 17-1
powBr;

set

SALE—The three story brick store sitFORuated
the easterly
o( Fore and
Silver
on

corner
leet on Fore

streets, being 20
street and
40 feet on silver street; must be so'd at once.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial
Block.
17-1

—

Euport,

parts of New Urunawick, Nora
Mewlin, Priace Bdwarda
Island, aad
Cmm* Breton. The favorite route to €a«pnbclin and Ml. Aadrewa, N. B.

at 6.00 p. m., for

her.

Al>FMRT18KmKNT8.

NOTICE TO VOTERS

Enquire

at

J^ggjjg^gind

From New York, pier loot of Canal St., North
Hirer, for San Francisco via I hr lalkmaa
•f fwaiu.
For Japan and China,
CITY OF PABA, sails Friday, November 20,
noon.

Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
CHINA, sslls Tuesday, December 8,3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents
E. A. ADAMS ft CO.,
119 Hni« Mtreei. Car.Bread Ml., (to*lei.
jelO
dU

H, E. MILLS,
at Chaadler’s Illaeic Store,
431 OtagreM Street*
ebbeodtf

Order Male

JOSEPH

Offlce of Registrars of Voters, Room
IS City Building, Dec. 17,18, 19.
Ward Seren, Ward Room,
Vaughan
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26 and

Hours same
sessions.

as

at oilier

wurd

CHAS.

SUMNER

COOK,

After December 28tn, sessions will be resum
office, Room 13, City Bulldibg, and contlnue so long as consistent with making up tbe
list of voters ol the several wards, which by
law must be posted thirty days before the election.
As a prerequisite to voting at tne Spring Klee
tlon, on the 7tli of March next, application for
Registration mast he made in person.
It is hoped that every citizen In the respective wards will present themselves ontbe days
named, in order that tbe registration be
made complete.
ed at

AUGUSTUS F.GEKR18B. )
Board of
MONROK A. BLANCHARD,} Registration
I )1 Voters.
JOHN 8. RUSSELL,
novia
dtf

POBTLAND,
septl

MAINE.
dtf

....

CEORCE

HOPKINST

C.

Counsellor

Law,

at

Organizations Corporations s specialty. au2e«ir

H. A.

MERRILL, D. D.
New Brown

S

Block,

No. 16 Monument

ISLAND

m.

)e37dtfL. U LINCOLN. HupC

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.
On nnd after MONDAY, Nee. IB,
train, will ran aa fallawr :

60

I£ fand

andanerNov.

a.

landings.

at 3.30 p.

rti#

New

m.

—between—
Verb, 4'biludr Ipbin.
Halllaoie sad

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NE« JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA 4 READIN6 R. R„
BALTIMORE 4 OHIO R. R.

HOfNK WH ABF.

TIMETABLE, commencing
WINEK
day, November 1,1891:
for

Mon-

SUNDAY TIMS TABLK.

alter Monday, Nov. 3. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a. in., for
Portland, toucblng at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Frankllu
Wharf, Portland,' at 8 a. m., for Bound Pond,
toucblng at Boctbbay Harbor. Every Thursday
leave Bound Pond at,7 a. m. tor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothby, So. Bristol, East
Hootbbay and l’emaquld. Weather permlting.
No frelgut received alter 7.46 a. m., on day ol

leaving.

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

0Ct29dtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreslde, Cousens’. Great Chebeague and Littlejohns’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9.1891.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
sep21tf

All trains vestlbuled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Uhequaled (lining oar service*
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 16, 1861.
Leave New t«li from foot of Liberty street
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. in., 1.30.3.16,3.30, 4.00,6.00, B.OO,
7.80 p. m., 12.16 bight; Mondays-9.00,
10.30.11.30 a. in., 1.30, 8.30, 6.00, 8.L0
p. m.. 12.15 night.
Fur Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dlulhg car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 6,00 p. m 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—Sleepers on night
trains,
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices tbrougnout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

about

oar

Mortgages

GUARANTEED

^

q

/

Mds m.%
Stocks 10%
HAVE HAD

WE

Experience
20 Years’
IN INVESTMENTS.
never lost a dollar
Urn
inlUnce Imvreet end Principal haa
^ ^ m,tarit,

meven

\VE Have

RETURNED

lo

INVENTORS

Portland & Rochester K. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE

6.30, 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For FORESTAVKNU
(OEEEK1NG),8.20p.m.
The 12.30 p. in. train from Fortland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSAOTUNNEI. ROUTE" for the West and at UN ION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
*UKb, vla"ritl'VlUKNCE LINK," for
NORWICH ami NEW YORK, via "NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON A ALBANY R. K. for the
WEST, aud wllh Uie NEW YORK ALL RAIL

via “SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLAND from WORCESTER at 1.30 p. m.; from ROCHESTER at 8.30a.
in., 1.30 and 6.60 p. m.; from OORH A M at 0.4o.
8.36and 11.30 A m„ 1.30,4.30, 6.60and7.36 p.
m.

For through Ticket! to all points West and
South, apply to8. B. CORDWELL. Ticket Ageul
J. W. PETERS, Supt..
Portland, Me.
CJTwUJOIN. Gen’L Ticket. Agentoct6Utf

Boston & Maine ft. R.
I. Effect October 4, 1.91,
WEMTERN DIVINIO.X,
Trains leave Portland (Union Station)

into reft

wldo £Er

JSSOSTS-^™V*SnE2*l“n
L.M.CO.
J.B.WATKINS
*«.» ror. Broadway, New York.
•d Wall
HENRY DICKINSON. Manager

Jaal'i

_a&W&wly

Hwaa fur

1892

4.00 p.

NEW

digestion,

and cures those diseases arising
disordered stomaeh or liver.
35c.. 50c„ and St.OO. At all druggists.

from

Pries.

a

SEND

Wall Papers!

FOR CIRCULSR.

J. F. TRUE A CO., AusuRt. Must.
TTSSAWtlA
JylO

Cut.

FORSALE

Ne. 11911 I-A Congress tsireel, Portland.
For the treatment of all cronlc and rampij.
rated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as luctirable, I will take them to nuke

a cure.

Or. Reed will not ask you any questions In
any way iu regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you U you can he cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strlckly pure ar.d put up to suit
each case, he thinks ho can tell tne difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
who have lost
P«°Pl®
their lives by itiakmg the
aoove mistake. Examinations at my office every day Including Suufrom 9 “• *. tow p. m.
Examination by
»r, stating their name, place or residence
end one stamp,

Ss

fi.oo.

1

For Feri.Baamth and way stations, 4.40 p.
m. (Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and Wes'.
fConuects with Sound Lines for New York.
tWestern Division from No. Berwick Sundays ouly.
•Western Division from Dover.

H. J. BAILEY & GO.
_n»rl»_dtt

Union Station, lot
12.55, 4.15 p. m
kastebn divinion.
From Unlou Station. For Cape Elisabeth,
9.00 a. in.; Ameabarr, 9.00 A 111. 0.00 p.m.;
■Siddefard, fori.mouth. Newburyp.it,
Salem. Lisa, Haiaa, (ri.lt) a. m. dally)
19.00 a. m„ (}l p. in. dally) 18.00 p. m.
Ho.ioa lor Fenlamd, 7.00 A in.. (19.00 a.
m.dally) 12 30 p. m., 07.00 p. m. dally.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

We are now showing
the Spring Pattern*
in all grade*.

190 192 HIM. SI

Fartlaad, 7.30, 8.30 A ro., 1.00,

in.

Haadav Irma, from
Mtatou nnd way stations,

_

THE OLD STANDARD FAMILY MEDICINE.
Kspels worms, regulates the bowels, assists

loi

Ncubar. Keadi.Plu P.isl, 7.00, 10.1A
a. m., 3.30, 6.16, 0.16 p. m.;
Old Orchard
Beach, sac*, Hiddrf.rd.7.00,8. -6.10.16 A
m., 12 40 8.30,6.16, 8.16 p, m.; Remmrbmmk,
7.00. 8.46,a in., 12.40, 8.30,6.16,0.16 p. m.;
Well. Beach. 7.00, 8.46 a in.. 3.30. 6.16 p.
in.;Nerth B-r Ka, v-remt Fall., Devcr,
7.00, A 8.46 A m., 12.40, 3.30 6.16 p. m.;
All.a
Hache.ter, Faraal.aiea,
Hay,
Walfbara, 8 46 a. m„ 12.4C, 3.30, p. in.;
and
Wa, center (via Great Falls
Rochester)
7.00 a.m.; naachr.icraDd temc.rd (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.8o a. m„ 3.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.; Se. Newmarket
Jawrtiaa. si meter, Haverktll, Lawnarc,
1., wrll, Heal.a, (7.00, 18.4s Ain., J12.40,
1

1882.

STREET.

OnandafKr MONDAY, OCT. 5,1891, Passenger drains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON. AYKK JUNCTION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINU
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p. in.
For ROCHESTER, BPRlNGVALE. ALFRED,
WATERBOROand SACORlVKK at 7.80 a
m
12.30 and 6.30 p. m.
Fur GORHAM at 7.30 and 10.00 A m., 12.30,
3.00, 6.3 j. B.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOODFORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m 12.30,3.00,

$13,800,000

cent, to IS par oent.
realising 6
We never handle any aecnrity that we do net n» f owe now have are u
lutely control The investment*
and pay m era 11
secure a* any we have ever offered,
the laat ten yer r».
f erent than any we liave offered m
to tb. Swlin. bank. in New York rnd

dtl

PORTLAND 4 WORCESTER LINE

STEAMER

INVESTORS

Ha»hia|laa

—VIA—

Casco Bay Steamboat Compasy,

Leave

LINE.

F12YK8T AND SAFEST TRAINS LM THE WOULD

ISAIAH DAN1KL8,
octldtlGeneral Manager.
CUSTOM

Depot Foot ot India Stool

ROYAL BLUE

KK-

TUKNleave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and

landings

and

nnvht

3,1891, steamerMERRYON
CONK AG, will leave Orr’s Island at 0.40
for Portland and Intermediate
Intermediate

Eichango Si,

Lowest tares (rom Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction
as (ollows: To
Chicago 120 and $16.76: Detroit 01S.76 and
112.60; Kan,as City kSO.OO and $26.76; St.
Paul #31.60 ano 327.261 St. Louis via Detroit
$23.76 and #13.76; st. Loulsvia Chicago#26.00
and $21.60; Sad Francisco. California, #30.00
#30.25. Tnese r,n , ore sur lent to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

STkA.HKRS.

m.

(SOI,

DEPAHTCBBM.
Ear Ankara ana Uwi.tm, 7.10 and 7.10
A m., and 1.10,1.30 and 6.20 p. in. For Var>
ham, 7.10 a. m. 1.30 and6.30p. m. For Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 A m., and l.SOp. m.
For Quebec, 1.30p. iu. For HuckAeid and
Canten, 7.10 a. in., and 1.30,p. m.
ABSIVALfl,
From I.ewUlen and Ankara, 8.36 A m.,
12.30,3.10, 6.40 and 6.60 p. m. From Var.
ham N. II 3.36 A m„ 12.20 and 6.60 p. m.
From Chicugu and Manlreai, 12.20 A m..
6.60 p. m. From Qaehec, 12.20 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE.

Square,

HARPSWELL SIEAMSOAT

Itf, IM1.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 A m.
and 1.S0 p. in.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and ».S0 a

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.
(Saturday.
Partlaad. 91c.
Eleven years experience.
d3ni
sept

la
la every
every

nov6___(13w

Inquire of 8. B. KELSEY.
No, 848 Commercial street.

Semi-Monthly Parties,Personally conducted,
rates, quick time, Pullsleeping cars. Call on or address K. K.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern
Pacific Co., 132 Washington Si., Boston, Mass.

combining comfort, low

man

Livermore.

CANAL BANK BUILDING,

Should get information
i
GUARANTEED

JIJl*s -TU. H. Hood,,
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN,

novTtlf

CALIFORNIA, TRIAS All MEXICO.

STAVE
CONNECTIONS—Daily—From
W.
Minot tor Hebron Academy,
Buckfleld
for W. Sumner ano Turner; Canton for Peru
DixQeld, and Mexico, also for Brettun’s Mills,

W. SYMONDS,

IjsOR

_

Steam City ef Kichmaad, Capt. Wm. K.
Dennison (weather permitting). leaves Portland
tor Rockland, Bar Bailor and Maehlasport, via
usual landings, Tuesdajs and Fridays at 11 p.
m.; returning, leave Maehlasport Moudays and
at 4 a m.; connecting at Portland
Thursdays
with early morning trains lor Bostou.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, ana General Manager.
F. E BOOTHBY, Gen'l.Pass. ana Tleket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1st, 1831.octSdtl

In* Effect Nov.

Plano Tuner.

SALE—A good 2d baud double sleigh,
one single sleigh and one pung, one large
buffalo robe, one wolf robe, one fox do, horse
blankets, one 2d hand phaeton, one carryall,
one wagon, garden tools and many other articles. For particulars apply to GEO. W. WOODMAN.
nov4-tf

library
polished
pleasant,
Black Walnut. Dlulng Boom In quartered Oak,
Bath
Boom
Room,
eewtug
Parlors,
cosy
elegant
Ornamental Mantles, Electric Bells
a gem
Oomblnatlon
throughout. Sneaking Tube,
Steam and Hot water Heater, Plate Glass front,
large Closet room, dry roomy cellars, set tubs in
laundry, Hot ana Cold Water, and everything
first class, Lot contains about 5600 leet of

Montreal, Brtdgton, Ac., 8.20 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta and Rockland and from Watervllle, Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Beecher Falls, Colebrook, Lancaster, Fabyaus, Brtdgton, Ac.. 12.20 p. m.:
Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.26
P- m.-, st. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc., at
12.30 p. in.: Waieivtlfe, Bath, Augusta and
Rockland, 6.26 p. m; Flying Yankee, 6.86 p.
m.; Farmington,
Skhowhegan, Watervllle
and Lewiston, 6.45 p. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Biidgton, 8.00p. m.; Night
Pullman *1.40 a m
•
Daily, Sundays included.

From

janlB_eodiy

T>OKTLAND A BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
MT CO. s*I«ter Arraa|,w«ia. On and

Island Ward No. 2,(Peaks Island, etc.),
Ward room, Dec. 16. Hours 9 a. m.
to 4 p. m.

Sunday mornings.

Portland & Romford Falls Railway.

Ward

Island Ward No. 1, (Long Island, etc.),
at Casco Bay House, Dec. 15. Hours
from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.

on

STEAMBOAT CO.

Calitornia, Jaoan, China, Central
South Amenta ar.d Meiiof,

Leave Portland lor all the above landings 10.30
C. W. T. GODING,
a. m., 2.16 p. m.
oct30dtfGeneral Manager.

Hours from V a. ui. to 1 p. m., 3
m. to 3 p. in., 7 p. m. to 9
p. m.

m.

Quebec l.iaa.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
BRIDOTON, FRY KBURG, NORTH CONWAY, GLEN, BARTLETT and FABYAN8,
8.46 A m 1.46 and 8.16 p. m.: ST. JOHNSBURY. NEWPORT and MONTREAL. 8.45
a. in., 8.16 p. m.;JEFFERSON and LANCASTER, 8.46 A m.,1,46p, ia: NORTH STRATFORD. COLKBROOK, WEST STKWAKTBTOWN and BEECHER FALLS, 1.4b p. m.
The 8.45 a m., connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast
points. The 6.16 p. m. train ha* sleeper lor
Montreal and connects with trains via Boo"
Line lor Minneapolis and st. Paul.

—ura fob—

Ward Tiro, Ward room, India Street,
Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.

p.

m

a in.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSUli' COMPANY PORTLAND, IT. DESERT and MAIHIAS

Ward

One, Ward room. Congress
Street, Dec. 8, 9, 10,11,12, 14.

at 7.20

While IMaaalaia* Bad

with

Portland
Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.46,6.46,8.00a. m.. 3.16.6.10 p.m.:!or
Little and Great Diamond, Trelethen’s and Lon
Island, 8.00a. m., 3.16 p. m.

Three, Offlce of Registrars of
Votes, Room 13 City Building, Not.
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 80.

p.

yond Bangor,

For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for
other luforinatlou at Company’s Office, ltallroad
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. COY LK,
JeiiOdtf
Gen’l Manager.

Horroabrr lit, 1S9I.

525

it TONS,
For Sale with Inventory.
In
quire of EDWARD SWAN,
No. 20 South Front St.,
New Bedford, itlnss.

at 11.20

Kastport same days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. gyFreight received up to 4.00

Board of Registration of Yoterg,

Ward Four, Ward room, No. 233 Federal Street, Nor. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21,

Susdays only

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
11.20 p. m.
VANCKBORO, ST. JOHNS, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES. *1.15 and tll.20 p. m., and tor
VANCKBORO, 8.45 Am.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK.ST. STEPHENS
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.16 and 11.20
P. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.20 p. III.
•Runs dally, Sunday* Included.
(Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night. Sundays Included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or Be-

and

aug21-tf

fTshihssch.Iohhw.shurt

and

BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS B. B., via DEXTER, 1.16 and 11.20 p. m.; via OLDTOWN

A9mmI

Tbe undersigned baring been appointed and
commissioned a Board lor tbe Keglstratlon ol
Voters (or tbls city under tbe law, hereby notify
all persons claiming tbe right to vote In tbls
city at tbe Municipal Election ol March next
tbat said Board will be In session at tbe times
and places below mentioned, for tbe purpose
ol relcelrlng tbe names
ol such persons and
forming lists thereof.

m.

BANGOR via LEWISTON, 1.10p.m.;
AUGUSTA, 6.46 a m„ *1.15 and tll.20 p.

above connections; returning, leave at. John

DENTISTRY.

SALE OR TO LET-New brick house

at 56 Melleu street.

John,

and 8t.

IJL

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

SS 1-J Exchange Si., Portland, Me.

GEO. H.

beautiful residence, No. 41 Thomas St.,

MXTFMAwwwly

CITIr

11ANNAPORD (uear Pond Cove school house),
Cape Elizabeth.18-1

CUMBERLAND STREET,

Kastport

HA!

MONMOUTH, WINTHROP, RKADFIRLD
and OAKLAND, 1.10 p. m.
WATERVILLE, via LEWISTON, 1.10p. m.;
Via AUGUSTA. 6.46, 10.20 a. m., •1.15,
tll.20 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 6.06

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

On and after Nov. 2d, and until further notice, the steamers of Hus line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. MON DA V and THURSDAY

16-1

SALE—Standard bred bay mare; young,
sound and kind. Will be sold at a bargain
FOR
the
has
for

Thefinely situated,
light, airy and sunny, every
finished lu
fine

an#

MARY—The

Apply at 161 CUMBER.
LaND STREET, down stairs.17-1

use

—

Counsellors at Law,

who sells the most Blush
ol Roses for the complexion In 1892 gets
a ticket to the World’s Fair and return
and
*200 In casb. Tell all your friends to buy Blush
of me as I atn working for the prize. JOHN.

a

no

FOB

Calais. St. John. N. B.. Halifax. N. S.,

*nrt all

man

FOR SALE—Square Plano lu firstclass coualtlou; cheap for cash; must be
PIANO
sold within
week.

owner

oct27dtI

Internatiooai Steamship Co.

TO

suited for the drug business; location ceutral. Inquire ol A. 0. LIBBY, 42Va
Exchange street.17-1

as

aPwards- R«turn

•_

LET—Large furnished room, up one flight,
steam heat, Are place, large closet, on High
street, between Congress and Cumberland, In
private family; write H. A. SMITH, care of letter carrier No. 10.
16-1

SALE—Stock and fixtures of a Periodical
FORStore
with fine line ol cigars and tobacco;
fixtures well

room

1_

rno LET—Desirable rooms at 776 Congress
J
street. Including use of bath room. Apply
776 Congress street.20-1

at

once;

_18-1

f

136

*•
direct via Derry and
steerage $19; Intermmllate
•noWaI' RrepaUl
T t0 H- * AALLAN, Portland or
!S2tn,^PP
8081011

FOR

SALE-Two story house and stable, located No. 68 Oxford street;
house contains 14 finished rooms, arranged for two famllltes; all In first-class repair; lot 46x96; good
for
an
Investment.
property
Inquire of A. (J.
I.1BBY, 42Va Exchange street.20-1

L‘a® Bteam-

F*!’A*Md«lee*ew,vlaLondonderry,
and

ROOMS

CITY OF PORTLAND.

WOODMAN, 106Vfr Exchange street. 7 3

$23

STATE LL\1 {8erTlc®

sr.2o-i

SALE—Houses; prices, $460,1600,1900
$1000. $1100, $1300, $1400. $1600, $1700,
$2000, $2200, $2600, $2700, $3200. J.

C.

not call at Halifax on
or homeward
voyages. 8.8.
carry ®*ttle and only cabin pas-

steerage g20.

••

WELL and AUGUSTA tt.48 loi
*' “•
6.06 and ttl.aOp. m.
•1.16,
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWD*.
in.:
1.10
a.
and
0.00
m.,
p.
ior
TON,
RanuiL
LEY at 1.10 p. m.; via BRUNSWICK, 1.16 *

BUSINESS CABDS.

sepl2d3m*

FOB SALE.

PO,f^ND.

will
.i??®*?. steamers
etttward

01

‘•E'te'.s

and 11.20 p.

SARDINIAN
Thur..26Nov.
PARISIAN. lues,, 8 Dec.
'MONGOLIAN. ••
23 «

o°V'

“« LHW'-

m.

~

ia
1F
3 Dec.

TolfooKii

ibe

BELFAST, 1.15 and 11.20 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCHOFT, via DEXTER, 1.1

Royal Mall Steamships.
Portland to Liverpool Direct.

TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished
with all modem Improvements; finest location In the city. Apply at NO. 80S CONOltKSt

FEBNUNAL.

Good wide-awake agents to sell for the
Fonthil Nurseries, of Canada.
Good pay and
regular and constant employment to tne right
men.
No drones need apply.
We have 700
acres
under stock, every department fully
equipped. Address STONE & WELLINGTON,
Temple Building, MontreaL J. W. BEALL,
Manager. Name the Dally Press.

Line

Allan

Jaha,

8KOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 P. in.;
via AUGUSTA, 6.46 a. m„ 1.16 and (11.20 p.

Rooms

WANTED.

1

with

From San

ISCKUANEOT8.

land, Me.oct29-tf

F

COTTOLENE
its

WANTED—To

buy *1000 worth of cast-off

at 7

PrevidCMce, I.ewell,
New Verb, dee.
eviSR:»1?v^,NDIA WHARF, Boston.

seven

Portland Pier.
TO
Danforth street.

WHARF, Port-

XTmMjr-M*

sengera
RENT—Lower tenement fire rooms
number 6 Congress Place, lu good repair,
fresh and clean. Improved sanitary arrangeBENJAMIN SHAW,
ments: *10 per month.
blMi Exchange street.20-1

I;

-To

Clark street.

UmfU^lyIeaTeFKANKLIN

8aad»»® excepted,
o^clockX<Arrf»iVeDin*'
earliest't™u,vn.8 *“Point!
®.easoa ,or connection
TlmJiV? tickets
ior for beyond.

Ml.

BRUNSWICK, BATIl, UAHDINKR

TREMONT and PORTLAND

MontFAii*6
40 *

LET,

TO

fj*OR

WANTED

WANTED

™ new ash palatial steamers.

WANTED—a

Apply

Only Si.OO

LIVERPOOL, STEAMSHIPS.

position as travelling salesman,
by a young man. Salary moderate to get
established. Address E. H. w. Press office.
16-1

GIRL
general house
to MRS. E.
a

on

Bar liar

bar,
Wbiic Mmaialaa, gurbrc,
TI.OIraal.aad iba Waal.

AHRANBENEHT.

Fare

years and tried every known remedy. SufferMISS E. S.
ers write to me and enclose stamp.
ocl6dAw2m*
ORR, East Harpswell. Me.

Lowell, Mass.

WANTED-A
work in

cure

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

STEAMERS.
FALL

17-1

Will the finder
yellow kitten.
please return to 113 VAUGHAN S TREET.

BOSTON

^

street
and Mesmall silver watch. A
chanic’s Hall,
LOST—Between
l’lease leave It at 26 ARSKNAL

T

popular

and most

F°U.N?~Jbe

a

the

are

BAILBOtM.
_

be8t Plac« In Portland to buy
ed*lng»i birch slabs, elett wood, soft
of all kinds, a largo load of soft wood
wood.b,Jcb
edgings for *1.00; coal of all kinds In large or
small quantity. We are wholesale agents for
Huntley’s kiln dried bundle wood for the retail
grocers trade. Ail the above goods we guarantee to give weight and measure, and of the best
quality. Goods delivered free. Give us your
trade. BRUNS A JOHNSON, foot of Wlfmot
street. Telephone 806-1.
17-1
Arsenal

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

fcdOR

Blake,

FROM OUR C0BRB8F0NDBNT.
Nor 18- Bid, sch Freddie A
Blake, Boston.

J

anr, ana Addle, Bowman, Damarlscotta; Catharine, Duffy, Ellsworth; Edith & May. Kelley,
MUlbrldge; Helen, White, Saco; AliceX Boardman, Cole, and Watchman, Chadwick, Calais;
tirade J, Nutter, Harrington; Hannah Coomer,

Sailing days or Ocean Steamships.

Higgins,

and all disorders of

NTBAMBU*.

AND FOWND.

—

NEW YORK, Nov. 20.—The Cotton marketdull and unchanged; sales 137 bales; ordinary
uplands at 6%c; do dull at 6 8-16C; good ordinary stained 6 l-16c; middling uplanus at bVic;

h

heartburn,
sick headache,

MERCHANT'S

Surviving Partner.
Portland, Nov. 9,1891, nov9,12,14,17,19,21

markets.

FROM

For Bilious Attacks

EXOHANQR.
Ar at Manila 18th lost, barque TUlie Baker,
Freeman, Newcastle, NSW. 14th
Inst, brig H C
Ar at Sierra Leone, WCA,
Sibley, Hlchhorn, Boston.
Ar at Havre 19th inst, ship Shenandoah, MurDhy, San Francisco, 100 dai8Ar at Plymouth, E, l»to ,a5t- »oh H W Macombor, Bray, Brunswick, ua.
Sid Im Queenstown l®,th
*?*} Henry J
Smith, Adams, (from St Simons) for
Liverpool.
Sid tm Kingston, Ja, 6th tost, soh Helen Keller, Hayes, Laguna.
PROM

[By Telegraph],

57%

67%
67%

Dec.

Opening.

$8®9.

COHKECTED BY

Nov,

COHN.

Super.

Stand’ra do.
46k
fWls.1<@16 Extra C.4Vk
Turkeys.00@X)
Seeds.
Red Top.I St @2 00

QNo,vA97,Sr

_LOST

Memoranda.

WHEAT.

*

Ex-qualny Flu*
granulated ...4 11-18

Dec.
44%
463/s

Nov 19—Ar, sobs Major Piokands, Lathwalte,
here and then
Boston, to load part of cargo
go
Portland 10 finish up tor Demerara; Nat Meader, Dunton, Salem.
>0“.
POET CLYDE,
xor
Boston, ran
ber loaded, from BtJobD, w»*
mUe
ashore on the Haddock
She
outside this harbor, at 2 PM. come lies in a bad
ofl next full
Dositlon but will probably
out
at
midnight to
tide. Bteamtug Kllen will go
render assistance.

Friday’s quotations.

....

6 Vi

Apples—No 1 Baldwins and Greenings
8 *1
*
snow 61 76@2 60; Kings »1
76@2

POND'S EXTBACT C0„76Sth Av.,N.V.

106%

_

•

All

Closing.110%

CORN.

Bur hanks 00@46c :Houlton
.u^„YorK
k! r086 460 ; Aroostook Hebrons
potatoes. Eastern
sh)?r«2C*i1^£u.r?i*Kn
Snores
$L< |V4@l 60; 8feet
Jerseys $2 2602 60

Inflammation
8otd only
bottles.
druggists.

106%

Closing.

native and Maine stock
.VotatoeB—choice
87 j4*P1,B0 ch°lce Vermont and N Hamp-

AND ALL

106

WHEAT.

Products In

straw

Rheumatism

Deo
106

Highest..63

Lard—Choice 7c ? fb In tierces and tubs;
pails In cs 6V4c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6>Ac p lb; country
do 6i.4c.
Butier—Western
extra creamery 21(828c;
fancy blgber; firsts and extra firsts *3@26c;
extra imitation cream 22®23c; tactory cbolce
at 20a21c; Northern creamery, cbolce at 29c;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
&26c: Eastern creamery, good to cbol o at
258.28c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese-Northern choice —00® 11c; : Western choice llglU/tc.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 28<g3 ); fancy near-by
stock higher: firsts 28®27c; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 28®30c: Western firsts
27®00c, Michigan firsts at 26®27c. Jobbing
prices lc higher.
Poultry—Eastern fresh killed turkeys 19®
20c; spring chlokens 18®20c; fowls 00®16c;
fair to good at J 0®14c; Western Iced turkeys
14®16c; fowls at 12@13c; chickens 13® :4c.
Beans-Choice snmu New York hand-picked

Ey<

Opening.111%
Highest.111%
Lowest.110%

May.
Opening .62%

10-lb

Lameness

eating and drinking, dancing and playing,
and finishing generally the sports ol the
previous night. While at the same time
the life of the comiog day was commencing

not.

COHN.

lllic.

Sore Throat

WHEAT.
May.

Stock Market.

!b

Appropriate Speeding.

very amiable men;
often
importunate for more than their legal dues.
On wishlDg to leave 1 had, the afternoon
previous, at last found a man who was
willing to come for me In his boat at 4
o’clock In the morning, being obliged to
leave at 5 o'clock on account of the through
train to Vienna. The porter was told to
wake me at half past 3 o’clock, but before
1 was dressed tbe man knocked and told
me the gondolier was already there. When
I opened the door he stood there waiting,
with my card of address. The tables were
completely turned. Instead of my being
afraid of him he was very much afraid that
unless completely identified there would be
trouble ahead for him.
VENICE AT 3 O’CLOCK A. M.

they are

Dull and Drooping

Money Easy-A

BOSTON, Nov. 20, 1891.—A better Inquiry

smiled and always to have legislated.
“THE PONTE DES SOSPIBI."
This Bridge of Sighs was almost a relief
after such a dose of Doges. It is dark of
course, and very high above the world, but
as a bridge of sighs, which its Italian
name indicates. It is perfect: for after all
these years it seems full of the sighs and
groans of the prisoners who passed through
the palace across It, down Into the dangerous way beneath, never more to see the
light of day, or hear the mirth outside, or
feel the joy of life as it throbs In that great
square where people from all the world
congregate. These old dungeons all over

These gondoliers

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

and the cro-

..

Friday’s quotations.

Through

I

the ONION
The Policy 'plans ot
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM
PAN V embrace among other*, Ordinary
Lire, Ordinary Lite with an Adjusted
Premium tor 10 year*, Limited PayQMQfi Lit# aad Kndowmc&ti*

tickets

to all

points

South

and

West lor sale at Union Station, Congress street,
and at Commercial s' reel stai Ion.
JAMES T. FURBKK,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
octSdtf

As an Insurance Company
the
Home
Iustltuilon,

and as a
UNION

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMp AN Y It deserving of tb« i uppart of
HeiB4 ClttMni,

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 21.

WHITTIER'S BIRTHDAY.

TO IDENTIFY VESSELS.

CITY GOVERNMENT.

There Is Some Difference of Opin-

His 84th Birthday will come next
Month on the 17th.

Facts About the New Law Requiring
Names on the Bow.

Business Transacted at Yesterday
Afternoon's Special Meeting.

The poet, John G. Whittier has many
friends and admirers in this city, as well
Christmas?
as several
relatives; and his approaching
84th birthday, on the 17th of next month
will be an occasion of Interest to them.
The decision of the Maine Central not to
assist with reduced fares the practices
of Relatives here say that the poet will spend
the Association of Portland
Merchants in ' his birthday quietly at his Amesbury home,
having Merchants’ Week. Is one that is re- Some of his New York admirers, however,
garded with a diversity of opinion
among
Portland merchants.
The wholesalers do
not and have not approved of
Merchants’
Week. They say that it only
takes customers away from the country
traders who
buy of Portland firms. In the end
it reacts upon the Portland
wholesale business
Therefore Commercial street does
not bemoan the Maine Central’s
decision. On
the other hand the retail
dealers havs

Among the subjects considered by the
International Maritime Conference which
met last year was that of affording means
of more easily identifying vessels at sea.
This is a matter of vital Importance oftentimes as in the case ef collision when a
vessel approaches bow on, strikes a blow
and disappears in the dark or-the fog before people on the other vessel can tell who
them.
Several foreign
or what struck
nations recognising thiB have a law obliging vessel owners to have the names
painted on the bows of the vessels. The
United States has never required this in
the case of sailing vessels, although steam-

There was a special meeting of the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at 4.30 p.m.
yesterday. Present, the Mayor, Aldermen

ion ss to Its

advkbtiskmknts to-day

\gw

Will Another

amusements
Portland theatre.
Gilbert's Thanksgiving ball.
FOURTH PAGE.
Owen, Moore ft Co.
A. C. Libby & Co Exchange street—2.
N. s. Gardlner—Middle street.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Farrington Bros.—Congress street.
J. B. Llbbv. Congress street.
Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Merry the hatter.
Wanted—8. F. Pearson.
Wanted-Gentlemau or lady.
Boarders wanted.
Wanted—Male and female agents.
Annual meettng-Eagle sugar refinery.
Card of thanks.
W. H. Waldron, Middle street
John F. Proctor, Oentenlal block—2.
Wanted—Active boy.
Wanted-stenographer and typewriter.
Wanted—Geo. H. Lord.
C. K. Hawes, Congress street—8.

CT“The Sail Loft meetings are held at No.6
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing at 10.80 a. m. Strangers and others are
cordlallv Invited to be present. All are welcome.
All Souls Church, (Untversallst), Deerlng
—Rev. 0. F. Salford, D. D., pastor. Preaching
at 10.46 a. m.; Sunday school at 12.16 p. m.;
youpeople’s meeting at 7.16 p. m.
Bethel Church, No. 283 Fore street, near
Cusiom House, Rev. Francis Southworth,
pastor. Services at 10.30 a m., 8 and 7 p. m.
Services Tuesday and Friday evenings at
7.30. All from sea and land Invited. Seats
free.
Chestnut street M. E.
Church.—
Rev. Matt S. Hughes, pastor.
9.30 a. m..
young men’s league; 9.46a. m., young ladies’
league; 10.30 a. m, sermon by the pastor;
1.30 p. m., Sunday school; 3.00 p. m., sermon
by the pastor;6 p. m., Epworth l eague meeting; 6.00 p. m., Junior Epworth League; 7.30
p. in., general praise and prayer service. All
are welcome.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Woodfords—Rev. U. Hewitt, pastor. Sunday school
at 1.30 p. m.; service 2.80 p. m., preaching by
the pastor. Subject—“The fulfilment of God’s
purpose lu the life and destiny of man.’’ Frayer
and praise service at 7.00 p. m.
Congress Square, Church. (First UnlversaUst.)—Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor. Service
n

Qnhlaat

...

of

larnmn

I'OorvInn

4 1...

Truth." Sunday school at 12 m.
Church of Christ, cor. of Congress and
Weymouth Sts.-Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and
7 p. m. Lord’s supper at 3 p. m. Seats Free.
Congress St. M. E. Church.—Key. j. m.
Frost, pastor. Preachiog at 10.30 a. m.
Sermon; Thanksgiving, a type. Sunday school
service with special music aud addresses by the
pastor and Mr. L. G. March, Stale Field Worker, 3 p. m.; praise and prayer meeting, subject: “Salvation, a Gift,” at 7.00 p. m.
hChurch of the Messiah- Uulversallst,
India and Congress streets—Kev. G. I. Keirn,
paator. Preachiug at 10.80 a. m. Subject:
“The Power of Christ’s Teaching.”
Evening
“UniversalIsm and Unltarianlsm;
subject:
their origin, their dlflerences and their resemblances.”
Friend’s Church, Oak street, near Congress. Services at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p.m
Sabbath school at close of morning service. All
are welcome. Seats tree.
Free Street Baptist Church-Kev. B.
L. Whitman, pastor. Preaching bv the pastor
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.; Sunday school at
close of morning service: V. P. 8. C. E. prayer
meeting at 6.16 p. m.
First Parish Church (Unitarian) ConSt., Kev. Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor;
er. John C. Perkins associate pastor.
Ser-

•

a.

m.

and 7.80

p. m.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Fine day yesterday and warmer, with
southwest wind.
A party from Bath will attend the
esters’ ball in this city, January 19.

Tuesday

cordially invited.

Gospel Mission.—Kev. 8.F.Pearson, pastor.
school and pastor’s Bible class 1.30 p.
m.; temperauce address by Mr. Thomas N
Doutney at 3 p.m.; service of song at 7 p. m.;
temperance meeting at 7.30 p.m. All are welcome.

Sunday

aiobvuiuk

mo
uj
services and Bible

at

o

y.

hi.

iveilg-

lesson at 7 p. m, A cordial Invitation to tbe public.
Pine Street M. K. Church.—Rev. John
F. Clymer, D. D., pastor. lo.3u a. m.. preaching, subject, “A Live Church.” 12 m„ Sunday school: 6.30 p. m., Kpwortb League prayer
meeting. 7.30 p.m.. preaching; subject—"A
bad record and now to wipe it out.”
□Second Advent Church—Congress Place,
Rev. E. P. Woodward, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 10.30 a. m.; Sunday school at 1.30 p. m.;
preaching by the pastor at 3.00 p. m., subject
“The Hope or tbe Churob,” and at 7.30 p. m„
subject "The Hope ol the World.” seats free.
St. Paul’s Church (Protestant Episcopal)
—Corner of Congress and Locust streets. Rev.
M. McLaugbliu of Wakefield, R. I.,will officiate.
Service at 10.30 a. m.
and 7.30 p. m.
Sunday school at noon.
St. Lawrence Street Church.—Rev. A.
H. Wright,
pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a.
m. by the pastor; Sunday
school at 1.30 p.
m.; choral service at 7 p. m.; choir of male
voices; gospel address by the pastor.
Prayer
lous

meeting

at 8 p. m.

St.

Luke’s Cathedral.
state StreetClergy, Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D.D., Bishop;
Rev. C. Morton Sills, D. D., Canon. Services
—Morning Prayer, Sermon and Holy Communion at 10.80; Sunday school catechising
st 3 p. m.; evening prayer (choral) with sermon
at 7.30. p. m.
St. Stephens Church-(Protestant Episcopal! Congress St., head of State-Rev. Dr.
Dalton, rector. Morning service at 10.30 am. Sunday-school at 12 m.
All are welcome.
Second
Parish
(Congregational)
Church, Congress, cor. of Pearl street-Rev.
J. G. Merrill. D. D., pastor. Preaching service at 10 30 a. in. Sfxth In the series upon
the
Apostles, “The Doubter;” and at 3 p.m..
Blxth in tbe series upon the Pati
lachs, “The
Lal’orhig Man.” Sunday school at 1.45 p. m.
Sunday school concert at 7 p. m.
State Street CHurch—Preaching at 10.80
a. m. and 7 30 p. m. by Rev. F. a.
Warfield. D.
D., of Brockton, Mass. Thanksgiving collection at ihe morning service
Union Hall, 143 Free street
Sunday
school at 1.16 p. m.; song service at 2.30 p. m.;
free and easy at 3.06 p. in.; an old time service
at 7.39 p. m.
Vaughan Street Church—Bey. D. W.
LeLacheur, pastor.
Sunday school at 1.30 p.
m. Fr-aching at 3
p. m. by the pastor. Young
people’s meeting at 6 p. m. Prayer and praise
service at 7 p. m.
Woodfohds Congregational Church—
—

—

^eVt$?wln

Whson.

pastor.

Morning

service

10.80a. m, preaching by pastor; Sunday
school at close of morning service; Christian
workers at 3 p. m.; evening service at 7 n
m,; prayer meeting Tuesday 7.30.; Y. ps c
K. meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
a cordiai
welcome to all.
Willibton CHURCH-Oorner Thomas and
Carroll streets. Rev. Dwight M. Pratt, pastor.
Evangelistic services at 10.30 a. m., 3.30 and
7.30 p. m.. preaching by E. Wells Bliss ot Chicago. Sunday school alter morning service.
Prayer meeting Tuesday, 7.46 p. m. Y. P. s
C. E. Friday at 7.80 p. m.
at

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.
•~Frank G. Reed. Intoxication;
«
fined 83 and co sts.

James Brogan, Charles N. Googins and
John N. Reddy, larceny; each fined 85
and
"
one-third
costs.

Mark J. Sullivan and James H.
Barrv
Search and seizure; each fined 8100 ana
one-half costs and 60 days in county lail
J

Appealed.

PERSONAL.

□State Treasurer Beal was In the city yesterday.
H. Fairfield, Esq., of Saco, was In the
city yesterday.
Mr. Wm. McLellan of Caribou, is visiting Portland.
I>r. Delafield, the distinguished New
York physician, was in town
yesterday.
Mrs. Sill, wife of Rev.
Dr, Sill, rector of
Trinity, New York, Is at “The Sherwood."
.r,- f■ W; Qifford' representative In the
legislature from Benton, was in
the cltv
yesterday at the Preble.
BiSbee’ Esq“ ot buckfield,
state bank
examiner, was in the city yesterday at the Falmouth.
C0DtlQues seriously ill at
Wkith'™'
and bU Physicians
give
1

very

MU1
little1Ja88'
hope ’of his

schools,

Mi Lordhas gone on a

recovery.

superintendent of
gunning trip with
the Jackson 8gram-

Dr. Dole, principal of
mar school.
Collector Curran has
appointed Mr. D.
W. Sherman of Calais,
inspector of cusat
Place- fle assumed the duties
lbat this
of the office
week.
Captain Joseph Thorne. Ike, who was
reported as missing from
Rockland, Wednes
hls bomeHe had
been in Portland at the
West End hotel

a

|

a

For-

The Methodist preachers’ Monday meeting will be held at 10.30 o’clock.
The adjourned parish meeting of the
Free street church will be field this evening at 7.30 o’clock.
After paying all bills and other expenses
the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Y. M. C. A.
finds a balance of $3,196.78 as the result of
the recent fair.
Dr. Dalton will preach at the Second
Parish union service on Thanksgiving day
at 11 a. id., and the Portland Singers’ Society will sing.
Dr. Dalton’s second Saturday lecture will
be given in Baxter Hall this afternoon at
3 o’clock; subject, “Tlmon of Athens,
compared with Moliere’s Misanthrope.”
The steamer City of Richmond was detained by heavy'seas, but will undoubtedly be ready to start on her return trip for
Machlaspoit at 10 o’clock this morning.
The schooner H. E. Willard, recently
bought by J. H. Hamlen <Jfc Son for the African trade, has gone on the marine rail-

into effect Jan. 1, 1892.

talking of some celebration on tbe day.
It has not been decided what shape the celebration shall take, and only a few suggestions about it have yet been made. It
Is proposed that a score or more of the
literary clubs of New York shall unite In
the preparation of a programme for it, and
it is also proposed that a special committee

are

of a few of the foremost literary men of
the city shall undertake the;business of

preparation. Among other propositions
are that a banquet be given In his honor,
that a sangerfest be held at which selections from his works shall be recited and
sung, and that a public meeting be convened at which eulogies of him shall be delivered.
It is probable that Mr. Whittier himself
would object to any project whatever that
might be brought under his 'notice, and it
is certain that he would decline to appear
at any public display of any kind in his

honor. He lives in the utmost retirement
in his home in Amesbury, Mass., desires
only repose at this time of bisllife, and is a
Quaker to whom tbe blare of trumpets is
not alluring. In a recent letter to a friend
he said: “I have outlived tbe vanities of
youth, and am left lonely by the death of
my old friends.”
John 6. Whittier and Oliver Wendell
Holmes are the last survivors of the group
of eminent American poets that flourished
in the first half of theilDineteenth century,
and included Longfellow, Bryant, Emer-

Poe, Lowell, Halleck,

and several

others. He was a writer as early as 1829,
and ten years afterward he was the editor
of an anti-slavery paper in Philadelphia,

the office of which was burned and sacked
by a mob. In 1831 he appeared as a poet,
and during the sixty years that have

elapsed

since then he has composed many
poetical works that are familiar to the
reading public, “Asa poet,” says one of
his eulogists, “Whittier is more peculiarly

American than any other of equal fame.”
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
But two more chances remain to see the
specialty company at this house in the bill
which gave such satisfaction to the audiences of Thursday and last evening.
The
matinee today will afford the ladles and

children

a capital opportunity. Thomas is
particularly funny in the sketches, and the
different specialties are all good.
SHIP

AHOT.

The Boston Post says of Hill’s “Ship
Ahoy” company, which will be the third
Popular in the Stockbrldge course, November 24th: "Last year the musical comedy
was awarded abundant praise, and the
present year, with the addition of new
faces and music, and the retention of the

way to be metalled.
popular principals, it bids fair to increase
The Colored Eclipse Quartette will con- its former success.
The score has been
duct the staging at the temperance meet- I benefited by some new members, the liings at the Gospel Mission at 3 and 7 bretto by new lines and business, while
o’clock p. m. tomorrow.
the company is much stronger than ever
At the Young Men’s Christian Associabefore."
CECILIAN QUARTETTEtion Sunday atternoon Key. W. C. RobinThe concert given by the Ladies’ Cecilison, pastor of the Presbyterian church,
an Quartette, in the Cape Elizabeth
will give an address on the subject, “Paul’s
course,

last evening, was very successful. FolConscience.”
John Reddy, James Rrogan and Charles ; lowing is the programme:
1
E. Googlns were arrested yesterday by Quartette—The Bustle Dance.Resch
The Ceclllan Quarteite.
|
Officers McGrath, Riley, McDonough and Vocal Duet—Quls est Homo, from “Stabat
1
Rossini
Sparrow for larceny of shirts from Jacob
Miss Brown and Mrs. Morrison.
Bernstein.
Solo—The Merry Postillion.Franz Abt
Miss Brown.
Maritime interests in Back cove are look- !
Quartette—Blue Bells of Scotland.Schilling
ing up. Yesterday afternoon there were
The Ceclliau Quartette.
Solo—Gavotte, from “Mignon”.Thomas
two three masted schooners, two two mastMrs. Morrison.
ers, two sloops and a steam tug, beside
Plano Solo... .Selected
Mis»Jones.
Moore & Wright’s dredge in the channel.
Quartette—Spanish Dance. Laceme
The Unlversallst cnurches of this city
The Ceclllan Quartette.
and Deering are to hold their Thanksgiv- Solo—Thy Daily Question.Meyer Helmund
Miss Merrill.
ing services this year next Wednesday Vocal Trio—Three Little Maids, from “Mikado”.Gilbert & Sullivan
evening at 7.30 o’clock at the Church of
Miss Brown, Miss Morrison, Mrs. Morrison.
the Messiah. Rev. Dr. Blanchard will deVocal Solo—Garden of Sleep...DeLara
Miss Nettle Morrison.
liver the sermon.
Duet- -Gondollled.Graben-Hoff man
The American vessel C. C. Chapman, reMrs. Haskell and Miss Morrison.
ported yesterday as in New York with
Quartette—Legends.Mohrlng
The Ceclllan Quartette.
Second Maje George Pickering, arrested
CHARMING WOMEN OF OLD GREECE.
for assaulting a seaman, is one of J. S.
The ladies of the "Pygmalion and GalaWinslow & Co.’s vessels. But the owners
tea” cast will form pretty stage pictures at
know nothing of Pickering, who may have
City Hal), Thanksgiving afternoon and
been picked up almost anywhere.
evening, in the variegated costumes of Old
At a recent conference at the residence
Greece.
In the matter of colors, poses,
of the Premier of Canada it was deteretc., great care has betn taken, and the
mined to pay the Allan line the same rate
performance will be of the same general
for carrying malls from Portland during
excellence as whenniven in Portland Thethe winter that were paid for carrying
atre last spring by the Players’ Club
The
from the St. Lawrence during the summer.
This rate is 30 cents a pound for letters sale of seats is going on at Chandler’s music store.
and eight cents for paperB.
THE SEASIDE HALL CONCERT.
The sixth anniversary of Branch 283, O.
I. H., will be celebrated next Monday eve- 2 o the Editor of the Press:
At the grand concert held at Seaside
ning, November 23, at Mystic Hall. TickHall, South Portland, Wednesday, Miss
ets will be furnished members free of
Josephine Tucker’s singing gave the audicharge and can be bad of the accountant,
ence great satisfaction, and was charming,
24 Brackett street, or at Buck's ticket
as was tbe singing of Miss Getchell. Miss
agency, 272 Middle street, or of the comFreda Morrell’s whistling was the feature
mittee.
of tbe evening, nothing equal to her sweet,
The Firemen’s Ball.
bird-like notes having been heard upon
City ball was never better filled for a ball any stage in this village before. She evithan It was last evening, tbe occasion be- dently has a great future before her. The
singing of Mr. John P. Welch was very
ing tbe annual ball of tbe Relief Aossociatlon of the Fire Department.
fine, and pleased the very select audience
The exercises opened at 8 o’clock with a fine congreatly. Miss Florence M. Best gave great
pleasure by her Sue piano solos. Eocore
cert by Chandler’s band, lasting one hour.
was the order of the evening.
The audiA feature of the concert was a representa- ence was most enthusiastic.
S. P.
tion of a night alarm from box thirty-two
with the accompanying features.
The
Thanksgiving number of Figaro to-day.
lights were turned low and red fire burned,
The Ice and the Bears.
etc. At nine o'clock the grand march of
The pond in the Oaks is frozen over.
nearly foui hundred couples formed. First
The cold snap Wednesday night brought a
Assistant Chief Engineer Thomas Payne,
skim coat of ice, and Thursday morning
president of the association, leading.
there were several small boys to be seen
An enjoyable order of fourteen dances foltempting fate and enjoying themselves on
lowed. Refreshments were served at Inskates. Later In the day the weather softtermission by Caterer Ruby.
Capt. Cady
ened up and free water appeared at the
was floor director with the
following aids:
lower end around 1 he outlet. This crept
G. C. Jose, W. E.
Daggett, A. H. Fowler
np Inland gradually, and yesterday ice and
C. O. Coding, A. E.
Knight, C. H. Ray, W’ water
were about half and half.
H.
People
q.
Perry,
e.
n.
Kimball,
H. G. Rowe, F. E.
yesterday were amusing themselves by
Berry, F. P. Burnham,
A. A. Dlmmoek, L. M.
throwing sticks and stones on the ice to
Blake,'.P. C. Melo- see if it
was real ice or only scum.
These
dy, W. E. Parker, 8. A. Cady, F. E. Doe
M. II. Ross. Among the guests of the eve- iwiciftu O’lUOWluceB IClUalll UU tup U1 toe
ning was Capt. Gibbs of Long Reach En- lee and when it freezes again will become
Imbedded in It and a menace to the lives
gine No. 2 of Bath.
and limbs of those who skate there t his
winter. Something ought to be done to
Three Sunday Services at Williston.
prevent this dangerous practice.
Sunday will be Evangell st Bliss’s last
The bears are enjoying themselves nowThere will be
day at Williston churcb.
adays. They are fat and seem contented
three services as follows: At 10.30 a. m.,
although they keep up their constant promThe 3.30 service is
3.30 and 7.30 p. m.
enade back and forward behind their bars
special and will be of great interest, tbe in the vain
hope of finding a loop hole for
young people of the entire city being inescape. Their travels, which must count
vited. This special service last week was
up into the miles in the course of a week,
of such marked power as to call for Its rephave worn a deep gutter in the front of the
etition Sunday at 3.30 o’clock, Instead of
cage.

4.30.

Dr. Dalton’s Lecture.
The second Saturday lecture will be
given this afternoon, at 3 o’clock in Baxter
Hall. Subject, Shakespeare’s Tlmon of
Athene, compared with Mollere’s Misan-

thrope.
1

hanksglving

is not complete unless you
beautiful Thanksgiving number of
Figaro. It is out to-day.

have

a

have been for seme years required to
their
on
names
have
their
and
in
front
both
wheelhouses
on the 6ldes in letters at least four Inches

ers

long. At the earnest request Tof foreign
representatives the American delegates
unamlnouslv requested Congress to pass a
law requiring American vessels to have
their names on the bows as the foreign vessels do. Congress accordingly passed the
law Feb. 3 last, providing that It sbonld go

son.

16:23-24, Theme—“Prayer.” Young people’s
meeting at 6.30 p. m., topic—“Lessons from the
A service of sacred song constory ol Judas.”
sisting ol singing of Gospel Hymns by the congregation, solo and chorus singing and a short
address Dy the pastor at 7.30 p. m. Subject“Shall we wearapatohed coat this winter?”
Prayer meeting
evening at 7.30;
Lesson—John 19;l-16. Every seat is free. All

Hioh Street Church.—Kev. W. H, Fenn,
D. D., pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 a.
m.; lecture at 7.80 p. m. by Bev. G. I. Ladd,
D. D.,
subiect—"Modern Agnosticism and the
ground for our belief in God.”
Illslby Hall, East Deerlng—Preaching
service at 10.30 a. m. by the pastor, Kev. H.
Hewitt. Sunday school at 2 p. m. Prayer and
praise service at 7.00 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
—Divine worship aud preaching at 10.80 a. m.
by Kev. Wm. B. Hayden Subject, “How the
contrary things said lu Soripture concerning the
Lord Jesus Christ
are
all true.” Sunday
school at 12 m. All are welcome.
Portland Liberal
Fraternity meet
in Mystic Hall, No. 467V4 Congress street,
at J0.80 a. m. Subject for discussion—“Does
evolution exert any force In the moral development of the human tnlnd?”
Feeble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. m.

About

fund with which to
provide free return tickets for persons
coming into town for a Merchants’ Week
near Christmas time.
erally with others to

First Presbyterian Church, Cor. Park
and Pleasant
streets.
Bev. W. Courtland
Robinson pastor. Sunday school at 2 p. m.;
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m. and 7.30 p.
m. All seats free.
First Spiritual Society—Mystic Hall,
467 Vi Congress street. Meetings at 2.30 p. m.
and at 7.30 p. m. Mrs. 8. M.
Atherton of
Lynn, Mass., will lecture
Free Church. Western Avenue, Dcerlng.
—Sunday school at 2 p. m.; service of worship
with sermon by pastor at 3 p. m ; text—John

are

Held

Boston."
Mr. Manson O. Larrabee said he was enthusiastically in favor of Merchant’s Week,
so much so that now the Commercial Association had been sat on by the Maine Centra), he would be willing to subscribe lib-

6ress

vices at 10.30

Be

regarded the
Institution as of great benefit to the
city
as well as of advantage to
themselves. The
low fares have brought many
poople into
Portland, and accustomed them to regarding this city as a commercial centre.
There has been considerable talk
that
the association of merchants who
have
originated ;the Merchants’ Week would
plan one more for Christmas time, before
the action of the iratlroad shall take
effect. So far this is only talk, but
Mr. E.
D. Eastman said yesterday
afternoon that
the association would have a
meeting soon
to consider the matter.
So far no definite
action had been taken.
Among prominent members of the association a difference of opinion was manifested.
Mr. George B. Bagley, secretary of the
Commercial Association, was not in favor
of another Merchants’ Week,
especially
one at Christmas time.
Then he said peo;
pie bought goods and made trade brisk
without any extra inducements.
He said
that he thought a movement t > start another trade carnival would look like a case
of knuckling to the wholesalers who in his
opinion were at the bottom of the whole
business of the Maine Central.
Mr. W. C. Ware of the Standard Clothing Company, was in favor of another
Merchants’
Week at Christmas.
He
thought that the principle of the thing,
namely, low fares, could be profitably extended to the whole year so that people
would find It as cheap to come here as to
to Boston for their goods.
“It Is,” said
he, "the natural tendency of the people to
gravitate to trade centres, and no act of a
railroad company can change it.
This
fact being as It is, I say we ought to have
the trade of Maine, rather than let it go to

SUNDAY SERVICES.
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One

Utility.

found from Merchants’Week a
large extension of Portland trade in the
lines In
which they deal, and have

Angostura Bitters Is the best tonic In the
world for dyspeptics. Manufactured only by
Dr. J. G. B.Slegert :& Hons. Sold everywhere
novlOeod&wlw
by druggists.

NEW

OUR MERCHANTS’ WEEK.

THE PRESS.

_

Two Million Dollars.
In New York last week two million dollars' worth of carpets were forced on the
market and had to be sold for whatever
they would bring. It will be good news
to our readers that The Atkinson House
Furnishing Company secured $60,000
worth of these bargains and will offer
them for sale commencing Monday next.
Ladies will please take note.

The acting secretary of the treasury has
issued a circular to customs officers explaining how the thing is to be done. Our
ordinary vessels of course the name is
painted on In letters either white on a dark
ground or vice versa between of the cathead and the heel of the bowsprit. On
double enders the name is to be placed on
the part corresponding to the bow, or
both ends. Yachts not {registered, but enrolled are exempted from the provisions
of the law, a previous act providing that
the name and home port “shall be painted
The old law
on some conspiclous place.”
requiring the painting of the home port on
the stern is modified making it optional
with builders whether it shall go on the
bow or the stern, but it must go on one.
The dimensions of vessels and the toneage, hitherto painted on the main hatch
will be painted on the stern post under the
new

law.

me

majority or

owneu .at

vessels

tins

port have already complied with the new
law, although some which are on long voyheard of
have
not
It.
yet
ages
All such vessels after Jan.31, 1893 will
be subject to penalty for every day they
fail to comply with the law.
Tc-day’s number is
giving number.

a

beautiful Thanks-

MRS. JANE TROTT.
Her Peculiar Case

Again Before the

City Government.
The city committee on judicial proceedings and claims held a meeting yesterday
afternoon and considered the petition of
Mrs. Jane Trott of Peaks Island for compensation for her removal lrom the site of
Island Avenue to the pasture near the Fifth
Maine cottage. No action will be taken
until the next regular meeting of the city
government.
It seems that in 1881, when Island avenuo
was laid out, the city ordered all obstructions removed, among which was this
house owned by Mrs. Trott, but standing
on land belonging to her father, Abraham
T. Sterling.
All obstructions were removed in compliance with the order except

this house. The street was laid out aud
built, aud tbis house stood within the
street line, the gutter making a canal under
it. When Mayor Melcher’s administration
came into office in March, 1888, an attempt
w. s made to remove the house.
May 6th
the aldermen ordered Marshal Oreen to remove the house.
An attempt was made by
the city to secure land enough of Mrs.
Trott’s father to alio wthe house to be moved
back, but Mr. Sterling refused to give her
an inch.
Then in order to make the removal as easy as possible for Mrs. Trott
the city secured a squatter sight from Hon.
J. A. Locke to put the house where it now
stands, in the rocky pasture on the top of
the island. The removal began November
12, and the house was taken in sections to
the place where It now stands, Mrs. Trott
remaining in it all the while aud pouring
out a torrent of abuse upon the workmen,
the police officers and spectators generally
as the house moved along.
Mrs. Trott has remained in the house
since in apparent peace and quiet, but It
appears that she has all along considered
herself a wronged woman and this petition
is the result.
uars.

iron is

in a naru

place, wnen me

street was laid out over the land Captain
Sterling applied lor and received damages

In a considerable amount. Mrs. Trott, being in the eye of the law a mere squatter,
received nothing. In November, 1888, she
petitioned the city government to move
her house to a more proper place and put
it iu good condition. The city, as above
stated, tried to secure a strip of Captain
Sterling’s land, and falling, put the house
where It now stands.
This place. Mis.
Trott claims, is not a proper place for human

habitation.

WAKE UP, REPUBLICANS !
These Citizens Were

Made Voters

Yesterday.
Republicans must bestir themselves and
get their names on the voting lists, or
when it Is too late they will regret their
procrastination. The Democrats are up and
astir.
These voters were registered

Blrnle,-Gallagher, McClotchy, Conant,
The following
Stephenson and Lewis.
business was transacted.
PETITIONS.

We, tbelunderalgned merchants doing business on Middle street, do hereby petition your
honorable bouy 10 have the fruit venders and
hawkers forbidden selling goods on the street
or sidewalk tu front of our stores:

Child

IHau af Baw,
Bleeding Hare*,
miraculous Care by the
Caticura Bemediea.

a

to the
of her
toes the skin was so
raw as to be abso-

8., 8 Alder.
Chas. M., 69 Spring.
Beal, Frank 8., 193 Oxlord.
Chase, Charles P., 69 Brown.
Conroy, Martin F., 6 Danlorth.
Chase, aaniuel D 69 Elm.
Chase, Lyle B.. 319 Cumberland.
Cook, Bartholomew, 52 Center.
Clarke, Fred S., 306 Cumberland.
Cummings, Edward 0., 37 Brown.
Crowell, Pliny, 42 Cedar.
Cleaves, Henry B., Falmouth Hotel.
Del ancy, Stephen A., 610 Fore.
Dyer, Reuben K., Cnase House.
Deane, David W., 16 Cedar.
Field. Wm., 8 York.
Fox, Patrick, 12 Cross,
Foley, Frank Joseph, 93 Center.
Fuller, Jas. H., rear 48 Cedar.
Fenley, Walter R., 80 Elm.
Fenley, Joseph H. W., 80 Elm.
Green, Wm. H., 6 Chestnut.
Groves, Edward T..U8 Plum.
Grewer, Wm 608 Congress.
Gliltatt, Joseph 8., 173 Lincoln.
Haley, John W., 1 Danlorth.
Hanrahan, Michael, 620 Fore.
Higgins, Wm. 0.. 266 Oxlord.
Hawkes, Franklin A., 15 Alder.
Kenney, Charles G., 173 Oxlord.
Lvdon, Patrick, 84 Center.
Litchfield, Geo. C., 277 Cumberland.
Libby, Chas. Thornton, 66 Brown.
Longtellow, Alexander W.. 37 South.
Maley, Edward, 23 Danlorth.
Merrow, Geo. B., Durant House.
Merrill, Geo. Wadwell. 22 Cedar,
Mullin, Joseph P., 39 Cotton.
McGlnty, John P., 12 Pleasant,
Monahan, Jas. J.. 407 Fore.
Neely, Richard I., 422 Fore.
O’Connor, John H., 67 Alder.
O’Malley, Patrick. 407 Fore.
Perry, Jas. G.. Perry House.
Purmgton,|Prederick A., 148 Lincoln.
Ponce, Ernesto, Merchants Exchange Hotel.
Ross. Wm 45 Alder.
Strickland, Abel H„ 35Cedar.
Shine, Win., 91 Elm.
biowcii, unas. n., 63 Free.
Underwood, Henry E 201 Oxford.
Walker, Charles M., Chase House.
Wharton, Thomas J., 7 Pleasant street.
Winslow, Amos, 90 Preble.
WARD FIVE.

Boyle, Peter H„ 19 Canton.
Coughlin, Wm. E., 1 Spring street place.
Fossett, Edgar S., 446 Cumberland!
Freeman, Eben Wentworth, 17 Mechanic.
Greeley, James, 63 Danforth.
Herbert, John J., 44 Brattle.
Harmon, Fred Howard, 99 High.
Hay, Oliver, 16 Deerlng.
Roach, William J., 21 canton.
Ryan, Martin J., 139 Green.
Smith, Charles D., 126 Free.
Susskraut, Herman W., 406 Cumberland.
I
wohlg, Timothy, 64 Danforth.
Vrlse, Jacob G., 55py2 Congress.
Wellman, Austin N., 3iya Mechanic.
Winslow, Jacob S., 14 Deering.
WARD SIX.

Clark, Albert P., 20 Brackett.
Hodgdon, George L„ 172 Danforth.
Locke, Joseph A., 179 State.
Lynch, Thomas, 36 Winter.
McGlincby, James H., 128 Danforth.
Putnam, Win. L., 166 State.
Stubbs, Francis J., lot Sheimau.
Taylor, Samuel L., 2 Cushman court.

Lighter.

The stone lighter Catherine James of
Boston, bound to Newburyport, Mass.,
from Hurricane Island, came In at Randall
& McAllister’s yesterday for coal. The
Catherine James is built on the lines of a
mud turtle, and Is about as graceful as the
floating grist mill Lincoln, that formerly
haunted these waters, but she is
capable of
handling an immense amount of the material of which the coast of Maine Is made.
The James carries a powerful crane and
hoisting engine, and does her own stevedoring. The crew numbers seven, with
the captain. The men are
quartered in the
bow, under the deck on which the hoisting
engine is housed, tho entire stern below
the deck being given up to the motive engine, boilers and coal bunkers. Above the
“quarter deck” is the caboose where tho
cooking Is done, and the captain’s cabin,
and on top of that the wheelhcuse, where
the steam steering apparatus Is located.

tips

on

to

little

my

an

from birth. I
have had three docmost

experiment on
her, but she seemed
be getting worse

tors

I

Every night

fair,

and I believe she has

entirely

recovered.” The above Is true in every particular, and l refer to Mr. C. W. Woolever, druggist.
J. ROSS FAULKNER, Danville, N?Y.

Cuticura Resolvent

The new Blood and 8kln Further, Internally, and
Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, and Cuticura
Soap, the exquisite Skin Beautifler, externally,

now.

DIDV’Q Skin and 8calp purified and beautified
iwtu I 13 by Cuticura Soap.
Absolutely pure.

Petition of Western Union Telegraph
to erect poles on Cross, Cotton
and Centre streets,
was
received and
placed on file, and an order accompanying
tbe same giving permission was passed.
Petition of E. H. Davels ana 12 others,
passed by the council last week for fitting
up tbe building at the corner of Spring
and South streets, for charitable purposes
was referred in concurrence and the order
accompanying was also referred in concur-

Company

Instantly relieve and speedily cure every disease
and humor of the skin, scalp, and blood, with
loss of balr, from Intancy
to
age, from
pimples to scrofula.
every where. Price, Cuticura, 60c. ;8oap,
26c,; Resolvent, g 1.,Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Corporation, Boston.
EySend for “How to Cure 8kln Diseases,” 64
pages, 60 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

PAINFUL

WEAK,
and Uterine

BACKS,

kKldney

1UI lU Cuav

Sawnbroker
y the marshal,

a

Fur Collars

appropriation.
Burgess read the order and Mr.
Conant said that the city treasurer had
was no

He read

rule of the board requiring a yea and nay vote for a transfer of
money from one appropriation to another,
and said that the present case was quite
different. Mr. Conant persisted in bis motion for the yeas and nays, and it was accordingly taken, all voting yea.
Mr. Conant read a letter from Mr. G. E.
Philbrook, asking the city to build a sewer
for a bouse whicb he iproposed to build.
Mr. Conant said that the sewer committee
had no money left, but that he thought
that the work should be done.
He therefore moved that the sewer be built, 125 feet
in length as a matter of public necessity.
mistaken.

It

was

buildlug permits

Murdock, dwelling, 98 Beckett street.
W. D. Johnson, dwelling, 46 Merrill street.
Portland & Rochester Railroad, car sbed,

Preble street.
H. J. Weber, adAiion to house, 106
Newbury
street.
/
J. B. Drysdale, cement pipe works, 167 and
169 Kennebec street.
G. E. Philbrook, dwelling, Neal and West.

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.
Correspondence with Robert E. Nortbam

of Providence, R. I.,

was

Tana Vi

New

and

MERRY’S
FUR

STORE.

MERRY, the Hatter.
no?2l

case

very

heavy

shades, strictly

Yard

and

half

n-riwiMJ.cinra—'

*•

on a

weak

MARRIAGES.
In this city, Nor. 18, by Rev. John Collins,
Janies A. Craig and Miss M. Lillian Ames, both
of Portland.
In Deering, Nov. 18, by Bev. F. M. Houghton,
Oliver Cota and Miss Marie Averill, both of
Portland.
In Kumford, Nov. 6, A. E. Googtn of Lewiston and M lss Emily W. uoodwin of Kumford.
In East Sumner, Nov. 12, Abel T. Hollis and
Miss Emma M. Eyerson. both of West Sumner.
In Mercer, Alden U. Dunton and Miss Lena
F. Works.
In Montvllle, Nov. 17, Rtchard S. Gay of Belfast and Miss Ellen C. Gilmore of Montvllle.
In Norrtdgowock, Nov. 14, Wilmot 0. Cooley
of Norridgewock and Mrs. Eva Littlefield of
Madison.

DEATHS.
In Bath, Nov. 18, Evelina, wife of Charles H.
Cox, aged 64|years 2 months.
In Bath, Nov. 10, Mrs. Nancy M. Owen, widow of tbe late BenJ. Owen, aged 73 years.
In Corlna, Nov. 16, Mrs. Betsey P. Brooks,
aged 78 years.
In Brldgton, Nov. 6, Haskell P. Kneeland,
67 years.

In Gardiner, Nov. 12, Mrs. Sophia C. Howland, aged 66 years.
In Gardiner, Nov. 26, Isaiah H. Hamlin, aged
72 years.
In Litchfield, Nov. 9. Mrs. Laura E. Bailey,
aged 43 years.
win Haverhill, Mass., Nov. 20, Dr. Sidney
»
Drlnkwater.
In Everett, Mass., Nov. 18, Kittle, eldest
daughter of Charles E. and Eva M. Chase, aged
18 years,—formerly of Portland.
[The funeral of tbe late William Jameson
will be held on Sunday aflernoon at 2 o’clock
at bis late residence, Woodfords, Deering.
[The funeral of the late Harry G. Small will
taxe place on Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
at his late residence, congress street, Bradleys
Corner.

58c

PLUSH
Short

YANDUAR SUITING.

Because Catarrh affects your bead, It Is not
therefore a local disease. If It did not exist In
your blood, It could not manifest It self In your
nose. The blood now In your brain Is before
you finish reading this article, hack In your
heart again and soon distributed to your liver,
stomach, kidneys, and so on. Whatever Imcarry away, cause
Therefore, when you

purities the blood does not
what we call diseases.
have

Catarrh

other Inhalant can at most give only
temporary relief. The only way to effect a cure
Is to attack the disease in the blood, by taking
a constitutional
remedy like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which eliminates all Impurities and thus
permanently cures Catarrh.
Cecal Application* Failed.
‘‘X have been troubled for the past few years
with catarrh, and have never received the least

a snuff or

benefit that X can see from the many so-called
catarrh cures. Of late I have been taking

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

and can honestly say that I feel much better.
My general health Is certainly improved. I
know Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be a good medicine.” H. A. Geoboje, Athol, Mass.
"I want to say for the benefit of suffering
humanity, that Hood’s Sarsaparilla is
A Permanent Care far Catarrh.
“After suffering with catarrh in my head for
a number of
years, and using every obtainable remedy, I was requested to take

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

I did so, and after using four bottles I am
healed of the most annoying disease the human
system ts heir to.” P. B. Stout, Sheridan, Ind.

1.00

1.00

“

“

.75

desirable
in two.

Very

Price*

c ot

15.00
16.00
18.00

to sell for $1.00, during this sale 62 1-2c

“

“

All wool, yard wide,
marked down to
62 l-2c

“

_“

■

$ 7.50
•

37.50
40.00
6.00

16.00
18.00
22.00
23.00

modes,light tan, light

and heliotrope.
most desirable

ty

for

50 Robe Patterns,
of

37 l-2c goods and one
embroidered flannel,
actual yalue $4.50. in
this sale only
$2.48

the question
Haberdash-

NEW PRIOR.

Capes
r‘

“

$12.00
13.00

“

15.00

“

16.00

“

“

“

17.00

REMEMBER

75c

Containing 10 yards

LONG CLOTH GAPES.
$15.00 Long
“

We are headquarters for Plush Cloaks and Fur
Lined Circulars. Wholesale discount during
our Clearance Sale.

CLOAKINGS MARKED DOWN.
Old Price.

*3.60,

Plaid and Stripe,
*16.00. Cream Plush, 60 In.,
Seal Plush Cloaking, *16,00.

Price.
*2.60
*0.00

New

CAMELS’ HAIR SHAWLS S6.50.
In appearance and nearly equal In
value to those that others sell for *10.00.

LADIES' HACINTOSHES.
a

caded and Striped,Twills
Henriettas and Cords,
worth from 62 l-2e to
75c, all pnt in at the one

splendid line

at

priee,

48c

10 pieces French Serges,
that were a bargain the
first of the season at 88c,
will be closed ont in this
sale at
62 l-2c
10 pieces 46 inch Hindoo
Twills, same as those
sold at $1.25, will be offered at only
75c
5

pieces, better than anything we have offered this
season at $1.25,
and
would be cheap at $1.37,
for this salt *t only
$1.00
Last chance of the great
closing sale of Silk
Ganzes at
igc
And China Silks at
25c
No more will be offered at the
above prices than are now on

Equal

We have Just opened

pieces of Plain and
Fancy Weaves in Bro-

37.50

•

Goods.

50

12.50
16.00
26.60
26.00

•

OLD PRICE.

light

Black

NEW PRICE.

$12.00 Astrachan

French Whip Cord.
ecru,

UNPRECEDENTED SALE

FUR CAPES HARKED DOWN
25.00 Gray Erimmer
23.00 Monkey
39.00 Sable
35.00 Persian
42.00 Sable
45.00 Astrachan
48.00 China Seal
7.50 Plash

wool,

7.50
8.00
9.00

•

shades, in-

far

$5.00

•
•

OLD PRICE.

cluding

yard and half
marked
down from
wide,
$1.50 to
$1.00

NEW PRICK.

$10.00 Plush Jackets,
“
“

One of the newest dress

27 beautiful

new

i,

JACKETS,

L»|lha,

OLD PRICE.

*16.

sale.

ery.

There’s

no

that offers

so

reasons

other store

many good
for its claims to

your patronage,

so

inducements for
A

one.

that’s

Congress Street.

many
you to

buy men’s furnishings,
this

J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

big

Congress

Street.

Congress
A

as

and
always
clean and new, the latest

MALE—The two story brick house, with
French roof, situated No. 207 Cumberland
street; has 14 rooms, besides batb and closets;
Is one ot tne most desirable houses on the
street, and Is finely located tor a down town
residence. Is offered for sale at a great bargain to close an estate. Immediate possession.
to JOHN F. PROCTOK, Centennial

FOB

novelties, the finest quali-

quali-

ties too—and the lowest
possible prices consistent
with merit.
These are

IfoeU

MALE.-First-class brick bouse
FOB
rooms. In perfect repair, bath and
modern
one of the

ot 12
every
desirable
locations in central part of the city, will be sold
at a great sacrifice.
W. H. WALDRON, 180
Middle street.
21-1

Improvement,

the elements which have
made
this department

what it is—one of the busiest in the store—its business constantly increasing

ing and hosiery
wear costs

at

other

there is

the city, firstbrick house containing 18 rooms,
heat and modern conveniences, tully furnished, nearly full ol boarders, must be rented
at once. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
21-1
X

steam

ENOR

P'AKBINGTON BROS., i
642 Congress St.
i

We are more than busy
these days, distributing our
reliable clothing to wanting
customers.
Several lines
of
Men’s
Suits haven’t been sold as

that

greater variety

You are
also probably aware that
this store sells for 46
cents a white shirt that
lays over any other in
the market at near the
price. But do you know
that it is part of our busito choose from.

ness to make

dress shirts of any

style

or

quality

rapidly as they ought. They
now marked at prices

are

order

to

sort or

for

any

occasion whatever and
that we make a specialty
of shirt making for the
most critical trade?

Wc hav£ just received a new
lot of Children’s Garments the
style of this one. In various
plaids, In sizes 6, 8, 10, 12, 14.

Fr,ce'$6.00 toJ10.50.
Eastman Rros. & Bancroft.
"m

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
Annual Meeting.
stockholders of the Eagle Sugar Refinery are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting, for choice of directors and action on
other
business that may be brought before
any
them, will be held TDE8DAY, November 2a.
1891, at 2.30 o’clock p. m., at 109 Commercial

THE

Street.

GEORGE S. HUNT. President.

Portland, Nor, 18M>. 1891.

noraidat

SALK—Bay Harmonicas of HAWKS,
No. 414 Congress street.
I don’t claim
largest stock in the United States, but a
lame stock and an elegant variety. Some “Jim
Dandy’s,” at only 10 cents each.
21-1
V

the

and neckand

most

LET.—In western part ol
fflO class

less here than

stores
a

CARD OF THAW KM.

WE

stock

fresh

ties—the medium

Street.

desire to express our sincere thanks for
the expressions of sympathy and tokens
of love extended to us by our friends in the recent sickness and death of our llttte Leas.
It
J. W. DAVIS.

You’ve found out that
fine imported undercloth-

Not a Local
Disease

“

All

market, $1.00 quali-

TAKE

“

The above cat represents the Plash Cloak we
will sell for

.HUaea.

it

Beecham’s Pills act like magic
stomach

1.50

1.25

wide

The
dress fabric in the

weather today
likely to be
fair and warmer.
roKTULND, November 21,1891.

7.50

The above lines are in the
and popular shades.

all
48c

to

rose

The

9.00

“

2.00 Broadcloths for

goods, splendid line

Anrn

aud October were received and referred to
the committ°e on street lights.
A list of sidewalks built during the year
was received and placed on record, as Is
required by the new sidewalk ordinance.

$10.00

“

4

One

read, announcing
DoKInnn

“

15.00

Broadcloth Finish Serges.

eodtf

for perpetual care of her tomb la the Eastern cemetery, and an order was passed authorizing the city treasurer to accept tbe
sum. to be entered upon his books as “Tbe
Robison Trust|Fund," the income of which
shall be set apart forever for the care of
tbe lot.
Reports of deputy marshals of lights out
for May, June, July, August, September

aged

18.00

FRENCH BEDFORD CORDS.

Elegant.

ever

:

$20.00 Patterns for

46 inches wide,marked
down from 75c to 46c

Men’s Fur Gloves

were

^Melvin Hamblet, dwelling bouse, 67 Douglass
H. Thompson, storehouse,1 rear 46 Preble
(E.
D. F.

hcnnaof of \Ci*c

39c

materials, imported

Something

BUILDING PEBMITS.

a

wide, very

a

$5.00,

sacrifice

ples

EUR CAPES.

FOR

greatest

down to

ALL WOOL TRICOTS.

fy, marked down

accordingly voted unanimously.

The following
granted:

The

31c

wool, only

done.

—

desirable
shades,
marked from
50c

down to

of

ThelFur Wraps are the coming style. Fur Garments made
over.
Repairing of all kinds

AND

Pattern Dresses,!

Tricots, $1.00 quali-

EUR CAFES.

ART

made by a retail house in this
class of goods while the styles
were all new and fresh, bat we
mast have the room, and this
last reduction will close oat the
goods, even if people bay them
to lay aside.
We quote a few prices as sam-

Mr.

told him the money could not be appropriated without a yea and nay vote.
Mr. Burgess stated that Mr. Libby was

—

Camel’s Hair effect,
marked from 50 cts.

CUT TO ORDER
OUT OF ALL KINDS OF FUR.

—

Novelty Suitings

FRENCH SERGES.

THOSE LARGE

Df

HIGH

SCOTCH PLAIDS.

38 inches

propos-

ing a contract with some person who was
willing to wait for his pay.
Mr. Conant replied that evidently there

—

New and very desirable
styles, usually sold at
37 l-2c, to close at 19c

approved

matter of

LAST GREAT CUT

Plaids and Striped Dress Goods.

THE

appropriation, simply

Goods.

MARKED WAY DOWN.

•

oa

of any money after the annual budget is
made up, unless a sum is transferred from
one appropriation to another.
Mr. Conant thought that ended the matter, but the Mayor said that there was no

CLOAKS, JACKETS, CAPES. ETC.

New Fall Shades mark
ed down to
19c

Pains and Weakrelieved In one minute by the
'Cltlcan Anti-Pain Plaster, the
II Vl only Instantaneous paln-kililng plaster.
novl8
W&SAwlw

granted.
810,000 OBDElt.
Alderman Conant asked for a yea and
nay vote on the 810,000 order for filling
in Back Cove flats.
Alderman Gallagher said that whereas
the vote was unanimous, Mr. Conant’s remarks were rather superfluous.
At the request of Alderman Conant, the
rule of the board regarding appropriations
was read, which forbids the appropriation
was

All Wool Tricots.

nesses

rence.
i^rtvia

Holiday

PRICES ABSOLUTELY BEYOND COMPETITION.

Erevent

smooth ana

!

al-

every day.
I had to bandage
tie mittens on her hands to
her from digging the raw flesh with her
Mr. Faulkner said he believed that
ngers.
Cuticura Remedies would cure her.
He
offered to bear the expense.
At that time she
was worse than I baa ever seen her, and there
seemed no prospects of recovery.
Cuticura,
Cuticura Resolvent, and Cuticura Soap
have wrought a miracle. To-day her skin Is

most distracted.
her all over, and

was

Alderman Conant said he thought there
was a difference between driving along the
streets and selling goods and standing for
hours In front of one store. It was unanimously voted to lay tbe petition on tbe table.
Tbe Mayor stated that these venders
were carefully watched by the police department, and that in his opinion they
were not
making nuisances of themselves

uB'auoi

We Must Have the Room for

to

thought the city government had no right
to interfere with people In the discharge of
a lawful
calling.

at 330 Fore street,

$12,000

lutely sickening to
the sight. Said Mrs.
H. A. Stout to me:
‘■I have tiled every-

of

Geo.
Billings,
Baine

bleeding

eruptions, and from the hips

who has
daughter,
hann
oflllntoH al.

A. Wood,
8h»w,
George
B. Greenough A Co
Chadbourn A Kendill,
X. D. Cushman A Bon, Hogan Brothers,
Stevens A Jones Com'y.C. H. Lamson,
Allen A Co..
8. R. Small.
Edwards s Walker,
Cyrus Lowell
John Brackett
William McAleny,
F. P. Tibbetts A Co..
Chapman Banking Co,
N. E. Heuion,
Allen K. Bangs,
David Hooper,
M. K. Donnell.
Alderman Gallagher moved that the petition be laid on tbe table, as he said he

u*

OF DRESS GOODS

-^POR=-

bleeding

me

& Co.Charles A. Perry,
Burbank,Douglass
b
C.
L.

m. unnuu

L

apvbutibbuibwte.

$20,000 WORTH

A face, from the hair to the neck on both sides
a raw mass of
sores; two little hands
and arms In the same conditions body, around
the waist of which was a broad band of

thing suggested

WARD FOUR.

Bennett, Frank Alves, 6 Cotton.

_____™KW

AWFUL SKIN DISEASE

Davis & Cartland,
F. 8. Beal.
G. W.MarstOD,
A. L. Merry
M. G. Larrabee,
Dean Brothers,
J. M. Durgan,
J. W. Leathe,
M. E. McDonald,
Line. Daniels,

Cameron & teathe.
G. L. Bailey,
Standard Clothing Co.,
King & Dexter,
H. H. Hay & Son
B. L. Mltcnell
W. H. Brown,’
F. L. Boswortb.
J. 1. Libby Si Co
I. 8. Bean,

yesterday:

A Powerful Stone

ADfEBNINEIKENTi.

nov

21dlt

and female Agents, also
Geu’l. Agts. In Maine to handle our Fool
Bath Powder. For Sore Feet, Cold Feet, Corns,
Chilblains, Numbness, Rheumatism and poor
circulation of Blood. Be sure and try 1C Ask
druggist for Absorption Foot Bath Powder.
Goods to be paid tor when sold.
Address, L.
B. DECKER, Salem, Mass.21-1

that will move them at once.
Our new Ulster, a black
Worombo Chinchilla, lined
with an all wool Sawyer Cassimere—it’s for a warm driving coat, 820.
Crey Frieze Ulsters, 810,
812 and 810, to the most
expensive at 830.
Crey Satinett Ulsters for
85 if you are looking for

cheapness.
Boys’ Cape Overcoats and
Ulsters, 82 to 815.
Boys’ and Men’s Winter
Caps, 50 cts. to 82.

WANTED-Male

reliable gentleman or lady
WANTED—A
every city and town, having wide
In

lu

ac-

quaintance especially

church organizations,
earn from |15to$20 per week easily.
Goods paid for when sola, write for circulars,
terms, etc., to GRAHAM MEDICINE CO.,
3i-i
Salem, Mass.
can

1

SALE—Beside three leading manufacturers’ violin E strings, I bare a new one
and when they appear all others go Into their
boots. Try one; they are elegant.
HAWKS,
No. 414 Congress street.
21-1

IjsOK

SALE—Pbat Is the price of yees Jews
FOBHarps?
1 have some at only 3 cents each;

Harmonicas, 10,16, 26 and so on. Come this
way boys and get bargains lu all musical Instruments. HAWES, No. 414Congress street.
21-1
__

WANTED at 137 KEEK ST.
BOARDERS
Table board $3.00: good rooms $1.00,

$1.60

and $2.00 per week. House heated by
steam. Boarders nave free use of batn room.

HOCSE FOK SALK —Nicely located, containing 16 rooms; beared by
steam, hot and cold water bath room; must be
sold at once as the owner Is out of health. Inquire ot A. U. LIBBY. 42Vi Exchange street

BUAKDINU

TO LOAN on first or second Mortgages on Keal Estate, Lite Insurance
policies. Commercial gaper or any good Collateral Securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, *2Vi
21-1
Exchange street.

MONEY

LKT—1st and 2nd Hat of 6 rooms each,
No. 29 Sheridan street; sunny, fine new
and near hotse cars; coal, wood, water and
closet all on the same floor; $13-00. N. 8.
21-1
GAKD1NKU, 186 Middle street.

TO

home In the

for

good

city
WANTED—A
girl, fourteen years of age, capable to
sist
houst work or the care of children,
a

as-

In light
Must have the privilege ot going to school. Apto
8. F. PBAKSON, Gospel Mission, 2 to 6
ply
1
o’clock p. m.

\irANTED— Every wideawake housekeeper
VT in Portland to call at Ueo. H, Lord’s, cor-

of Congress and India streets, and secure
free a sample of the best fifty cent tea In Port81-1
land.
ner

FARRINGTON

BROS.,

348 Congress Street.

Stenographer and typewriter:
Young lady experienced lo shorthand and
typewriting. One who has had office experience,
and is qulok and accurate at figures, preferred.

WANTED—

Address,

stating salary expected, P. O. Box No.
SI-1

188*._

houest and
tive boy about
IB years of age In an office ou
WANTED.-An
Exchange
Address
ac

street.

ZED, Portland Dally Press

21-1

